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Introduction
This is an introduction to a book containing a series of posts that explain
events surrounding the 2020 US Presidential Elections as seen from what I
believe to be a true Christian perspective/ worldview. It includes issues
such as human nature, fraud, faith, politics, conspiracy and the financial.
Enjoy.

O

n 31 December 2020, following evidence received from what I
considered a credible source, I commenced blogging a series in
which I revealed what I considered reality in regards to President
Trump’s plans to deal with very serious Election Fraud in the 2020 US
Presidential Elections and beyond.
While it was accepted by many following the Elections that serious fraud had
occurred, and that the elections were stolen from him, the Conspiracy is/was that
the Military, and of course Donald Trump as Commander in Chief, knew long in
advance that the elections would be stolen. He and his thousands of “white hat”
backers in the Military and government deliberately let these events unfold. Thus
the 2020 Elections were a ‘Military sting operation’ designed to flush the Deep
State crooks out and to present to the American people incontrovertible evidence
of that fraud.
There is much more than simply Election Fraud though – the entire future of the
US is being prepared by an extraordinary political leader, a man and his team right
up there in the annals of human history.
Indeed the Conspiracy actually goes back a lot longer and a lot deeper than just
the 2020 Presidential Elections . . . in a political sense back to 1963 and the
aftermath of the JFK assassination. In a geo-political sense it represents a war
(jockeying for global political influence) particularly between the big boys, the
CCP and the USA. In a spiritual sense right back to the beginning of history,
good vs evil.
Time will tell whether the US Military or the Chinese Communist Party win
2
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WW4 or not. (BTW, I consider that WW3 was the War on Terror and WW4 is
this digital war on truth, primarily the CCP’s communism taking on the American
Democratic Dream).
In the interim I would put my money on Donald Trump’s mastery of human
intrigue with his setup of his second term following a period of Military rule
currently (as at 21 January 2021) in play, but I suspect that like all other wars
nobody truly ‘wins’ it. The 2020 Election Fraud will be considered to be just
another disinformation blip on the age-old continuum of conflict.
There are though, clearly different categories of people who have their take on
these matters – first, to date the majority of the Western world who simply go
with the flow. They listen and believe the Mainstream Media (MSM) version of
reality. Up until the first Trump landslide (in 2016) when many realised that things
were ‘funny’ in the MSM, I call them the gullible. A large number of these people
may be seen to be ‘good’ in terms of their life conduct, and may have jobs,
families, friends and opinions – even strong opinions. But their capacity to think
outside of the spoon-fed goggle-box rubbish is limited. They poo poo all
conspiracy and therefore fail in the basics of truth-seeking by assuming that
conspiracy does not exist. That there is no conspiracy is actually (to a person of
logic) a conspiracy theory in itself, especially for Christians who really should
accept that evil can and does conspire!
Interestingly most of these people are mostly in the latter stages of life and trust
the BBC, newspaper and/or don’t have Internet research skills.
Secondly there are the rest of us who may be alert to the ‘hidden agenda’ to
various degrees – often those in the younger generation more capable of seeing
the MSM bias and knowing that there is a ‘narrative’. Some are spiritually attuned
to sniffing out deception but many of these people ’emotionally opt-out’ of
society. Some though, are politically aware – they know how the system works
and read between the lines, sometimes getting it right.
Some are [American] patriots for whom President Trump is their Saviour and
President Biden is an illegitimate impostor. Some of these people have learned an
aspect of reality from various conspiracy websites or alternative mouthpieces, but
their challenge (as it is for all of us) is to work out which message can be taken as
3
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true and which is guesswork, false, controlled opposition, fabrication or
disinformation.
In conspiracy circles, The Powers That Be (TPTB) are usually identified as the
Illuminati. The Rothschilds, Rockefellers and Royalty are all pulled in, and the
Pope too is usually included. Powerful business interests such as George Soros &
Bill Gates are often mentioned and more recently Big Tech moguls like
Facebook’s Zuckerberg and Twitter’s Dorsey. The phrase “the Deep State” is also
widely used now to represent the face of evil – the enemy.
Often TPTB are presented in conspiracy circles as political leaders, but the
majority of the world’s political leaders are corrupted by money. People with
money buy influence. Money talks. TPTB are generally talked about behind
closed doors because their activities are usually coercive and conspiratorial.
Anyone who spends more than ten minutes in the political world knows how this
works.
I saw this most clearly when I lived in Samoa and was close to the Prime Minister,
Tuila’epa. It’s not that I observed corruption all day, every day, it was that when
you had power, it was used. The Prime Minister for example, would toy with the
Media, issuing controversial stories when things were quiet and hushing things up
when he wanted to protect someone for whatever reason. Releasing controversy
was a technique used to distract and the concept of ‘plausible deniability’ was
employed liberally.
Samoa doesn’t have a Military force but the US does. As I write, we are watching
two stories coming out of the USA – The MSM story is that the Democrat party
has inaugurated Joe Biden as the new President. I believe that this inauguration
was pre-recorded and there are many serious problems with the MSM agenda.
The conspiratorial story is that the President has appointed two individuals from
the Military to run the country and ‘clean it up’ while he steps aside ready for an
appointment under a different, legally sound, entity on or before 4 March 2021.
That makes sense and fits in with the clues that I know.
TPTB, (aka the Money Power) appear to me to have installed Donald Trump into
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power in 2016 in a deal akin to a Faustian Deal 1. I cannot possibly know the exact
shape of this deal but there are huge red flags for me in this financial/political
deal . . .
First, The Donald is a very wealthy man. Trump for all his high IQ, political nous
and business acumen can only have gotten to where he has with some very
serious support. I understand that he has currently 8,000 key people around him
and backing him – Military, business & government.
Secondly, I know that politics is a dirty, dangerous game, but that many in the
USA see Trump as their Saviour – nationalist sentiments are galvanising around
his MAGA message which tapped into this popular rising tide. His populism is
clearly no accident of history. This is a huge red flag for me. Draining the Swamp
is all well and good as a catch-phrase but can it be done against TPTB without
their prior planning? I tend to doubt it.
Thirdly, there is enough talk around town of large financial changes relating to
gold, the Gold Standard and a new US currency that I suspect a very serious
financial global trauma will occur, most likely some time during Trump’s second
term. It makes sense, as I have mentioned in these posts, that Trump’s popularity
is needed to carry the populace through this “time of reset”, as they call it.
If I am right then the deal would be, ‘On the one hand Trump could undertake
his “MAGA, Drain the Swamp, return the country to the Republic” agenda’, but
in the other that he would ‘back off attacking the global TPTB’.
The prerequisite understanding of this potential deal is that there is actually a
Powers That Be, that have the capacity to empower him to do what he wanted
with the USA. If they are left alone for the next four years, would it be a problem
to allow him to build up the USA, or to at least protect it from falling. They have
played the long game for hundreds of years to date. No problem to do a deal
with one leader for his two terms then eh?
For those who cannot accept that there is anyone able to sit down with a future
President of the USA and do this kind of deal, I state as a fact that Money Power
influences Political Power. Then I ask you the following two questions, “Do you
1

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Faustian-bargain
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accept that all Central Banks provide the default currency for the majority of the
globe and that they all settle with a privately owned bank called the Bank of
International Settlements?” and, “Do you accept that all Central Banks pay
interest to the BIS?” The answers to both questions is affirmative and indicate
where the real power to rule the world comes from. As I have said, I am not privy
to this engagement but the smoke I see indicates a fire.
But while power gained illegally or legally (although not always morally) from
either force or from the people voting for their representation (as in the Western
world) is temporal, the Christian worldview is that ultimately it is the Creator who
has the ultimate authority and power.
In my writing I take the view that, to put it simply, this authority to rule the world
was initially delegated to humankind in the Garden of Eden when the Creator
gave “dominion” of the world to man. It was then bequeathed to the ‘tempter’
when Adam and Eve fell, but returned to the Father when Jesus paid the price in
full. According to the Good Book, the Holy Spirit now influences things here on
earth; His nature is that of a dove, allowing man to act as he chooses in all areas
of life but restraining evil; teaching, exhorting and acting when and where He is
given authority to act.
At the time of writing I believe that the vast bulk of the United States has yet to
realise that it currently is, through its leader who has deliberately stepped aside for
a season (I understand some days, but not months), under Military rule.
There are way too many clues otherwise for me to believe the MSM story that Joe
Biden was inaugurated as President yesterday. At the very least the ceremony was
not real, being pre-recorded and it is highly likely that he has already been
arrested and dealt with or shortly will be and could easily follow in the footsteps
of other traitors to the country like Bush & McCain, who ended up six foot
under at the hands of their fellow men. I would expect that nigh on a couple of
hundred thousand others too will follow with arrest and Military tribunals.
Governments appear to be rocking around the world as deals are done and
people previously untouchable are going down. Things are most definitely
happening in the circles of power!
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Election Fraud occurred in the US, especially in 2020, of that I am sure. Just read
Peter Navarro’s three reports if you doubt this!
That a Conspiracy exists surrounding these events is also plain to see – at least
for anyone who is honest and alert.
The rest of the details of the conspiracy will of course be proven over time.
I trust that this book and series of posts brings you welcome understanding and
that your faith grows – that there is indeed a God; that His character is essentially
good; that He cares for His creation, and that being outside of time, He is the
source of true wisdom and knows the best thing for His people.

Dennis
21 January 2021
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1. Who’re Ya Voting For?
A ‘new’ mate asked me this recently.
According to common wisdom you
shouldn’t talk about politics or
religion. The short version of this
conversation was that I told him I
don’t vote and that a vote is a prayer.
In response to the former concept he
ranted about anarchy. He scoffed at
the latter.
The longer version follows and will
likely destroy a newfound friendship.
Whatever. Read on to find out why
this may come about . . .

N

English make Elliot 18″ scraper similar to a scraper

ew Zealand entertains a silly
purchased recently from Mike in Hamilton, for the
Tiny House Workshop of Matapuna, Taumarunui
season every four years
when
our
collective
consciousness goes all ‘gah gaah’, our mouths open with a blank stare and our
brains switch off while the mainstream media pawns a parade of politicians all
desperate for power to convince us that they are the Messiah. We’re entering this
election period as I write and this is the context in which my friend asked this
question.
Over the last few months I have been buying a few tools & stock from a guy in
Hamilton. “Who are you voting for?” he asked when we went in for a cuppa tea.
“You’re a nosey bugger aren’t you?” I replied, laughing off his digging in a futile
attempt to keep a friendship, by avoiding the question.
He pushed on . . . “No . . . No . . . I just want to know! It’s a natural question isn’t
it?” This is called ‘doubling down’. Many would bugger off back off and stop
asking questions at that stage but my mate didn’t, so, OK methinks, this dude
8
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really wants to know.
“I don’t vote. Never have. Never will!”
His rant begins . . . “But it’s your civic duty to vote . . . ” blah blah blah.
I’ve heard it a gazillion times before . . . my grandfather [uncle/neighbour] went
to war and risked his life [or died] so that you could have this peaceful lovely
democratic world that you have inherited as a result of his sacrificial selfless
actions . . . [violins in the background].
Sorry, but the world I live in is a little different to yours . . . most people I know
about in the two world wars went because they had no choice – they were either
shot if they didn’t or plonked in jail and labelled for life, socially ostracised as a
Conscientious Objector – the wars had nothing to do with peace and freedom,
truth and justice, good guys vs the bad guys. It had everything to do with money
and power, bankers and businessmen using deception and force for political and
financial objectives from what I can see . . . and the world we have inherited
seems to me to be far from the perfect, peaceful little place it is presented!
I digress from this story though, my own little rant over for the moment.
So what I then asked was whether my mate really truly believed the political
leaders that he was voting for. Ouch! I knew that he had a brain and that he
wasn’t afraid of using it but it seemed to me that he was voting for liars, BS
artists, self-interested politicians and that he knew it.
“Well you have to choose the best of the bad bunch . . . ” OMG! Who said that
you gotta play in a bad system? My father has said the same thing for years – you
gotta use the system to change it. No . . . logically, using the system simply
empowers it, never changes it! You can never change any system from inside it!
My friend actually started off his turn to rant in reply with his pearls of wisdom
about anarchy. “But, but, but, there is no alternative . . . but anarchy and anarchy
is not good!”
Oh spare me days, this guy clearly had not researched the alternatives, so I parked
his question about what was the better form of government than the democracy
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that he clearly idolised. “Another question for another day!” was my reply.
He wouldn’t give up so I said, “A vote is a prayer!” which made him raise his
mocking eyebrows and engendered a denial, “Noooooo!”
“Really? Are you nuts? Do you really believe that?” was his thinking – if his eyes
could only talk.
There . . . we now had politics AND religion! Bye, bye friendship, I reckon.
Well he asked for it, so he got it.
Now when it comes to democracy, God says, “Trust Me! Do it My way!”
Democracy says, “Nah! We’ll do it our way thanks!” My money is on Him – every
time, and I definitely do not worship democracy.
When it comes to the existence of a Creator (if that’s an issue for my mate, I
never really got into that one with him) evidence of design indicates a designer. I
see evidence of design. Logically then there is a Creator. His identity, name,
nature, character, requirements and so on all have to follow from acceptance that
He exists.
I know that this concept runs contrary to current global[ist] thinking but trusting
that ‘chance & time’ generated the world we live in requires blind faith infinitely
more than I have. The untenable concept of macro-evolution is an utter
deception – technically neither a theory, nor is it scientific. It’s pure religion. I’ll
just stick with logic applied onto the facts as I find them, thank you, and keep on
keeping on with the God that I know, love and serve.
So for the record, I do not vote because I have faith. I have faith that there is a
God; that He is alive and doing very well thank you very much. I have faith that
when He tells me that if I do things His way then He can do what He wants in
His time – with me and with whoever. Certainly much better than having to select
the best of a bad bunch every four years and put up with the 51% bullying their
way over the other 49%. So I don’t vote. I do not vote because a vote is most
definitely a prayer, it is an outworking of a principle. If I will be accountable at
the end of my time to a Creator who gave me the responsibility along with the
free-will choice then I will exercise that gift in the best way that I can use it. I
10
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know that He despises human pride and is pleased with true faith.
Then I get in and do what I can in my own little space to make the world a better
place. And that is where my mate was going with his questioning – trying to work
me out. What made me tick? What gave me the reason to buy up all his old,
excess tools and set up the Tiny House Workshop in Taumarunui and to build
something called “Club Wairua”? Was it philanthropy or something like that? Sort
of.
My mate knew that I’ve written nigh on 3 dozen books so he asked for one of
my books. Cheeky! He says that he wants to “check out my writing style” or
something like that. Pretty much the same as I talk in person, methinks, but
whatever.
There’s over 2 million words available online free but a copy of my latest book,
The Secret Life of a Private Investigator is on its way to you by Courier Post this
afternoon Mike. Be careful though because most people who are genuinely
interested in the truth find that when the light comes on, they can see more . . .
of themselves, and sometimes we don’t like what we see.
Chin up everyone! Who’re you voting for?
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2. Faith in Political Power
I dive in here deeper explaining
the spiritual significance of
voting, enhancing previous posts
that have identified a vote as a
prayer, pinging democracy as
evil and exhorting Christians not
to vote. In essence participating
in a ‘rigged’ system perpetuates
it, for it is technically impossible
to change a system from within
it.

T

he three-year voting cycle
in New Zealand has coincided (again) with the four year American
Presidential circus thus in New Zealand we have the ‘delightful’ doublewhammy. For a guy who loves watching the political show from a distance, this is
Christmas time for me but as I have constantly shared, I don’t vote; never have;
never will.
The reason is that I have more faith than the majority, and by this I mean REAL
faith – faith that there is a God, one who cares; one who has set the value system
upon His creating act; one who has sent His Son Jesus to show us the way; one
who has conquered evil once and for all (showing His power over death); but
most importantly, represented by the incredible power and wisdom of the Holy
Spirit here, today in the present.
This last aspect is the one that is truly amazing and so very, very important in the
Christian walk. It is when we know Him; know that He is good, true and worthy
to be heard and obeyed that we actively seek to HEAR His voice . . . so that we
can DO what He wants of us.
There is a world of difference between going to church on a Sunday; going to
12
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work on a Monday so that we can pay off the mortgage before we retire then
going to the voting booth on a Saturday once every three years or so, to having
faith.
When Jesus came to set the captives free there were actually two forces of
oppression – it wasn’t just the Roman occupiers that squashed those little people
of Israel. The religious leaders of the day had their people of the same day by the
short and curlies too!
Having faith like a child, Jesus walked the walk, baiting those corrupt religious
leaders and exposing them for the proud but empty, smart but shallow fools that
they were. Interestingly He also largely ignored the politicians of the day and just
did what His Father asked of Him. We too should do the same.
In previous posts I have explained how a vote is a prayer, essentially we put our
faith into a human system of government, aka democracy when we vote.
Whether it is the original sin – when mankind voted to go against God in the
Garden of Eden or the people dancing around a Golden Calf, or clamouring for
a political leader as the other nations had, democracy whereby the will of the
masses is worshiped – the concept of democracy is totally condemned in
scripture.
I’m not alone in my sentiments when I choose not to vote. Any person who
genuinely has faith and the wisdom to know that they will be eventually
personally accountable to their Maker will never vote either. I shared these
thoughts again recently with a friend whom I respect – he has similar thinking
and he said this:
I am intrigued that when I tell people I do not vote, they look at me as if I am crazy.
Very few seem to have thought about it, and most just seem that it is the right thing
to do. Faith in political power is still huge.
The last seven words (my emphasis) are accurate and astute.
You see when we vote for the various politicians, the good, the bad or the ugly,
we take the allegiance that God seeks away from Him and that’s the point.
It’s the exact same thing that Adam and Eve were tempted with way back when . .
13
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. putting faith in anything other than the One who deserves it. Oh we all have
faith whether we like it or not – we have to. The real question is where we choose
to place it. If we vote for people who seek power, rest very assured that they will
use it!
I choose to hear and obey, though. I trust Him that by doing what He says, today,
here on earth around me and in my life, that He can and indeed will do exactly
what He wants as a result. Oh, I might not see the world changed in my own
lifetime, but I tell you as sure as eggs that I’ll be hearing the words, “Well done
good and faithful servant!” at the end of my time.
In case you are thinking that I’m an angel and want your kudos for being some
smart-arse, know-it-all, mamby-pamby, Bible-banging Christian just out to
convert you – no way! I’m just looking after my own interests because I’m literally
petrified of the alternative, which for the record is, “Nah! You can bugger off
get away from me because I never knew ya!” – paraphrased of course a little,
because God doesn’t swear!
My friend is correct that people don’t think about it (democracy & political power
from a biblical perspective) and just assume that politicians and the government
of the day are the answer. Sure, most Christians I know vote, but most Christians
I know also deny conspiracy, accept evolution and use the currency of the day
(the NZD) where they all pay and receive interest. For the record, conspiracy and
corruption are the norm in a fallen world; [Macro] evolution is an utterly
impossible & ungodly concept; and the use of any currency founded upon Godforbidden usurious monetary systems always activates the curse through
enslavement. Likewise with the faith that most put into mankind’s political
systems through democracy. Contrary to the constant spiel from Cindy & Trump
– we’re all accursed.
So wassup? Where’s God in all of this and why do my friend’s observations ring
so true to the observant and honest?
One has to understand His nature and the times that we live in. The Lord God
does not fight evil like we do, in a physical war. He has already won the battle at
the cross, two thousand years ago. He has no interest in forcing the world to bow
down to Him. We will all acknowledge the Creator eventually whether we like it
14
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or not and He knows this. He is outside of time for He created it!
Instead of force, what He does is to speak to us all gently, one by one,
encouraging us to do the right and honourable thing in due course. In regards to
evil, He restrains it, holding it back until eventually when the time is right, in His
time, He then lets it have its way. The coming implosion, like all other predicted
inevitable events such as His second coming, and all the traumas of the end of
the age, and the times of peace, will surely come.
Please don’t ask me when. I simply don’t know, but it has to come.
Mathematically and economically a financial implosion could be decades away
because if TPTB can write out cheques against the peoples’ credit for a trillion or
two or ten today, they can also do this for a quadrillion or two or ten tomorrow.
Socially we are miles away from the ungodliness that I understand has been
predicted. There still appears to be some semblance of justice and morality in the
current generations, thus the implosion to me seems to be a ways off yet.
In the meantime however, we have the increasing consolidation of power and
wealth with the march towards globalised everything. Sure there are ups & downs,
hiccups, scraps and digressions as people desperate to work things out for their
own interests jockey for position. The rise of ungodliness, enslavement and
globalism is indeed increasing, thus it is wise to get out of debt and stay out;
stand for righteousness as or when we can do so.
People though (for the first time as a “global village”) must go through the
difficult times to learn the futility of human focussed efforts at inventing rules
simultaneously ignoring and flouting His ones. They must come to see that there
is something so wrong; so bad; so empty that the “global consciousness change”
that so many are seeking must come.
It’s not the calm before the storm . . . it is the storm.
In some ways I think it is cute to see so many around me worship a young
woman whom I know as a shallow, inexperienced, ungodly, ignorant, BS artist
and vote her back into political power in a landslide victory. There can only be
one way from there – down, and I look forward to seeing that eventuate. Sadly,
there will be another, because I’ve seen the exact same thing happen with other
15
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political leaders like Muldoon, Lange, Clark and Key. Up, down. Up, down. Still
the people’s faith is put into those who seek, gain and then use power at the
expense of the people.
I far prefer to put my faith in Him, the unchanging and faithful One. Chin up all!
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3. Putting American Politics Into
Context
I share here what I believe is an
important missing component
to the 2020 US Presidential
Election controversy, raising
my concerns at our Western
worship of democracy and in
particular the USA’s utter
reliance on (therefore worship
of) their Constitution, which
inexorably leads to worship of
the resulting Democratic
Republic. I touch on the
evidence of election fraud;
explain the complex warfare
context in which this fraud occurred and then tackle the entire concept of
godliness – starting with our personal faith-filled behaviour then I move up
to the American and then global picture. Enjoy this big-picture biblical
worldview.

Worship of democracy

T

he Christian worldview is predicated upon the simple message that
there is a God; who is ‘good’ and who created ‘good’; bad things
happened which set the world into a tailspin. Jesus came to set the
captives free and sort things out. There’s plenty to argue about along the way but
let’s keep it simple for here. Apart from personal experience, that there is a
Creator is proven logically as design compels the existence of a designer. That
things have gone haywire on planet earth is self-evident to all but fools or the
17
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blind. It is my assessment that Christ’s identity and redeeming role for mankind
(or otherwise) is the greatest question a human being needs to address.
Taken in proper Christian context, the bible (which most Christians consider it to
be God’s written ‘Word’) is not only a book of history but it lays out God’s
design … like a blueprint for godly living. I hesitate to use the word ‘rules’
because of the usual knee-jerk reaction of rebellion, but this guideline to
godliness makes it abundantly clear that He seeks the separation of cleanliness
from uncleanliness; good from bad; and godly conduct from evil behaviour.
Democracy is totally condemned in Scripture. There is no instance, not one,
where the Lord endorses or supports voting where a majority rules the minority,
aka “might is right” – the 51% lording it over the 49%.
Yes there are times that the priests used chance to determine the Lord’s will but
this was a mechanism to divine His intent.
Yes, the early apostles all agreed on a specific course of action but this was
neither voting nor democracy in principle. It was all of them choosing to follow
the Holy Spirit’s guidance.
Voting, whereby mankind determines its actions by weight of numbers (i.e. public
opinion) commenced with Adam & Eve conspiring to go against the Lord’s clear,
unambiguous word; it continued right through the rebellion of the Israelites and
their worship of the Golden Calf (because it seemed ‘good’ for their stand-in
leaders at the time to go along with the majority); to their voting for the execution
of Christ (an acknowledged innocent), instead of a known criminal.

Godliness – personal faith-filled behaviour, American Culture & then
globalisation
If faith is required for us to please God and if humility is required for faith, then
pride-based rebellion is the precursor to our personal acts of evil.
From the outside of ANY culture, it is easy to see how pride affects the
multitude. Pride in America as the “greatest country of all time” may feel great
for those living within it, but this pride is an ugly thing to observe from afar.
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Those far-removed culturally simply speak what they see when they call her, “The
Great Satan”.
I experienced this cultural challenge quite deeply when I moved to Samoa. It took
me about 18 months of hard graft before I could truly understand the people
around me. Yes, I could understand them, and their cultural differences (my
children are half Maori/Polynesian so I had a bit of an insight already) but it was
when I turned back comparing my own culture after a year or so that I truly
became to understand things. The bottom line is that human nature is the same
across the globe; cultures though differ.
So pride affects us all in different ways but the end result is always exactly the
same – Samoa, New Zealand, China or the USA. Pride causes us to act
insensitively or to act aggressively; to err on the side of greed and self-interest;
but more most importantly in a manner that is ungodly. Globalisation, where
power and wealth is consolidated to the maximum is the ultimate god-usurpation
act, something that can be seen much more obvious in the last few decades.

The US Constitution
If there is one document that the USA is proud of; one document that makes the
USA different to all other nations out there, it is their ‘founding document’ – The
US Constitution.
Supreme and standing head and shoulders above so many other Johnny come
lately legal structures, the US Constitution is a marvel of human endeavour. Its
aim was to establish a solid framework on which to base a good, sound and godly
society.
Whether the US founding fathers were true believers, godly men or not matters
not because one has to compare the Constitution with God’s word in order to
establish biblical validity. Please listen to me carefully now, this is not an anti-US
nor an anti-Constitution post, it is primarily designed to help us see how with the
four-yearly cycle of American politics has drawn the attention of the US people
back to the importance of the Constitution to them. God does NOT seek a
Democratic Republic. He will work through the political reality of the day – be it
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a corrupted political dictator disguised as a democratically elected Prime Minister
(as in Samoa), or a crooked, ideologist, populist Prime Minister (as currently in
New Zealand), or a Monarchy, either in name only or in very real terms (as in the
UK or the past USSR).

US election fraud
The 2020 US Presidential Election has created quite a controversy, and I have
been following it quite closely as events have unfolded, from well before the 3
November 2020 election actually. I love watching the blood sport and the way
that so many vested interests get involved. For me I guess it’s somewhat akin to
what the Caesars did at the Colosseum in Roman times – entertaining the masses.
I’m certainly entertained!
I was chatting to a friend a while ago who actually said that he didn’t believe that
there was any election fraud in the US presidential elections. His deep disdain for
Donald Trump came out at the same time. Sure, this was in November before a
lot of facts had come out but I disagreed entirely, noting that he was watching the
mainstream TV at the time. It was clear why he thought like he did when the
MSM is your primary source of information! Nuff said!
To set the record straight, from where I sit, the essence of Democracy is that it is
those who can engender the most support who get the general approval to lead
the people. Most of the time this is achieved through the use of money, which,
when used intelligently, gains and retains power. I say it all the time, those with
power naturally use it.
So while there have always been efforts to game the system, some more
successful and some more obvious than others, the extent of corruption in the
USA this time sets new records in many regards. The Christian world-view is that
corruption is the norm. It takes much effort to do godly things and to live honest
lives. It is simple to go the way of the masses. Jordan Peterson acknowledges this
too:
Telling the truth (and also seeking it) is definitely an adventure
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It is my take that the systems used to game the recent US Presidential election
have been developed over some years, but they became of “biblical proportions”
with the extent of President Trump’s landslide re-election. Their response, (to
win at any cost) appears to me to have lifted the corruption to new levels and it is
currently getting out to the American public, who to put it lightly, are largely now,
not amused!
The methods of obtaining a false (Biden) election win covered all manner of
election fixing and involved a myriad of corrupt conduct – from individual
partisans to international players. The cover-ups also show the true colours of the
various players.

The complex warfare context
While most people in the United States perceive disputes in American politics (in
the current situation the 2020 Presidential Election, where Donald Trump
appears to be fighting for power against Joe Biden) in a fight for power as a
partisan political conflict, this is actually a deeper thing and part of a much more
complex conflict.
There is a multi-dimensional scrap going on – of course it is a fight for political
power (personally it is Trump vs Biden or from a party perspective,
Republicans vs Democrats). You can see the influence of money – hundreds
of millions of funding – being used by big business to influence and sway public
opinion.
Trump has also consistently identified the issues he is dealing with to be geopolitical in nature naming the Chinese Communist Party as the ‘enemy’. He is
undoubtedly correct, with strong evidence of major election interference and
what he calls the “China virus” as a weapon used against his country.
It is also though, a philosophical conflict between the value systems of capitalism
vs communism and this needs to be seen in the context of a spiritual conflict –
good vs bad, godliness vs evil.
My research has established beyond a shadow of doubt in my mind that foreign
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interests (at least foreign to the US nation) participated in major election
interference, but viewing a corrupt democratic process in the 2020 US
Presidential elections as a ‘tut-tut; this is warfare’ and/or ‘oh no; shock-horror!’ is
naive. Deception and fights for power are the norm in the world today as always.
When you’ve lived a bit with your eyes open, it doesn’t matter whether it is a
‘backward’ little Pacific Island state ruled by a corrupted, greedy politician like
Tuila’epa, a supposed corruption-free country like New Zealand, or the two
largest and most powerful countries on the planet (China and the USA) fighting
for power, the issues are always the same . . . mankind going about its business
contrary to the express guidance and instructions from our Maker.
Personal beefs; cultural norms; political values; philosophical takes; power,
control and monetary issues all pale into insignificance when we match our
conduct against God’s laws. Our use of money founded upon interest-bearing
currencies enslaves us. Our worship of democracy, best exemplified by the US
elevation of their Constitution over God’s commands to have faith and
obedience in Him first, incurs His curse.
Of course, as I have said previously many times, the Creator is outside of time
and in His infinite wisdom simply lets evil have its way until it implodes by its
own weight. Our job is to have faith, listen up and do what He asks us to do. In
my case I believe that a major part of my task is to speak it like I see it. Hopefully
my words here closely matches reality.
I hope you’ve enjoyed this important big-picture biblical worldview. Feel free to
drop me a note if you think I’m off-kilter somewhere or may have missed
something, or whether you think I’m onto it. It’s the correct identification of
Jesus Christ and His purpose that I consider to be the most important question in
life, followed by a correct understanding of money (the role of prohibited and
enslaving interest being central to this topic) and then the idolatrous worship of
man, represented by democracy in the last century or two.
Thank you for swinging by today.
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4. Widespread Recognition of US
Presidential Election Fraud
Excites Me
In a recent post I explained how my
understanding of fraud in the 2020 US
Presidential Elections was best seen in
proper biblical context – while the
world was created good, since the Fall it
is indeed a corrupt place! In this post I
explain why the widespread acceptance
of this reality excites me . . . it is a
critical step towards mankind
recognising its prideful folly.

P

eople who use the mainstream
media as a primary source of information are generally older, and to put
it crudely are dying off or at least will be gone soon. This gives the
newer, and hopefully wiser generations a chance to break free from the
enslavement that has occurred with the power-brokers of the last decades.
Whether this does occur, or to what extent is as yet unproven but the
mesmerising narrative that the likes of the BBC, CNN, the AP and even more
recently Fox News has hamstrung widespread fact-based, intelligent thought.
With the overt censorship of Google, Twitter and Facebook getting out, most of
the younger generations (not beholden to the MSM) are now aware of the reality
– at least to varying degrees – that the authorities have an agenda. Sure, the
globalists and power hungry still continue to use the newer technologies for their
own purposes but the awakening process is, I believe occuring.
This process of awakening is akin to my own journey of realisation – that the
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world is NOT like that presented to us. We all seek perfection inherently. We all
want to believe that the world is a benign place, and that we are liked, loved and
are the centre of it all. It is a big thing to understand that this is not the case. I
recently put a puppy on a chain for the first time. Previously free to walk
wherever she chose, whenever she wanted, it was a tough experience to learn that
at night time, she had to do as the older dogs do. She cried all night for two
whole days nights before she learned that she wasn’t the centre of attention any
more.
I learned as a child that my father denied emotional reality and that my mother
deceived me over Santa’s existence. I learned as a teenager that the newspaper
journalists lied (um, how can I put it a little more politely?) … exercised their
literary license liberally; and increasingly that the church and its religious leaders
were more interested in power and politics than genuine faith; that there were
thousands of scientists who did not accept the faulty conclusions of our claimed
evolutionary [i.e. chance] background; that power and money had huge influence
and that essentially that the world was a crooked place.
This maturing process is enormously important to our spiritual path as well. It is
when we choose to obey the Lord in maturity that we ‘get’ it best. This realisation
that politics is crooked PER SE, will be coming shortly following realisation that
the US political scene is crooked in the 2020 US Presidential Elections.
You see, those who cannot see reality in the little things will never see how they
have been manipulated in the bigger ones. Except for divine revelation (I’ll get to
that shortly) they MUST realise how they are being played at any level on any
discipline or sector of life before they can get the big one.
Breaking free from deception (say from a cult) can be a revelatory experience but
it is more often a gradual process of learning. Sure, Muslims and Chinese
Christians have been coming to faith in Christ through divine events like dreams
in the millions, but it is more common for people to talk to people about their
own experiences; their own learnings and revelations (like me here and now) and
then to gradually see how there is truth and integrity in the ‘conspiratorial’
message.
In an emotional sense it is easy to argue with some dude that sees conspiracy
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everywhere than it is to deny logic and evidence, piece by piece as it comes out.
You just write him off as a nutter, without evidence, baseless, unfounded
allegations and so on. It is a lot harder though to counter facts and logic, one
after the other, over years.
I remember the 9-11 attacks and a friend who was living with me at the time
racing in to wake me and telling me that ‘they’ had just flown planes into the
towers. I had just gone to sleep and even though I was really drowsy at the time, I
had the presence of mind to know that it would be disinformation or a false-flag
thing, and go back to sleep, saying, “If it’s important enough, it will all be
revealed in the morning!”
It was. All of the above.
So the two ways that I know of how someone learns reality (especially if it is
conspiratorial in nature) is first and most commonly through the hard graft of
asking questions and applying logic onto fact, and secondly through revelation.
And I’m not referring here to intuition – I mean divine revelation. I have found
and seen the latter to be less common by an order of magnitude and only on the
big-picture things and single events or sequences of events. In my lifetime there
are only three times I can recall specific big revelatory experiences – my initial
getting ‘zapped’; events surrounding marriage to my third wife and events
surrounding my emmigration to Samoa in Q4, 2009 and early 2010.
Many dozens of my conclusions in other situations however come from the
application of sound logic onto fact. It is when I do the research . . . when I ask
the questions that others don’t, that I ‘get it’.
I have opinions, some would say strong ones, and often contrary to mainstream
belief systems, but these opinions come from doing the hard yards. I have those
opinions BECAUSE I am curious to know the truth and I follow the evidence to
its natural conclusion.
Before I apply this to the biggest and most important one of all, which IMHO is
the identity and calling of Jesus Christ, and before I dive in to the Trump election
fraud issues, I’d like to show you how I see the use of questioning evidence and
applying sound logic in one high profile example – the Holocaust.
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This is a taboo subject in most Western circles (it isn’t in the East which largely
knows the full score and mocks the West for what it sees as its blind subservient
lunacy to vested interests!).
For the record, my extensive research has found that the three core tenets of the
Holocaust story have no evidence and are essentially false: (a) Hitler at no time
ordered the extermination of Jews in Concentration camps, b) Six million Jews
did NOT die in German Concentration camps and c) Gasing by Zyklon-B is
technically impossible and therefore didn’t occur. A lot of other dodgy stuff
occurred in WW2 but I have found no credible evidence of these three specific
claims – they are totally unproven.
First, my alarm bells go off when it is illegal to even ask questions, let alone hold
contrary opinions. Amazon, Google, Twitter and Facebook censorship anyone?
Secondly when the subject gets twisted automatically at the outset, this is another
red flag to me. Why can I not ask a question without being fearful of resultant ad
hominem attacks? Am I really an anti-Semitic dude when I simply ask questions
over some dodgy evidence? Of course not! Perhaps there is an agenda here?
Thirdly when I see a lack of understanding of the other side’s position, I know
that there is ignorance and a failure in the areas of truth. It could be willful but
unwillingness to apply logic and fact-find to any degree is obviously deception.
People who ‘believe’ in evolution who don’t even know the difference between
Macro-volution (which is simply blind-faith BS) and Micro-evolution (observable
reality) need not be listened to. Just as people who do not even know what the
central claims of Historical Revisionists are who dispute the core Holocaust story.
People who also lean on the MSM for their information on the US election must
by nature be fooled. Genuine truth seekers always get away from the
indoctrination and disinformation dished up by vested interests.
Fourthly following the evidence is vital. When one piece of information is proven
false or propaganda, we will naturally dig deeper. Another one; then another; then
another and you get the picture. Story upon story! This is the mark of a genuine
truthseeker. Deception causes us to dig in deeper, not to turn away.
So the exposure of China’s role (specifically the CCP) in ‘stealing’ the US
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Presidential elections was a claim Trump made early in his presidency. It was why
he introduced the laws in 2018 that beefed up his power to act decisively when
the situation needed it. As president of the USA he has intelligence (both
information and IQ) light years ahead of the rest of the population, and certainly
that which comes out in the MSM!
His conduct to date shows me very clearly that he is much, much smarter than
those against him politically. He has outfoxed many of those out to bring him
down and the massive effort to attempt to defraud the American people of his
second term in office has simply flushed out those who seek power over truth.
I’ll conclude now with another quote from Jordan Peterson regarding attempting
to hide from truth – you can’t:
You don’t have the power to bend [manipulate] reality without it snapping … you
can bring new things into being but you can’t get away with a falsehood
Touche.
More that half of the USA know that election fraud occurred and this number is
increasing daily. May it increase further.
But let’s go further now and understand that the Lord is outside of politics and
He seeks to break the power of the spell that this worship of democracy brings.
Yes, one political party (the Democratic party) engineered fraud. Yes, big tech too
participated and the MSM has for a long time deceived its readership. Oh you can
say for as long as you want that the Founding Fathers believed (and like the
corrupt Samoan PM claims, his powers “Come from God”) but what really needs
to happen now for the wheel to turn a full circle is for the trust of the people to
return to the rightful source of real governmental power – God.
Understanding the person of Christ and His mission on earth is the ‘biggie’ of all
people in all ages. Since the cross & resurrection of Christ, actually since His
return at Pentecost, the Holy Spirit is the One who has the ultimate power here
on earth. He doesn’t force His ways like we all want to. He simply requires our
authority to act as He so wishes then He does.
It is when we, individuals, listen and obey Him that He outworks His will on
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earth and godliness immediately reigns, and yes I mean immediately – it is instant.
It is not any commitment from us to a philosophy, religion or belief system that
matters – be that the Republican party, the President, the US constitution, the
Catholic church nor even Christianity as a concept, it is personal faith in the
Word, the Rhema (spoken Word) of God individually and then our action in
obedience.
Hear . . . Obey. Simple.
IMHO, with increasing revelations of evidence of US election fraud, breaking the
public perception that US politics is worthy of worship has just taken a giant leap
forward. It will continue now with the genie well and truly out of the bottle. I
cannot predict the timing of this process, indeed it may take generations but I’m
excited! You too should be.
Cheers.
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5. Debunking Conspiracy Denial
In this post I debunk Conspiracy Denial,
using as an example a recent post by a
[Christian] blogger whom I deeply
respect in some areas, and in the process
try to show how our worldview influences
our opinions and beliefs. Enjoy.

R

on McKenzie is a retired
“economist living in Christchurch
watching what God is doing in the
world.” He has an interest in “Economics 2”
and “Theology3” and has published a series
of books, most that I love and deeply
appreciate. His first book, Being Church
Where We Are, is a gentler version of my,
“Escape the Church”. His book on Authority
is IMHO a 100% sound, even stunning take
on the who, what, how and why of the
subject, which along with Michael Hoffman’s
treatise on Usury should be on every
believer’s bookshelf.
I concurred with his deep understanding of
the nature of money (that it is simply “a record of a half completed transaction”)
and this connection encouraged me enormously when I researched this topic a
few years back. His unique take on eschatology has formed the basis for my own
understanding of the future. I also align with his theological take on most
subjects, even to the point of seeking out his opinion in personal matters.
I do however have issues with a couple of his conclusions – first over the
2 https://radword.blogspot.com/
3 http://getrad2.blogspot.com/
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importance and legitimacy of usury, and secondly his geo-political analysis. His
take on the former subject is that the charging/incurring of interest is normal
and even necessary [which is then assumed to be biblically validated], whereas I
find otherwise. In the latter subject his approach is decidedly mainstream whereas
mine is essentially conspiratorial.
My post, Putting American Politics Into Context 4, explains my geo-political take
more clearly and my constant, long-term blogging explains that the charging of
interest5 is unbiblical, it is the mechanism of enslavement and therefore it is
immoral.

Analysing The Posts
Ron’s recent posts relating to the US presidential elections cause me concern, for
they show failures in logic and the danger of a faulty starting point. As I have
said, Ron has a priori assumptions more akin to conspiracy denial (indeed he has
told me directly that he does not believe in conspiracy theories and explained why
this is so) whereas my core assumptions are a lot more conspiratorial.
Having seen corruption first hand in many of my investigations. I hope to reach
reality quicker than conspiracy deniers by assuming that mankind is essentially
corrupted from the get-go. From my life experience then, assuming that selfinterest, greed & corruption exists universally by default and finding (or proving)
otherwise is more logical than the reverse. This is essentially the age-old question
over whether the glass is half full, or half empty. It’s both of course but we get it
right more often if we assume that the water is constantly evaporating or being
drunk than if the glass is currently being filled.
Ron says6:
Many Christians believe that massive voter fraud allowed Joe Biden to unfairly defeat
Donald Trump in the US presidential election. Rigging an election in a nation with
a corrupt bureaucracy is easy, but in a nation with a professional public service with
4 http://www.dennis.nz/2020/12/putting-american-politics-into-context/
5 http://www.dennis.nz/2020/04/8-usury-tool-of-enslavement/
6 http://getrad2.blogspot.com/2020/12/rigging-elections.html
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sound management skills, this is not as easy as is often assumed.
Ron speaks mainly to the Christian community but “many” unbelievers also do,
and the number that this word “many” represents is increasing daily as the
evidence is being allowed out. No person who has done even a modicum of
research into the matter would write these words.
In any election anywhere, a few people will try to vote twice and a few will try to vote
on behalf of their dead parents, but all these would not be enough to switch a
national election. Transporting and scanning sufficient extra paper votes would be
difficult, because 30,000 votes is a lot of paper. It would be hard to keep them out
of sight if sound ballot management processes were in place. And the fake paper
ballots would be easy to tracked and could be used as incriminating evidence the
perpetrators.
Fraud most certainly DID occur, and yes, it was “massive”. Ron clearly has not
done the research when he wrote this post. Hopefully he does a bit more serious
research and changes his opinions.
Election administration tends to attract careful, conscientious people, who love
operating in a rules-based environment. Once they have been assigned to a task, these
people tend to become very loyal the objectives of their organisation. Their attention to
detail means that getting fraud past them will be quite hard.
First in his latter years he was a public servant in New Zealand. Secondly he did
not work in a department where open fraud occurred at high levels. Both these
facts set him up to be a ‘conspiracy denier’ by default. He assumes things that in
my book are simply not valid.
Therefore, if the presidential election was stolen, it would seem more likely that the
software on the tabulation computers would have to be manipulated to change
sufficient votes from one candidate to another. Change on that scale could not be done
by a disaffected vote counter, while their supervisor was on a coffee break. Such an
effort would need to be carefully planned in advance and be capable of switching the
relevant states, when it became clear which were close enough to flip.
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The perpetrators of the fraud would need to have been able to manipulate the
tabulation software and databases without election officials noticing. I suppose that
what can be done, can be hidden. The fraud would have to be carefully planned in
advance by clever people, the effects would have to be carefully hidden with no evidence
of the vote changes being observable.
The problem with most conspiracy theories is that they are beyond the capabilities of
the proposed perpetrator. I doubt that the democratic party is capable of organising
and hiding the widespread fraud that would have been needed to have swung the
election. It couldn’t keep its servers secure before the 2016 election, so it seems
unlikely that it could manage the much more complicated task of stealing an election.
Guesswork and assumption based on a set of life experiences that has conspired
to set Ron up for what I consider an epic fail.
In logic terminology this is called various things such as strawman arguing and
more but is essentially setting up a false paradigm then attacking it and Ron does
this all the time in regards to his geo-political commentary. Ron has a fixed idea
of how a conspiracy is supposed to work (with a central leader instructing his
minions what to do) then he validates his conspiracy denial by disproving his
“straw man” or whatever it may be.
In the case here, he assumes that there is a central leader (say Sleepy Joe) who has
funded it all and made it all happen (in this case through the Democratic party)
and you can also throw in that, “Donald Trump may be an innocent angel” sort
of thing too if you want. Sleepy Joe and even his handlers obviously cannot do
that so therefore, “There was no conspiracy”. Literally, “they are beyond the
capabilities of the proposed perpetrator”. He may ultimately accept that there
was fraud but, “There cannot be any conspiracy” because his understanding is
that the enemy is dysfunctional. I explain why this black & white polarisation is
unhelpful in the abovementioned post.
Some are suggesting that the election was hacked by Iran, Serbia or China, which
plays well to right wing voters who already hate these nations, but they are about as
implausible as the claim that the Russians hacked the 2016 election. However, if the
CIA and the NSA are not capable of tracking foreign attempts to hack election
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servers, they are incompetent. If the United States cannot keep its election computers
secure against foreign intrusion, it is a long way from becoming great again.
Yes, but again it is not a binary matter like Ron presents here.
He continues with, Debunking Elections7 [selected paragraphs]
Proving that something has happened is often quite hard, because no evidence was left
behind, or because the evidence that was left has been lost or destroyed. Proving that
something did not happen is even harder, because if nothing happens, no evidence is
left behind. The focus has to be on what was done to prevent something happening.
No.
To establish the truth, an investigator looks at the facts and then applies sound
logic. As an investigator I will first establish the circumstances surrounding the
events (this one is that this is a political situation in a foreign [to me] country
where known vested interests exist and people have strong reason to try to
deceive me) then I will assess the people who are trying to tell me something.
Then I will listen to what they are saying.
Then I will assess the basis upon what they say what they do, usually looking at
the evidence. Most of the time, if I use common sense, this gets me VERY close
to understanding reality. There is no need for guesswork or assumption, except
perhaps in the initial phases of an investigation when I am yet to get meaningful
information.
The United States has monitored elections in countries all around the world,
condemning many as stolen and fraudulent, often with very little evidence. Debunking
an election is quite easy. Political commentators just throw out some accusations,
regardless of whether they have evidence, and force the administrators of the election
to refute their claims. They often just repeat the claims of the opposition politicians
who lost the election without bothering to check if they are true.
This may be so but it’s my role to suss this all out. Indeed that is what I have
7 http://getrad2.blogspot.com/2020/12/debunking-elections.html
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done with the 2020 American Presidential Election. The populace over there is
truly awakening to a different reality to that which Ron is implying here.
Proving these claims of fraud are wrong is quite difficult, because there is usually
no evidence to demonstrate that nothing happened. And when an accusation is
refuted, the political commentators just throw out some different ones. Their strategy is
often to make so many complaints about the conduct of the election that the election
administrators are kept on the back foot.
“Usually no evidence”? In this situation one simply has to look for it. Assuming
that there is none, ESPECIALLY when this is actually claimed by the MSM who
are known to conceal and deceive over critical information is naive. You cannot
prove a negative – technically (unless you have full knowledge, i.e. you are God).
BUT, there are tens of millions of people in the USA many of them available to
help establish reality. Yes, of course some effort is required to dig through the BS
to find the gems, but after some work, I can confirm that there is AMPLE
evidence of fraud in the US 2020 presidential elections. AMPLE!
The US had debunked elections all over the world, usually with very little evidence of
fraud, but mostly because the incumbent does not submit to the demands of the sitting
US president. So it is ironic that the latest US presidential election is being
challenged as fraudulent and there is does not seem to be any way of proving
conclusively that it is fair. I can’t help thinking about people with planks in their eye
looking for specs in the eyes of others.
Wrong.
Ron clearly takes his main feed from the MSM. Trump was re-elected with a
popular landslide. Very serious (massive) fraud was perpetrated upon the US
people in the 2020 elections and the first court who receives the legal case will
expose that fraud.
It seems bizarre that [aspects of the process were] done in some places by transporting
USB drives from place to place …
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A well-prepared quality plan would have identified in advance, all the opportunities
where fraud could occur, and put processes in place to ensure that they did not happen.
These are standard quality management practices that are well understood. I am
surprised that the election officials are not publishing their quality plans and the
audits done to ensure that actual practices complied with their quality design.
Ron has written this with the assumption that the authorities wanted a “free and
fair election” and that fraud is not the norm. Reverse this assumption though
(Yes things like this ARE INDEED well understood) and it all makes sense! Bye
bye “bizarre”! I would then be surprised if the election WAS all above board!
And surely this is all evidence of malfeasance to those with an open mind?
I wonder if this stuff was not done as well as it might have been because the
administration of the election is so decentralised, with each state having different
processes. In some states, counties seem to have managed the election process
differently. This variation in practice makes it difficult to do enough of the quality
management processes described above. Assessing all variations would be too difficult.
I can’t help wondering if problems arose because what should have been standard
administrative processes have been politicised.
I can’t help but wondering when people with an overly positive approach to life
will accept that the world can be a big bad place at times, handing crooks, crims
& crazies the opportunity to do evil and to present reality to the masses, i.e.
differently to what it really is.
Ron shares in a third8 post:
Faced with results that they do not like, many Christians believe that massive voter
fraud allowed Joe Biden to unfairly defeat Donald Trump in the US presidential
election. On the other hand, a strange aspect of the presidential election results is that
Donald Trump got many more votes in 2020 than he did in 2016, despite increasing
hostility to his presidency and the claims of many people that they had voted for him
only to get rid of Hilary Clinton. This suggests that someone was flipping votes for
8 http://getrad2.blogspot.com/2020/12/both-sides.html
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him too.
No it doesn’t. That is always possible but there has been no claim that I am aware
of along those lines and certainly no evidence that I have seen.
If people really believe that there was significant fraud in the US presidential
election, they should ponder the possibility that both sides were at it. The Republicans
are widely considered to be more competent than the democrats, so if it is so easy to
steal an election, wouldn’t they be trying to do it too.
Of course, but where is the evidence? Or even the claims? There are none.
If you follow this logic then WW2 was a scrap between two potentially bad men,
but (apart from Mike King’s writings) where is the “Churchill was a fruitloop”
commentary?
The consequence is that the American people will find it increasingly difficult to trust
the results of future presidential elections. No matter who is elected, if half of the
population belief that the result was the outcome of fraudulent activity, trust in the
presidential system will be slowly undermined.
Agreed, but this has already happened. Furthermore these claims of fraud are not
a partisan issue. They may have started as such but anyone in the know will
readily acknowledge that this is a very serious issue that has transcended party
politics by a long ways!
Just as Donald Trump was undermined by the claims that Russia stole the election
and ongoing hostility from the mainstream news media, Joe Biden will find his
presidential being undermined by claims that he stole the election, that his family is
corrupt, or claims that he does not have a mandate because he only won because
people who do not really like him voted for him as the only way to get rid of Trump.
IMHO this is moot because Joe Biden will never be the US president. Donald
Trump will never concede the 2020 elections and he has the power to ensure this
all too. I also think he has the will and the support to do it too, but that last bit is
only a personal judgment call.
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Given the scale of fraud that would be needed to switch an election seems to be beyond
the capabilities of any political actors in the US, it is not surprising that many of
them believe that Chinese military cyber-ops hacked the voting systems and switched
votes in Joe Biden’s favour after Hunter Biden did a deal with some powerful people
in China. A nation that believes that the Russians could steal the 2016 election from
Hilary Clinton will have no problems believing that the Chinese stole the 2020
election for Joe Biden.
These words are written with a priori false assumptions galore. As I have
previously explained the US 2020 Presidential Elections were undertaken in the
context of a “complex conflict situation”, essentially open warfare between
countries. The war I have already discussed is ungodly tension.
If flipping votes was as simple as many believe, one possibility is that the presidential
election was not a democratic process in which the people elected a president. It might
have been a hacking contest between groups of cyber-ops people in the Russian and
Chinse military machines, with the Russians supporting Trump and the Chinese
backing Biden. It would be ironic if Biden won, because the Chinese have better 5G
technology than the Russian.
And now, we are getting a lot closer to the truth, slipped in here at the tail-end of
a stream of false assumptions and conspiracy denial. I do not buy into the
“contest” between China and Russia idea but I can accept that there has been
CCP involvement. For me the jury is out over the matter of whether or not the
US President deliberately let it all unfold as a trap to ensnare US traitors, or
whether it evolved for him. He most certainly knew in 2018 when he activated
legislation and he has openly spoken of election fraud for the last year or so.
Analysing his successes thus far outfoxing his powerful and determined
opponents ‘in the swamp’ thus far tends towards the former being reality. If over
the coming months/years key people who performed traitorous acts are
‘disappeared with [swapping sides] ankle boots’ like John McCain was, and like
Joe Biden may also be with his similar ankle boot, then this will certainly be the
most likely reality.
I absolutely love Ron McKenzie’s take on many things. His handle on reality in
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the geo-political space sadly though screams, “MSM! Gullible!” to me. When your
entire life has been shaped by relative times of apparent peace, and positive
experiences (in his case in the NZ public service), and your main source of news
and information has come through a political and media empire that has a strong
hidden agenda, this is understandable but I believe unwise.
Understand people please, that as a conspiracy analyst I have repeatedly found
that almost ALL conspiracies relating to matters of power & money do actually
stack up. It’s the moon, ET and flat earth stuff that doesn’t.
Thanks for swinging by today.
Supplied to Ron McKenzie on 31 December 2020:
Hi Ron
I have just published a couple of posts putting the 2020 presidential elections in the
US into context. I propose to analyse components of your recent commentary with a
third post in the next day or so. I supply it to you here as I propose to publish once I
have your response, corrections, or comments as you so desire. You well know my take
on conspiracy matters as we have discussed this previously. My goal here is to bring
logic and truth to the surface and to be seen as a thought leader in this area – not to
overly ‘ping’ you. Feel free to respond in any way you wish privately or in the public
arena. I have no hidden agenda.
Ron replied on 4 January 2021:
I don’t have anything to say …
In future posts I will continue this subject of learning reality.
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6. Awakening the People
In this post I share the entire transcript of an interview between political
commentator & activist Stephen K. Bannon and Catholic Archbishop
Viganò and intersperse my commentary. Viganò’s passionate description
of active conspiracy supports the Christian worldview that there is indeed
a global conspiracy of truth vs deception; good/bad & godliness/evil. It is
a message that should awaken the sleeping and challenge the conspiracy
denialists.

T

he following is an exclusive transcript of an interview conducted by
War Room show host and former White House Chief Strategist
Stephen K. Bannon with His Excellency Carlo Maria Viganò, [Catholic]
Archbishop. Source: The National Pulse9
The interview primarily concerns what Viganò calls the ‘ deep church‘ (a
controlling sector of the Catholic Church), the deep state, and the key actors
involved. Of note to me is his fingering of the politics surrounding the pope’s
predecessor’s resignation and Viganò’s direct descriptions of the Chinese
9 https://thenationalpulse.com/exclusive/the-great-reset-bannon-vigano-biden/
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Communist Parties intentions to take the position of the focus in faith of the
people. Bolding is mine.

Bannon: Now that the Vatican has renewed its insidious secret agreement with
China, a deal which you have repeatedly condemned as promoted by [Pope] Bergoglio
with the assistance of McCarrick, what can the “children of light” of the Great
Awakening concretely do to undermine this unholy alliance with this brutal
Communist regime?
Viganò: The dictatorship of the Chinese Communist Party is
allied to the global deep state, on the one hand so that together they can
attain the goals that they have in common, on the other hand because the plans for the
Great Reset are an opportunity to increase the economic power of China in
the world, beginning with the invasion of national markets. At the same time that it
pursues this project in its foreign policy, China is pursuing a domestic plan to
restore the Maoist tyranny, which requires the cancellation of
religions (primarily the Catholic religion), replacing them with a religion of
the State which definitely has many elements in common with the universal religion
desired by globalist ideology, whose spiritual leader is Bergoglio.
This is a power-packed and devastatingly direct commentary from a senior leader
within the Catholic church. I’m not a Catholic but this is an extraordinary clear
analysis from somebody who should know. Let’s unpack some of it:
1.Aligning the CCP with globalism;
2.Chinese economic domination and done through the “invasion of
national markets”;
3.Restoring Maoism, what he calls “tyranny”;
4.Aligning religious belief/activity/worship with the State;
5.Fingering the current Pope’s ecumenicism with globalism.
The complicity of Bergoglio’s deep church in this infernal project has
deprived Chinese Catholics of the indefectible defense that the
Papacy had always been for them. Up until the papacy of Benedict
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XVI, the papacy had not made any agreements with the Beijing dictatorship, and the
Roman Pontiff retained the exclusive right to appoint bishops and govern dioceses. I
recall that even at the time of the Bill Clinton administration during the 1990’s,
former Cardinal McCarrick was the point of contact between the deep church and
the American deep state, carrying out political missions in China on behalf of the
US administration. And the suspicions that the resignation of
Benedict XVI involved China are quite strong and coherent with
the picture that has been emerging in recent months.
6.We’ve heard the phrase “deep state” in the MSM more recently but not
the “deep church”! Expect more of this.
7.I hadn’t actually considered this point of note (that the Vatican stood up
to the CCP on behalf of their people in China) up until I read this
interview transcript but from his perspective, I can certainly see this point
– of course!
8.Viganò considers suspicions regarding the previous pope’s resignation
were political are “strong & coherent”. Wow!
Thus we find ourselves faced with an infamous betrayal of the mission of the
Church of Christ, carried out by her highest leaders in open conflict with
those members of the Chinese Catholic underground hierarchy who have remained
faithful to Our Lord and to His Church. My affectioned thoughts and prayers are
with them and with Cardinal Zen, an eminent confessor of the faith, whom
Bergoglio recently shamefully refused to receive.
This is very serious stuff and some very strongly spoken words.
9.Infamous betrayal of the true churches mission
10.Carried out by her highest leaders
11.Another open damnation of the current pope
We believers must act on the spiritual level by fervent prayer, asking God to give
special protection to the Church in China, and also by continually
denouncing the aberrations carried out by the Chinese regime. This action
must be accompanied by a work of raising awareness within governments and
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international institutions that have not been compromised by the Chinese communist
dictatorship, so that the violations of human rights and the attacks on the freedom of
the Catholic Church in China may be denounced and punished with sanctions
and strong diplomatic pressure. And this is the line that President Trump
is pursuing with decisive courage. Beijing’s complicity with political and
religious elements that are involved in murky operations of speculation and
corruption must likewise be exposed. These profit-driven dealings constitute a very
grave act of treason by politicians and public officials against their nation and also a
grave betrayal of the Church by the men who lead her. I also think that in some cases
this betrayal is not only carried out by individuals but also by the institutions
themselves, as in the case of the European Union, which is currently finalizing a
commercial agreement with China despite its systematic violation of human rights
and its violent repression of dissent.
It would be an irreparable disaster if Joe Biden, who is heavily suspected of being
complicit with the Chinese dictatorship, would be designated as President of the
United States.
12.A prayer for protection
13.Denouncing evil
14.Raising awareness by strong sanctions & diplomatic pressure
15.Trump marked out for having “decisive courage”
16.Exposure of political and religious evils
17.Calling profit-driven dealings “acts of treason”
18.Calling out the EU for business dealings with China and
19.Ending with a specific claim that it would be an “irreparable disaster” if
Sleepy Joe was given the President’s role
This is all really direct speaking, and is very serious stuff!

Bannon: You have been very confident that God desires a Trump victory in order to
defeat the forces of evil inherent in the globalists’ Great Reset. What would you say
to convince the naysayers who are ambivalent to the idea that this is a momentous
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battle between the children of light and the children of darkness?

Viganò: I simply consider who Trump’s adversary is and his numerous ties to
China, the deep state, and the advocates of globalist ideology. I think of his intention
to condemn us all to wear masks, as he has candidly admitted. I think of the fact
that, incontestably, he is only a puppet in the hands of the elite, who are ready to
remove him as soon they decide to replace him with Kamala Harris.
Beyond the political alignments, we must further understand that – above all in a
complex situation like the present one – it is essential that the victory of the one who
is elected President must be guaranteed in its absolute legal legitimacy, avoiding any
suspicion of fraud and taking note of the overwhelming evidence of irregularities that
has emerged in several states. A President who is simply proclaimed as such by the
mainstream media affiliated with the deep state would be deprived of all legitimacy
and would expose the nation to dangerous foreign interference, as has already been
shown to have happened in the current election.
20.That Joe Biden is compromised by his Chinese involvement transcends
simple conspiracy. The Biden crime family has a well-proven long and
serious traitorous activity which will surely come out if there is time and
opportunity for Trump to act in his second term. Expect traitors to be
held accountable by white-hat operatives in due course.
21.I find it interesting also that Viganò shares here that Biden’s role as
puppet for the elite, influenced by the CCP, is “incontestable” for this
thinking is still in the realm of the conspiratorial. I concur, but think that
this will take longer to come out and become a widely accepted truth in
due course. Viganò is certainly a thought-leader and at the head of the
curve here.

Bannon: You seem to suggest that the Trump Administration could be
instrumental in helping to return the Church to a pre-Francis Catholicism. How does
the Trump Administration accomplish that, and how can American Catholics work
to save the world from this globalist ‘reset’?
Viganò: Bergoglio’s subservience to the globalist agenda is obvious, as well as his
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active support for the election of Joe Biden. In the same way, Bergoglio’s hostility to
Trump and his repeated attacks against the President are evident. It is clear that
Bergoglio considers Trump as his principal adversary, the obstacle that needs to be
removed, so that the Great Reset can be put in motion.
Thus on the one hand we have the Trump administration and the traditional values
that it holds in common with those of Catholics; on the other hand we have the deep
state of the self-styled Catholic Joe Biden, who is subservient to the globalist ideology
and its perverse, anti-human, antichristic, infernal agenda.
More slapping up of the current pope:
22.his active support of Biden and
23.the globalist agenda
24.He notes that Trump is the pope’s adversary – astute!
25.And calls Joe Biden “subservient” to a range of evil – with some
notably strong words.
In order to put an end to the deep church and restore the Catholic Church, the extent
of the involvement of the leaders of the Church with the Masonic-globalist project
will have to be revealed: the nature of the corruption and crimes that these men have
carried out, thereby making themselves vulnerable to blackmail, just as happens in a
similar way in the political field to members of the deep state, beginning with Biden
himself. Thus it is to be hoped that any proof of such crimes that is in the possession
of the Secret Services would be brought to light, especially in relation to the true
motives that led to the resignation of Benedict XVI and the conspiracies underlying
the election of Bergoglio, thereby permitting the expulsion of the mercenaries who
have seized control of the Church.
American Catholics still have time to denounce this global subversion and stop the
establishment of the New Order: let them think about what sort of future they want
for the coming generations, and of the destruction of society. Let them think about
the responsibility that they have before God, their children, and their nation: as
Catholics, as fathers and mothers of their families, and as patriots.
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26.Exposure and revelation again
27.Calling the globalists out for their Masonic relationship
28.Calling the election of the current pope conspiratorial (I haven’t
researched this one yet but it does have the ring of truth to it with his
predecessor’s strange, sudden & premature resignation alarming
29.He notes that the Americans still “have time” and
30.Sees their goal to be stopping the New Order from progressing further

Bannon: Against all odds, average Americans are fighting to expose the massive
and coordinated theft of our election: what advice would you give to our recalcitrant
politicians about what is at stake for our nation and the world if we submit to this
theft?
Viganò: The Truth can be denied by the majority for a certain amount of time, or
by some people forever, but it can never be hidden from everyone forever. This is the
lesson of History, which has inexorably revealed the great crimes of the past and
those who perpetrated them.
31.Truth (with a capital “T”) is synonymous with the person of Christ,
who claimed to be the Way the Truth and the Life.
32.It can never be suppressed forever. In this one I beg to differ in terms
of a binary matter (establishing truth in my experience is never a
black/white issue where any one person knows all about one issue) but I
do agree that in the fullness of time the truth will always ‘out’.
Thus I invite politicians, beyond their political loyalties, to become champions of the
Truth, to defend it as an indispensable treasure which alone can guarantee the
credibility of institutions and the authority of the people’s representatives, in accord
with the mandate they have received, the oath they have sworn to serve their country,
and their moral responsibility before God. Each one of us has a role that Providence
has entrusted to us, and which it would be culpable to shrink from. If the United
States misses this opportunity, now, it will be wiped out from History. If it allows the
idea to spread among the masses that the electoral choice of the citizens – the first
expression of democracy – can be manipulated and thwarted, it will be complicit in
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the fraud, and will certainly deserve the execration of the entire world, which looks to
America as a nation which has fought for and defended its freedom.
This paragraph concerns me a little in that while I endorse the sentiments, it
seems to me to move to a more esoteric and wishful thinking approach rather
than the practical real-world descriptions he has talked about to date.
33.Inviting politicians to engage with the Truth . . . really?
34.Wiping the USA from history? Umm.
35.I do think that accepting the election fraud & the steal does put those
with an overly MSM bias partly responsible – yes
36.And that the execration of the world is inevitable – of course. Many
around the world are currently laughing at the American people who have
been led astray by BS for decades only just now waking up to the reality
that things are not what the MSM portray to them!

Bannon: In your letter to the President on October 25, the Solemnity of Christ the
King, you spoke of the efforts of the deep state as “the final assault of the children
of darkness.” There is a concerted effort by the globalists and their media partners to
conceal and obscure the true tyrannical agenda implicit in the Great Reset, by calling
it a wild conspiracy theory. What would you say to the skeptics who blissfully ignore
the signs and plan to submit humanity to the domination of the global elites?
And it has been a real mission for those aware of reality to get the facts and
awareness of the so-called “wild conspiracy theory” into the public
consciousness. The elites really are digging deep and are in all out defensive
mode!

Viganò: The plan of the Great Reset makes use of the mainstream media as an
indispensable ally: the media corporations are almost all actively part of the deep
state and know that the power that will be guaranteed to them in the future depends
exclusively on their slavish adherence to its agenda.
Labeling those who denounce the existence of a conspiracy as “conspiracy theorists”
confirms, if anything, that this conspiracy exists, and that its authors are very upset
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at having been found out and reported to public opinion. And yet they themselves
have said it: Nothing will be the same again. And also: Build Back Better, in an
effort to make us believe that the radical changes they want to impose have been made
necessary by a pandemic, by climate change, and by technological progress.
Years ago, those who spoke of the New World Order were called conspiracy theorists.
Today, all of the world’s leaders, including Bergoglio, speak with impunity about the
New World Order, describing it exactly in the terms that were identified by the socalled conspiracy theorists. It is enough to read the globalists’ declarations to
understand that the conspiracy exists and that they pride themselves on being its
architects, to the point of admitting the need for a pandemic in order to reach their
objectives of social engineering.
37.Actively part of the deep state – yup!
38.And nothing says it better than when people call me a conspiracy nut. I
analyze conspiracies and make a habit of dealing with truth. When fools,
trolls and youth demonstrate their bias and logical failure by attacking one
who actually does do the hard yards and who has worked it out, I laugh.
Like Viganò says here, getting called a conspiracy theorist is usually serious
confirmation that my conclusions are dead right.
39.Some conspiracy stuff is tricky – but the NWO conspiracies are so
blatant when you actually do the research that I question the mindset of
my fellow mankind! Viganò is dead right.
To the skeptics I ask: if the models that are proposed to us today are so terrible,
what will our children be able to expect when the elite will have succeeded in taking
total control over the nations? Families without father and mother, polyamory,
sodomy, children who can change their sex, the cancellation of Religion and the
imposition of an infernal cult, abortion and euthanasia, the abolition of private
property, a health dictatorship, a perpetual pandemic. Is this the world that we want,
that you want for yourselves, your children, and your family and friends?
We must all become aware of how much the proponents of the New World Order
and the Great Reset hate the inalienable values of our Greco-Christian civilization,
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such as Religion, the family, respect for life and the inviolable rights of the human
person, and national sovereignty.
40.Again Viganò talks of awareness. It is key.

Bannon: You have repeatedly warned that the ‘deep state’ and ‘deep church’ have
colluded to plot in various ways to overthrow Benedict as well as President Trump.
Besides Theodore McCarrick, who else is behind this infernal alliance, and how do
Catholics undermine and expose it?
Viganò: It is apparent that McCarrick acted on behalf of the deep state and the
deep church, but he certainly did not do it alone. All of his activity suggests a very
efficient organizational structure composed of people whom McCarrick had promoted
and covered by other accomplices.
The events that led to the resignation of Benedict XVI still need to be clarified, but
one of the members of the deep church, the deceased Cardinal Danneels, a Jesuit like
Bergoglio, admitted that he was a part of the so-called Saint Gallen Mafia, which
essentially worked to bring about the “springtime of the Church” which John
Podesta, Hillary Clinton’s chief of staff, wrote about in his emails published by
Wikileaks.
Thus there is a group of conspirators who have worked and still work in the heart of
the Church for the interests of the elite. Most of them are identifiable, but the most
dangerous are those who do not expose themselves, those whom the newspaper never
mentions. They will not hesitate to force Bergoglio to resign also, just like Ratzinger,
if he does not obey their orders. They would like to transform the Vatican into a
retirement home for popes emeriti, demolishing the papacy and securing power: exactly
the same as what happens in the deep state, where, as I have already said, Biden is
the equivalent of Bergoglio.
41.So admissions like this of Cardinal Daneels are generally covered up –
usually with silence. I however, note them as they are indicative of reality,
not spin.
42.Viganò specifically talks of “conspirators”
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43.He identifies those that they work “for” – the elite
44.He also identifies that there are the most dangerous ones behind the
scenes who are not seen – we call this “the hidden hand”. Speak to the
Master about his. He knows. It’s conspiracy, 101.
45.The Deep State again, political and religious power, working together.
In this case Biden and Bergoglio.
In order to bring down the deep state and the deep church, three things are essential:
1. first of all, becoming aware of what globalism’s plan is, and to what extent it is
instrumental to the establishment of the kingdom of the Antichrist, since it shares
its principles, means, and ends;
2. secondly, firmly denouncing this infernal plan and asking the Shepherds of the
Church – and also the laity – to defend her, breaking their complicit silence: God
will demand of them an account for their desertion;
3. finally, it is necessary to pray, asking the Lord to grant each one of us the strength
to resist – resistite fortes in fide, Saint Peter warns us – against the ideological
tyranny that is daily imposed on us not only by the media but also by the cardinals
and bishops who are under Bergoglio’s thumb.
46.Awareness,
47.Speaking out &
48.Faith.
If we can prove ourselves strong in facing this trial; if we know how to hold ourselves
anchored to the rock of the Church without allowing ourselves to be seduced by false
christs and false prophets, the Lord will permit us to see – at least for now – the
defeat of the assault of the children of darkness against God and men. If out of
fear or complicity we follow the prince of this world, denying our Baptismal promises,
we will be condemned with him to inexorable defeat and eternal damnation. I tremble
for those who do not realize the responsibility that they have before God for the souls
that He has entrusted to them. But to those who fight courageously to defend the
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rights of God, the Nation, and the Family, the Lord assures his protection. He has
placed His Most Holy Mother at our side, the Queen of Victories and the Help of
Christians. We invoke Her faithfully during these difficult days, confidently certain
of Her intervention.
Carlo Maria Viganò, Archbishop, Die Octavæ Nativitatis Domini, January 1st,
2021
49.Success, and
50.Protection
What an incredible way to finish this piece which IMHO is worthy of a re-read,
more than once.
If this man was pope and his actions equaled his words, evil would be rather
uncomfortable.
Thanks for swinging by again today.
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7. Book Reviews: The Immaculate
Deception & The Art of the Steal
My summary of these two books/reports by Whitehouse employee Peter
Navarro follows. The first report (The Immaculate Deception) analyses
what happened in regards to a ‘claimed’ stolen US Presidential election in
2020, and the second (The Art of the Steal) analyses how the election fraud
occurred. My findings are that despite the establishment’s claims to the
contrary, both reports are based on voluminous fact & contain sound logic;
their production in a heated & highly contentious political environment is
astounding & extraordinarily professional; all resulting in the MSM
narrative & conspiracy denial shown for what it is, and truth the real
winner.

A

genuine truth seeker analyses information (the more the better) and
then applies sound logic onto fact. We ignore feelings and personal
wishes/wants and propaganda in order to establish reality. I’ve found
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that in general, the more the noise, the less the truth. Politics and its associated
media commentary is probably the noisiest sector of them all. It is a dirty, brutal
game; a modern equivalent of and akin to the gladiatorial contests of the Roman
Empire. I love watching it, be it the NZ (or more recently) the US versions of it,
but because I have real faith, I do not vote.
Regardless of our personal political bent, these two reports by Washington
insider Peter Navarro explain for me in the most succinct and honest way what
happened with the 3 November 2020 “election steal”. The first explains in
excellent detail what happened, and according to the author updated by ‘popular’
demand the second, follow-up report how ‘the steal’ was done.
I would note at the outset that I do not believe in democracy as a godly concept
and have blogged extensively about the folly of mankind conspiring to go against
the Lord’s will. I have also blogged more recently that the American’s worship of
their Constitution is effectively idolatry. Sure, there are a lot of things good about
it, but anything designed by man, falls short of pure obedience to Him, and His
commands.
The back story to the elections is presented in the Mainstream Media totally
differently to that presented in Alternative media circles. In the former, Joseph
Biden won the presidential race fair and square with elections that were squeaky
clean. In the latter, substantial election fraud occurred and Donald Trump won
with a landslide, being defrauded in a few key states.
It would be fair to say that Trump’s presidency was a divisive time – his style
being to shoot from the hip, and somewhat lacking in perfection. Not all his
shots were bullets of gold, indeed some collecting his own feet, but to believe the
MSM however one has to deny conspiracy of any sort and believe proven liars
with an agenda.
As described in the introduction, to me, Navarro’s first work here (A nice title
BTW) holds huge integrity in terms of basing its analysis upon fact; his
conclusions also represent sound logic with little of import missing. Let’s go
through this work starting with his own Executive Summary:
This report assesses the fairness and integrity of the 2020 Presidential Election by
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examining six dimensions of alleged election irregularities across six
key battleground states.
Breaking down ‘irregularities’ into six dimensions immediately shows me that this
is not a ‘puff-piece’, rather it indicates that serious thought has gone into it.
Please look down to the first column in the graphic below for these six
dimensions.

Evidence used to conduct this assessment includes more than 50 lawsuits and
judicial rulings, thousands of affidavits and declarations,1 testimony in a variety of
state venues, published analyses by think tanks and legal centers, videos and photos,
public comments, and extensive press coverage.
Woah! And this report was written in December 2020, only a month after the
events transpired. Truckloads more evidence has also come out.
The matrix below indicates that significant irregularities occurred across all
six battleground states and across all six dimensions of election
irregularities. This finding lends credence to the claim that the
election may well have been stolen from President Donald J. Trump.
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The phrase used is “outcome determinative” meaning that irregularities can alter
the results. Anyone who has been following this election in anything other than
the Mainstream Media full-well knows that censorship and malfeasance has
occurred. To what degree however and whether it is ‘outcome determinative’ or
not, is answered here.
From the findings of this report, it is possible to infer what may well have been a
coordinated strategy to effectively stack the election deck against the TrumpPence ticket. Indeed, the observed patterns of election irregularities are so consistent
across the six battleground states that they suggest a coordinated strategy to, if
not steal the election outright, strategically game the election process in such a way as
to “stuff the ballot box” and unfairly tilt the playing field in favor of the BidenHarris ticket. Topline findings of this report include:
Peter’s work indicates that there was “a coordinated strategy”. This is clearly a
conspiracy. Like the subject of a Creator is proven by obvious evidence of a
designer, conspiracy is evident from viewing the evidence objectively. Chance is
illogical the more you look into this fraud.
 The weight of evidence and patterns of irregularities are such that it
is irresponsible for anyone – especially the mainstream media – to claim
there is “no evidence” of fraud or irregularities.
Peter’s word here, “irresponsible” puts it politely. Those who claim that there is
“no evidence” are a party to deception. I well remember the first time I read
something where they used the word “baseless” and was shocked! It was back in
early November 2020 just after the election. Using a word of judgment that
claims that NO fraud exists when I had evidence of fraud alarmed me greatly.
One can only prove a negative with total knowledge. Only God can claim that
position!
 The ballots in question because of the identified election irregularities are more
than sufficient to swing the outcome in favor of President Trump should
even a relatively small portion of these ballots be ruled illegal.
I think Donald Trump has made this point very well – the evidence of his
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landslide and the extent of the “irregularities” is clear to any right-thinking
person.
 All six battleground states exhibit most, or all, six dimensions of election
irregularities. However, each state has a unique mix of issues that might be
considered “most important.” To put this another way, all battleground states are
characterized by the same or similar election irregularities; but, like
Tolstoy’s unhappy families, each battleground state is different in its own election
irregularity way.
A consistent pattern indicates design. I say often that human nature is the same
across the globe, but evil manifests in different cultures in different ways.
 This was theft by a thousand cuts across six dimensions and six
battleground states rather than any one single “silver bullet” election irregularity.
An apt analysis.
 In refusing to investigate a growing number of legitimate
grievances, the anti-Trump media and censoring social media are
complicit in shielding the American public from the truth. This is a
dangerous game that simultaneously undermines the credibility of the media and the
stability of our political system and Republic.
What an incredibly damning critique. Read that one again, please … my bolding!
 Those journalists, pundits, and political leaders now participating in what has
become a Biden Whitewash should acknowledge the six dimensions of election
irregularities and conduct the appropriate investigations to determine the truth about
the 2020 election. If this is not done before Inauguration Day, we risk putting into
power an illegitimate and illegal president lacking the support of a large segment of
the American people.
Of course Peter works for Trump so he’s biased to call this “a Biden
Whitewash”, but so are the MSM and the politicians perpetrators of evil paid for
by big business – money always gains access to power. Those who have influence
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ALWAYS use it.
 The failure to aggressively and fully investigate the six dimensions of election
irregularities assessed in this report is a signal failure not just of our anti-Trump
mainstream media and censoring social media but also of both our
legislative and judicial branches.
* Republican governors in Arizona and Georgia together with Republican majorities
in both chambers of the State Legislatures of five of the six battleground states –
Arizona, Georgia, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin2 – have had both the
power and the opportunity to investigate the six dimensions of election irregularities
presented in this report. Yet, wilting under intense political pressure, these politicians
have failed in their Constitutional duties and responsibilities to do so
– and thereby failed both their states and this nation as well as their party.
* Both State courts and Federal courts, including the Supreme Court, have
failed the American people in refusing to appropriately adjudicate the election
irregularities that have come before them. Their failures pose a great risk to
the American Republic.
As I have previously shared, while devastating to the hope that people have in
human leadership, these failures are critical to the progression of godliness.
Worship of democracy must collapse before the true source of power is
acknowledged. God does not fight evil getting into the details of political intrigue
– He restrains it via the Holy Spirit then simply lets it implode.
 If these election irregularities are not fully investigated prior to Inauguration Day
and thereby effectively allowed to stand, this nation runs the very real risk of never
being able to have a fair presidential election again – with the down-ballot Senate
races scheduled for January 5 in Georgia an initial test case of this looming risk.
And to that I say, Amen [literally: let it be so]

The Art of the Steal
A nice title alluding of course to Donald Trump’s book “The Art of the Deal”.
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Peter says that he was asked to write a follow-up on how the crooks actually stole
the election. This is it. Again, I quote his Executive Summary, interspersing my
commentary:
The Democrat Party and its political operatives, with the unwitting aid of
“useful idiots” from the Republican Party, stole the presidential election from
Donald J. Trump.
There you have the central claim of who the perpetuator of the crimes is and
where they can be located. Remember though that politicians (like the media)
ALWAYS do the bidding of those who fund them – the business people. The
centre of business is banking – the Central Banks are the centre of business. The
private ownership of the Bank of International Settlements (where the central
banks settle) has the power to control the global monetary supply. Establishing
who the spiritual powers are that gain the worship of these individuals ultimately
determines whether this chain of influence is godly or satanic. Hint: It’s not the
former!
The Democrat Party used a two-pronged Grand “Stuff the Ballot Box”
Strategy to flood six key battleground states – Arizona, Georgia, Michigan,
Nevada, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin – with enough illegal absentee and mail-in
ballots to turn a decisive Trump victory into a narrow and illegitimate Biden alleged
“win.”
Essentially they waited until they knew how many votes they needed to win, then
‘found them”.
Prong One dramatically INCREASED the amount of absentee and
mail-in ballots in the battleground states. Prong Two dramatically
DECREASED the level of scrutiny of such ballots – effectively taking
the election “cops” off the beat. This pincer movement resulted in a FLOOD of
illegal ballots into the battleground states more than sufficient to tip the scales from a
decisive legal win by President Trump to a narrow and illegitimate alleged “victory”
by Joe Biden.
“Taking the election ‘cops’ off the beat”. I like that turn of phrase!
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The Democrat Party relied primarily on legal means such as legislative and rule
changes at the state level to implement its Grand Strategy and thereby achieve its
illegal outcome. However, at times, political operatives advancing the Democrat
Party’s Grand Strategy also bent, and
sometimes broke, the laws and rules of that which is most sacred to our American
public – our election system.
I’m not quite so sure here that their “legal means” were entirely legal. It is
claimed by many who know their stuff that most of their changes were not legal.
The concept though, that one party seeks power at the expense of democracy is
valid. Honour among thieves anyone?
Key methods used by the Democrat Party to strategically game America’s presidential
election included changes in the law approved by State Legislatures; rule
changes and new guidance initiated by Secretaries of State or other election
officials; court rulings and interventions; and the
aggressive use of so-called “public-private partnerships” to commandeer and
manipulate the election process in key Democrat strongholds such as Wayne
County, Michigan and Dane County, Wisconsin.
Commandeer and manipulate – the end result.
Prong One of the Democrat Party’s Grand Strategy used seven basic gambits to
dramatically INCREASE the flood of absentee and mail-in ballots:
relaxing mail-in and absentee ballot rules; sending absentee or mail-in ballots or
applications for such ballots to every voter (universal mailing); increasing both the
legal and illegal use of drop boxes; ballot harvesting; and the use of corrupted voting
machines.
Prong Two of the Democrat Party’s Grand Strategy used five additional gambits to
dramatically DECREASE the level of scrutiny of the new flood of absentee
and mail-in ballots into the battleground states: relaxation of ID verification;
reduced signature matching requirements; illegally counting naked ballots to increase
ballot curing – both legal and illegal; and reduced poll watching and observing.
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Democrat Party operatives frequently hid behind the shield of the Chinese
Communist Party (CCP) virus and resultant pandemic to further their goals of
boosting the absentee and mail-in ballot counts in the key battleground states.
Hiding behind a shield. True! I wish though that Peter would have used the
COVID-19 terminology because while I know it is partially true, calling it the
CCP virus indicates a political objective.
The practical result of the Democrat Party’s two-pronged Grand “Stuff the Ballot
Box” Strategy was to flood the six key battleground states with enough illegal
absentee and mail-in ballots to turn a decisive Trump victory into a narrow alleged
Biden “victory.”
It has been mentioned by those in the know with a high degree of logic obvious,
that the level of Trumps landslide victory caused a consternation in the
conspirators and that eventually caused the fraud to come out.
Key political operatives assisting the Democrat Party included Wall Street oligarch
George Soros, Silicon Valley oligarch and Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg,
and Marc Elias, former Hillary Clinton Campaign General Counsel and one of
the alleged architects and financial conduits for Fusion GPS and the Russia Hoax
designed to topple a duly-elected President.
Soros money helped fund efforts to change election laws and rules through instruments
such as referenda. Soros and his network of organizations such as the political action
committee “Secretary of State Project” also helped to elect puppet Secretaries of
State in Michigan (Jocelyn Benson) and Pennsylvania (Kathy Boockvar) who
would play instrumental roles in bending or breaking election rules and thereby
advancing the Grand “Stuff the Ballot Box” Strategy. Zuckerberg money – nearly
half a billion dollars – helped engineer what was effectively a hostile Democrat Party
“public-private partnership” takeover of what should otherwise be a nonpartisan
election process in key Democrat strongholds such as Wayne County, Michigan and
Dane County, Wisconsin.
Useful idiots for the Democrat Party included Georgia’s Republican Governor Brian
Kemp and Republican Secretary of State Brad Raffensperger who entered into
a Consent Decree that dramatically INCREASED the number of absentee and
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mail-in ballots while dramatically DECREASING the rejection rate of such
ballots. Republican state legislators who voted for the bills that would help
the Democrats advance its Grand Strategy likewise were unwitting dupes.
Golly! Talk about naming names at the top. Bill Gates, the Rothschilds, the
Illuminati and the Rockefellers escaped Navarro’s pen but he certainly named
some of the NWO proponents here!
By implementing its Grand “Stuff the Ballot Box” Strategy, the Democrat Party
and its political operatives have strategically gamed one of the most sacred
elements of American democracy, our election system. This was
brass knuckle politics played at the highest level which has delivered a brutal punch to
the nose of the American people and a vicious kick to the groin of American
democracy.
See the overt worship of the American democratic system of government? Never
forget that the Lord seeks our worship, and ALONE. He is a jealous God, fully
deserving of this. Passing Him praise through a Caesar, Pope, Priest or Politician
does NOT cut the mustard as so many leaders previously have learned to their
cost.
That the Democrat Party and its operatives have, up to this point, gotten away with
their Immaculate Deception and Art of the Steal, represents a signal failure of the
media, Republican state legislators, other Republican government officials across the
battleground states, the US Congress, and our judicial branch of government at both
the state and federal levels.
There are grammar errors here, but you get the drift.
Volumes 1 and 2 of the Navarro Report – The Immaculate Deception and The
Art of the Steal – together make the strong case for a full investigation of the
election irregularities and strategic gaming of our political process that in all
likelihood have led to a stolen presidential election. Any such investigation
must begin immediately as this nation simply cannot risk the inauguration of a
president who will be perceived by a large segment of the American people as
illegitimate.
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I concur. As I write, election matters are still unresolved in the US, but regardless
of what occurs there, I happen to believe that upon His successful sacrifice, Jesus
(who refused this power at the time of His temptations at the beginning of His
ministry) secured the rightful authority for all power systems and that the Holy
Spirit has had it vested in Him on earth.
The power systems of evil require coercion through chains of command,
whereas God goes direct to those who listen to Him. That excites me, and keeps
me happy and alive day after day, no matter what happens on a day-to-day basis,
even in US Presidential politics as people lie and fight among themselves over this
power.
I conclude that while the two covers represent less of a graphics effort than I
would be happy with, the content is stunning in its quality especially considering
the circumstances and timeframes that the author had to produce them in. An
excellent summary of a highly contentious set of political circumstances.
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8. The Error of Binary Thinking
Binary Thinking is a natural
temptation but except for the
one issue of salvation, the
concept of good/bad is a trap
and can be an error when we
attempt to deal with complex
issues in a binary manner. In
this post I explain how my
investigative & truth discerning
skills have taught me to
recognise that absolute truth
does exist and so to seek the
application of binary thinking
but to caution against arrogance
when applying my assessments
into complex areas of life.

L

et’s first deal with the one
exception where our
binary thinking is always
justified – our personal destination.

The One Exception

A screengrab from a video showing two darkened operatives
heading down the stairs at the time of the Washington DC
break-in. If the US Special Forces used this ‘spontaneous’
break-in as cover, pre-knowledge of the President would
make perfect sense and the ‘swamp’s” consternation a
perfectly natural response. Conspiracy that people in power
know more than they tell the public has been proven valid for
thousands of years. This rabbit-warren of intrigue makes it
tricky for truth-seekers to always get it right. Good or bad?
Does the end justify the means?

The human mind and soul seeks
clarity. It instinctively seeks to want to know right from wrong; good from bad
and godliness from evil.
According to the Good Book, our choices in life, determine our ultimate
destination – up or down. In this regard (of our spiritual fate following life here
on earth) we have a binary situation. In fact this question of faith also applies to
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life here on earth too but that is a tricky one for a fallible human being to to apply
so I won’t here, just for the moment.
According to the Christian worldview the deciding factor in pleasing God is not
actually religious belief, because even the adversary believes that Jesus is very
much alive and is the Son of God. It is instead the nature of the relationship that
we have with Him that matters. What we do (what Christians call our “works”)
naturally follow on from that relationship.
Matthew records how Jesus explained that He separates people (dividing the
accepted from the rejected) on the basis of knowing Him:
“Not everyone who says to me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ will enter the kingdom of heaven, but
the one who does the will of my Father who is in heaven. On that day many will say
to me, ‘Lord, Lord, did we not prophesy in your name, and cast out demons in your
name, and do many mighty works in your name?’ And then will I declare to them, ‘I
never knew you; depart from me, you workers of lawlessness.’
Matthew 7:21-23
As a ‘black and white’ kinda guy, I naturally want to know right from wrong. I
want to know and understand things as much as possible so that I can pass
judgment on life situations and get things right. I ask questions and seek to apply
wisdom into tricky life situations, applying logic onto facts as I find them.
Unfortunately this makes it very hard for me when the Lord asks us NOT to
judge others.
The point here though is that there is no greyness when at the end of time -we
will either hear the words, “Well done good and faithful servant!” or if we don’t
seek, nurture and cherish that relationship with the Master, the scariest words
conceivable, “Get away from me, for I never knew you!”

The Political Murk
I’ve timed this post to come when all looks final for the result of the US
Presidential hopes for Donald Trump’s second term but before ‘good news’
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comes out for his supporters. He has recently lost the Electoral College’s vote
which as David Farrar says, means that he’s a ‘goneburger’!

Alone in his office, Trump has failed. Despite everything he threw at it, the US
system was resilient enough to stop his coup and the Congress of the United States
has just this minute certified Joe Biden as the President-Elect and Kamala Harris as
the Vice-President Elect.
https://www.kiwiblog.co.nz/2021/01/finally_its_all_over_for_trump.html
For me, nothing could be further from the truth and posts like this will in due
course be seen as disinformation, fake news and rightly show the writer for who
he really is. The US President Donald Trump is a VERY intelligent and powerful
man with a huge volume of accurate information at his fingertips with MANY
loyal patriots all looking out for his and the countries best interests.
He won reelection with a landslide on 3 November 2020 and I believe is currently
underground having already signed the US Insurrection Act and is currently
working closely with Special Forces, the Military and others to deal with many
high profile opposition forces.
Should Donald Trump act to remain in power, something I consider highly likely,
it will be enough to me to validate much of my research that the 2020 US
Presidential Elections were indeed a military operation designed to flush out
the corruption – “drain the swamp”, as Trump so eloquently said on his first
campaign trail.
It’s a catchy phrase that bought him votes and shows his capacity to explain
things in simple language but one man (even the US President) can never change
the system like so many want him to do. Pas possible! Human nature is to protect
our position and with as far as I estimate things, 3/4 of the political environment
already corrupted beyond redemption, you’d have to have enormous wisdom and
power, way beyond what Trump has, IMHO. He can take a swing at things, ping a
few baddies for treason and get his people into positions of power but the Lord
will wait for the people to turn to Him rather than trusting in the US democratic
system to resolve the woes of that nation.
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The instant we move from the binary issue of our ultimate destination (note I
said, “our” meaning ‘not yours, but mine’) we move into an area of greyness. This
murk means that our analysis must ALWAYS be conditional – conditional upon
the understanding that while binary truth does exist about these contested social
issues, nobody actually knows it fully. There is ALWAYS something we don’t
know; a nuance; another component; a different view of it; a different slant.
Always.
Those who speak truth (say about the US Presidential Elections) always do so
from their own areas of interest, expertise or viewpoint – be that economic,
spiritual, political, marketing, personal, military, financial or whatever. They have
to. This human dynamic needs to be taken into consideration when assessing
reality. For example, in the quote above from Kiwiblog, David starts with a highly
emotional phrase, “Alone in his office, Trump has failed” then continues talking
about a “coup“.
When we understand that David’s bias is a clear seething hatred for Trump, you
can see why he tries to paint his victim as a) alone, b) a failure and c) attempting
a coup. If you think that things as presented by the MSM are on the up and up,
and that there was no election fraud, then sure David’s approach is fine. If Trump
though is believed to be a part of a military operation to flush out traitors to the
American cause, this may be simply a ruse and part of what they call “The Plan”
and Farrar has let his partisan hat show here. You’ll never rarely get a man though
with a big ego to apologise for his error and back down. People [almost] always
double down and fight for their previously held position, no matter if facts come
out later.
Likewise my Christian blogger friend who denies conspiracy 10 whom I shared
about previously. His take that geo-politics are well represented by the MSM
confirms that his perception of reality comes from limited life experiences, rather
than from honest due diligence. It takes real guts to dig deep, ask those difficult
questions that scare the living daylights out of “nice” people who really do not
want to rock the boat. Oh a global conspiracy exists all right. It has existed for a
very long time and is still very much alive and well today!
10 http://www.dennis.nz/2021/01/debunking-conspiracy-denial/
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Bias in our belief system caused by the Mainstream Media is neither an accident
nor is it incidental. At its lowest level it can indeed be attributed to political belief
or innocence or youthful naivety but as you move up the chain of command to
its highest level you get a huge increase in willingness to participate in evil. Open
Satanism is known and acknowledged by those elite at the top of the global
commerce who control and who seek to control more.

My Problem
The problem I have, as a black and white guy attempting to divine truth is that I
have to spread myself far and wide, wading through truckloads of conspiratorial
information, each commentator with their own bent, or slant in order to establish
reality.
I’d like to go through a few sources with you now, and in future posts as well,
describing how it is that I can get to the point of decision and how this analysis
outworks in regards to the problem of a binary situation in regards to, for
example Donald J. Trump’s re-election.
BTW, did you know that the J stands for John?
I generally hook into a particular commentator and stay with them ‘for a season’.
If I get them at the outset of their writing or marketing career, I enjoy watching
them gain credibility, increase in maturity and build their business. Sometimes
they are at the twilight of their career and their methodology is superseded or
their thinking or message becomes stale and their time in the sun passes. It is rare
that I find one person or one source of information that I can concur with longterm as I find things to complain about, or things that grate with me. This also
applies to other aspects of life too as I found myself moving from church to
church and even country to country over the years. It has also been hard work to
let my career develop and move from one industry sideways into another.
So our first example of a source of information comes via a very talented and
passionate guy Mike Adams, who established Natural News 11. In the last few
years after seeing the writing on the wall for Facebook and Twitter over free11 https://naturalnews.com/
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speech, Mike has established alternative platforms12 and some of his resources are
using them. One of his contacts is an ex-US military guy Jeffrey Prather 13 who
puts out a daily twice-weekly message. He sees evidence that the entire US
Presidential election fiasco was a military operation. Others concur totally
independently. My research shows me that there is a huge degree of credibility to
these claims. It ticks all boxes and explains perfectly why some are petrified of
what is coming. Be it a deliberate attempt to destroy a corrupt party and a dodgy
commercial operation as part of a plea bargain (“give us our lives and we’ll
cooperate with you Mr Trump”) or the perpetrators actually think that they can
get away with it all I’ll know it when it comes out that Donald Trump has
brought his 2018 Act into play and declares martial law.
It’s not too important to me whether Trump goes or stays because the real issues
for me are spiritual but as a political aficionado it’s a hoot watching it all play out
as it is. I think that Jeffrey and others are right, but we’ll see which deck chair gets
re-organised where on the sinking ship in the next couple of few weeks.
If Jeffrey and other military people see things in their military ways and Trump’s
lawyer Rudy Giuliani sees them in a legal sense; political blogger David Farrar in a
political way, how do we find real wisdom then?

Applying wisdom
If wisdom is defined as seeing things in a particular situation from God’s
perspective (which is always an ultra long-term take) then the Christian worldview
provides that to us. This is why to me, the value system I employ and apply.
brings so much more meaning that running around like chicken with my head
chopped off. Steve Bannon from the War Room Pandemic (another source of
political commentary that I have been leaning on for understanding the more
recent US situation) says that he strives to “look for the signal, not the noise!”. I
like this idea.
Wisdom requires that we face reality; accepting that there are people and forces
out to deny the Lord His rightful position on the planet, and then assess who is
12 https://www.brighteon.com/
13 https://jeffreyprather.com/video-streams/
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doing what, why, and how this fits in with His plan. It requires us to know Him;
love Him and to serve Him with all our being so that when things come along
(like for example censorship, political situations, disinformation and life/financial
challenges) we can make our decisions independently and please Him.
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9. Explaining Conspiracy In the
2020 US Elections
In previous posts I have shared
aspects of my analysis of the 2020
US Presidential Elections. I continue
my analysis with my take
deliberately exposed here in the US
Patriots’ darkest hour, when all
appears lost for their man Donald
Trump. I can’t see how the
President, branded “a sore loser” by
MSM and those with Trump
Derangement Syndrome, aka “Never
Trumpers” could even think of
stepping down and relinquishing
power on the 20th January 2021,
especially considering how well he
has prepared for this time and
knowing who his backers really are.

I

Author of the book Trump Rules, conman turned

n an editorial14 of 30 December
‘good’ Wayne Allyn Root with President Donald J.
2020 on Gateway Pundit the
Trump, and in the inset some of his bling.
anonymous ‘Assistant Editor’
quotes the author of Trump Rules, Wayne Allen Root claiming blatant Election
Fraud.
I totally concur. I quote:
Richie watched and studied this 2020 presidential election. He calls it “the greatest
14https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/12/wayne-root-greatest-horserace-fixertime-says-democrats-stole-election/
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scam and steal in world history.” He says anyone who denies this election was stolen
is either a criminal who was in on the scam; or a bribed politician or bureaucrat who
benefits from the scam; or a complete naïve moron.
Whew. What a way to start off an article!
What does the world’s greatest horserace fixer believe happened on Election Night?
Richie says it’s clear that President Trump won in a landslide in key battleground
states. Trump won so big in these key states that Democrats who tried to rig the
election with millions of fake mail-in ballots had to move quickly to Plan B.
Trump was actually winning a rigged election by a mile. Trump beat them so badly in
these key states, Democrats needed reinforcements. So, they brought in the cavalryvans, USPS trucks, even planes filled with fake ballots, in the wee hours of the
morning, with no GOP witnesses watching.
That’s why they stopped the count on Election Night. The millions of fake Biden
ballots weren’t enough. Democrat scammers had to call a “timeout” to quickly bring
in millions of additional fake ballots to erase Trump’s massive lead.
I can’t see how anybody can interpret reality in any other way than a conspiracy,
but hey, some people will believe anything, especially when it comes over the
goggle-box so many times!
In a coordinated conspiracy so easy to see, Richie calls it “Amateur Hour,” five states
all agreed at the same time to stop counting votes- thereby buying themselves time to
have millions of additional fake ballots filled out, trucked in, or in some cases flown
into nearby airports.
In the case of Georgia, the scammers faked a flood, caused by a burst pipe that never
happened, and then rolled out suitcases filled with ballots, all caught on video.
Anyone who has seen this video must surely accept that serious skullduggery was
afoot? To think otherwise indicates willful or partisan bias on the one hand or
foolish disinterest on the other. Both options remove the detractor’s opinions
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from serious consideration.
Any idiot who isn’t blind can see what happened, says Richie. It was as if a brazen
gang of 50 hoods robbed five banks at the exact same time, all 50 robbers carrying
the same AK47s and no masks, and then showed their IDs on the way out the door.
Then every FBI agent and every judge turned a blind eye. Maybe they’re in denial,
maybe the DC Swamp got to them, maybe they’re in on the scam. A lot of
respectable people in power must be getting filthy rich on this scam, says Richie.
Ah now you may be onto something there Richie! Money, and if the people in
charge are actually in on it all, perhaps there was a setup? Perhaps it was all
planned and was a ruse, or a trap? I guess we’ll know in due course eh? It
wouldn’t be the first time that Donald Trump outfoxed his opposition amd came
out on top.
Some telltale signs of the scam- GOP witnesses had to be removed from the room;
these fake ballots had only one name filled out (Biden) because Democrat scammers
were rushing to add fake ballots to the count and didn’t have time to fill out downballot races; and many of the ballots looked pristine because they were clearly never
mailed. They were rushed untouched from printing presses to counting rooms.
But it isn’t only Richie who sees the scam. A math genius and world-renowned
statistics professor from Harvard and USC reports the odds of Trump leading by
those margins when counting stopped and then losing each of those states is 1 in a
quadrillion (that’s one thousand trillions). Meaning it was impossible.
Street-smart Richie puts it differently. He says this case is such a slam dunk, any
judge who threw these cases out is dirty; and any prosecutor who can’t convict these
scammers should lose his license to practice law.
Richie compares this case to Scott Peterson’s 2004 murder trial. Peterson got the
death penalty based only on circumstantial evidence. This 2020 election scam was so
obvious it makes Scott Peterson look innocent by comparison.
Yet here we sit, with a conspiracy so deep that political leaders, mainstream media,
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social media, judges, prosecutors, the entire US Justice System, and virtually every
person in power in DC, acts as if nothing happened. And they do it so casually, so
matter-of-factly, that my buddy Richie says it’s easy to conclude they’re all in on the
scam.
That’s a VERY interesting claim worthy of later consideration. Another
alternative is that they or some of them have been ordered to act a certain way
while a sting operation is undertaken.
January 20th will determine if we are still a nation of laws, or a corrupt third world
Banana Republic, where horserace fixers tell the truth, and politicians are the real
scam artists.
I’m not with the writer on this last paragraph because I think there are much
bigger issues at stake than simply the Presidency, but hey, it’s yet to be seen.
While this was written late last year and things have moved on since, Wayne
addresses only a binary issue here . . . was the election transparent and fair or was
it stolen and invalid. My take is that Wayne is dead right on the election fraud.
In my next post I address some of the more fuzzy aspects to this matter though,
quoting from a ‘Conspiracy Theorist’, Mike Adams whom I respect for his depth
of thought and willingness to put his money where his mouth is. He highlights
how politics are really quite different to the binary desire of people who naturally
want to see complex issues simply.
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10. Political Complexities Muddy
the ‘Binary’ Waters
Viewing complex issues in a
binary manner may suit
Hollywood Westerns but is
unwise when talking of
complex political issues, or
indeed people. In this post I
show how Mike Adams hits the
nail on the head in regards to
the 2020 US Presidential
appointment saga. Essentially he believes that the US military will never
allow Joe Biden to be their Commander in Chief and that deals have been
done to progress the country.

D

ivining truth in the murkiness of life becomes hard in a sea of
deception, none harder than in politics. Amplify this challenge into
the politics of one of the most powerful countries on the planet, the
USA, then place yourself on the other side of the globe in a tiny rural town and
you have a challenge and a half. I’m up for that challenge though!
The premise of these series of blog posts is that there is a global conspiracy
exactly as described in the bible – mankind vs the Creator. Mankind has chosen
to go its own way against the God who created ‘good’ and that the voting process
(aka democracy) is the process by which mankind conspires to achieve its aims –
power and money used to maximise this control of its own destiny. In the USA,
this idolatry is epitomised by worship of their Constitution, the founding
documents supporting a “Democratic Republic”. Democracy is the easiest and
most natural form of human government where evil can have its way – through
the influence of money.
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Applying wisdom (defined as seeing things as God does in any particular
situation) into this political situation requires us to first know Him, His desires
for His people and His modus operandii; then to accurately assess the US situation;
then lastly to apply His wishes for the US into that situation.
Mike Adams catches my attention every now and then with his daily UPDATES
and while rather more verbose than I generally have time to wade through I’ve
found them to be quite perceptive. To date, for example, he’s not been wrong in
any of his analysis that I know of. He also has my respect for putting his money
where his mouth is, and his essentially practical approach to his concerns.
Founder of Natural News, he also has a heavy metals laboratory that I watched
him create. His investment into social media has also got my attention.
His most recent update contains a detailed description of the politics that is
occurring around the activation of the 2018 US statutes that protect the US from
foreign interference. His underlying premise is that the US economy (as is the
Chinese economy too) is destined for short-term failure and that those in the
know are “looting the system”; making hay while the sun still shines.
Declaring a form of martial law via a state of emergency is the Trump plan to
secure the country from foreign attack. While not spoken of much in the MSM,
World War Four is now underway and I believe knowledge of this reality will seep
out to the populace more over the next few weeks as Trump acts to defend the
Republic he so clearly and desperately loves.
WW4 was declared surreptitiously a few years ago and has heated up quite
considerably as the 2020 US Presidential Elections progressed. The “alternative
press” has various takes on these matters and depending on the commentator’s
area of interest (be it military, religious, technical, financial or political) the story
goes like this:
The bad guys (China, and to a lesser extent Iran, Russia and others 15) want to rule
the world and have declared war on the USA and the [primarily] Judeo-Christian,
Western World. China collaborated with the Vatican to get rid of Donald Trump
15 I use the “bad guys” label as part of the ‘binary’ narrative, not because I believe
that say, all Chinese love their CCP leaders and therefore ARE all ‘bad’, nor that the
other guys are all ‘good guys’.
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who stood in the way of their plans through the 2020 election fraud. Soros, Gates
and the Central Banking fraternity (who also go by the name of Royalty, the
Illuminati and more) are also supporters who own the MSM who are totally
complicit [biased]. Pedos and Satan-worshippers at heart, these guys and girls are
called the Deep State. They seek the New World Order and have gotten their
‘evil’ hands on the FBI, CIA and populate big business and mainstream politics.
COVID-19 is/was a bio-weapon intentionally released to lock-down the world;
create global mayhem and increase central control. The US political environment
was prepped in advance of the massive electoral fraud. Trump lost according to
the MSM but actually won in a “populist nationalist” landslide.
Big Tech’s banning of Donald Trump and purge of conservative influencers is
the current face of this war. The recent False Flag attacks in Washington DC and
the subsequent Impeachment issues are the current distractions while the real
power plays occur in Texas. Q, (also spoken of as Q Anon) is a military insider,
his identity kept anonymous but is a well known secret, who has communicated a
simple cryptic message of hope to true patriots. The essence of his message is
that Trump is a ‘good’ company man; that he is in perfect control and that the
military does and will support him. Everything is well planned and ‘The Plan’ is
working well. I like what the Deep State call it, “hope porn”. That’s a clever
phrase that holds an element of truth, although I do accept the Q messages to be
essentially all valid.
According to my current understanding (more on this later) the True US Patriot
movement started with the aftermath of the JFK assassination in late 1963 when
some 200 US Generals determined that they would protect the US Republic from
the Deep State and they have supported Donald Trump to prepare for his “Make
America Great Again” mission.
In Mike’s most recent post, he talks about the recent activation of Trump’s laws
(as do other alternative/conspiracy sites) but more importantly he describes the
complex negotiations inherent in such decisions. Military interests seeking to
maintain power and influence (essentially funding of perpetual warfare for the
Military Machine) will need to fit in with Trump’s personal agenda to MAGA and
look after the little peoples’ interests. That will be an interesting negotiation, I’m
sure!
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Understanding these political pressures where the generals currently meeting in
Texas with the President will be seeking payoffs for their support, along with
Mike calling Q’s posts an “over-simplification” is exactly what I have been trying
to describe – that real life is NOT a binary situation like the ‘good guys vs the bad
guys’, despite what both our natural human desire seeks and what the MSM
attempt to present us.
In my next post I dive into a couple of conspiratorial Military sources, again
describing how I divine truth by understanding human nature; taking into
account who the people are; their backgrounds and then showing how their
messages can be seen best in proper context.
Thanks for swinging by again today.
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11. Analysing Military-based
Conspiracy Information
Divining truth requires an
understanding of the background
of an ‘information source’. In this
post I share some fringe sources of
‘Military conspiracy information’ so
that one can see how I put the
source into proper context. As
mentioned in previous posts in this
series, truth speaking can never be
a binary matter, where we exercise
a definitive right or wrong or
good/bad judgment but each
source provides a piece of the
puzzle to increase our
understanding of complex
dynamics. Enjoy.

Jeffrey Prather & Simon Parkes. Online sources of
Military information.

I

n previous posts I have
explained that I approach all research with a big-picture Christian
worldview – God created ‘good’; mankind screwed up and that democracy
(mankind’s efforts at self-rule) runs contrary to His instructions in the Good
Book. This approach accepts that there is ultimately binary truth (logically
therefore deception and falsehood also exist), but that growth in understanding is
a process of understanding things and people that we are all going through here
on earth, not so much a binary, “He’s no good, but I am!”
Ideologies and beliefs that exercise the requirement for a simple binary choice
(for example that Trump is essentially good or bad, or say belief that election
fraud never existed, and therefore that someone like me is a conspiracy nutter) do
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not fit into this worldview. Political situations are popularly turned partisan, thus
requiring this binary selection, an error IMHO.
In analysing conspiracies I have accepted some and rejected others. Calling me a
‘conspiracy theorist’ (when I consider myself first and foremost a truth seeker by
way of being a ‘conspiracy analyst’, then in time more of a truth speaker is a
falsehood), is a logical fallacy. As I ask of my detractors, “Which the many
conspiracy theories don’t you accept on my long list of subjects I’ve researched?”
The ones you ignore then I know that you agree with. “See you too are a
conspiracy theorist!” I will reply. It’s just this one or that one that we disagree on
the details.
So I have already mentioned that it is my belief that some senior leadership of
the US Military with patriotic leanings took issue with the Deep State’s execution
of JFK in 1963 and have worked to “protect the Republic” since. I see evidence
that they have supported President Trump into office and to his mission to take
on the NWO advocates after what they see as a multi-decade slide. Spawning the
MAGA movement and the America First agenda has brought them into open
warfare with the Deep State. The 2020 US Presidential Elections appears to have
been an operation that has flushed out the people traitorous to ‘the [patriotic]
cause’ and this has been so successful that Big-Tech, Media and other companies
with vested interests have reacted hotly and violently to the President’s claims &
actions.
This flushing out and panicking reaction is (to me) evidence of a man who is
fully in control, knowing that he cannot lose, no matter what is thrown at him by:
a) Trump’s introduction of appropriate laws as early as 2018 (two years before the
election) which shows huge foreknowledge;
b) Trump’s apparent willingness to accept obfuscation, delays and even defeat in
all legal challenges to the election fraud; and
c) His apparent peaceful but patient resolve to push on with doing what he has
been doing, simply talking about what he has done and why he believes what he
does.
Nobody in the natural would normally be able to stand what he has been coping
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with so the US President is either a lunatic who lives in a parallel universe, or he is
a very smart man who knows exactly what he is doing and who is behind him.
My firm take is that he is the latter.
The power that Trump gets comes from working with the Military (and Law
Enforcement too) but at its fundamental level the Military is it. Indeed I recall
him saying at the outset of his political career that he had the backing of “200
generals”, clearly in retrospect a cryptic nod to the 200 generals and their
replacements who determined post the JFK assassination that they would protect
the Republic. The Military is clearly intimately involved with the US President and
his agenda.
Diving into these various sources of information however requires us to ‘go
alternative’ and this is not an easy process as egos and disinformation abound. I
had been keeping up with the play for years in the US political arena as it
interested me but I really started researching this all in earnest in mid 2020.

David Bray
One of the first things I had reinforced more than a decade ago was from an exUS Military guy turned on-line preacher David Bray. David has run Cutting Edge
Ministries for years now (BTW I don’t subscribe to much of his theology), but he
tells how his awakening came from his time in the Pacific as a Military
Intelligence officer when he came to see that the vast majority of official
information given to the public was false. Long before the concept of False
News, even False Flags, this confirmed my own experiences. Beyond the
Christian worldview that expects corruption on the planet, this understanding
then sets the scene for deception to be the norm.

Q
The Q operation has involved a team of people (the Anon parts are the others)
and is intricately associated with the Trump team. Q aims to inform the public. Q
(possibly JFK Jnr) talks constantly about The Plan – that there is a plan and for
us to “trust The Plan”. Q is a Military insider that shares hope for US patriots,
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but is this a ploy or a False Flag and to what extent is it for real?
First, an anti-Q approach from known Deep State operatives is an instant clue
that I’m on the money. Whenever a threat arises the MSM always rises to address
it. Anti-Q stories started to become noticeable in mid 2020. Analysing their
criticism I noted their focus on a few carefully selected subjects (a logical fallacy
called cherry-picking), ad hominem attacks and omission of any mention of the
core thrust of his message.
The first proof to me then came as a negative-positive. Yes, it appeared that Q
was indeed real, and hitting home runs that hurt the NWO agenda, hence their
defensive response.
Secondly his message seemed to match up with other information that came
from other ‘informed’ and ‘inside’ sources, especially with the Supreme Court of
the USA having refused to deal with any evidence. Perhaps bribed; maybe
extorted, certainly compromised.

Simon Parkes
More recently Simon Parkes has come on my radar. He claims to have inside
information from Q himself, a claim that is entirely plausible. His information on
the US Military, US politics, the “#italydidit’ work can indeed all be checked out
in many regards, even though I’m not into the Alien, Pyramids and Lizards of the
conspiracy world.
What we have to do in Simon’s case is ask from where does he get his
information and why do they, and the others trust him? I see his desire to move
into the USA and self-promotion as his biggest asset, probably why his sources
involve him too. He’s not a Military guy as far as I can see but he is getting
relevant information and has been helpful to me in seeing reality.

Jeffrey Prather
Jeffrey Prather however is at the opposite end of the professional spectrum. He
is a Military man through and through:
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Jeffrey Prather is a retired army officer, ex-DEA special agent, former DIA
intelligence officer turned whistle blower and then targeted by the government.
In addition to hosting his own call in weekly talk radio show, “The Prather Point”,
he is also a martial arts master and teacher, Apache wisdom teacher, Kinetic
Quotient creator and trainer, firearms and horsemanship instructor, published
author, SAG film actor, speaker, father, husband and chaplain.
His mission statement is to “restore our fallen Republic” believing that the
country has already fallen. He says that he is not hopeless but hopeful, while
recognising the huge power that the Deep State has with regards to the recent
Media embargo of the President and more. His advice is to avoid the larger cities,
stock up on food, water & medications in preparations for Deep State driven
False Flag attacks, possibly in all 50 states. He fully expects the National Guard to
be deployed and is not convinced that the President can or will fight back.
I find his commentary totally credible and note that his life experiences have
taught him that “Planning is invaluable but plans are useless – because the enemy
has a vote.”
I totally concur and in response encourage people to get to know the Master
personally as fast and as deeply as they can, seeking to learn and apply His
principles into each of our life situations.
In regards to the censorship of the conservative voice, Jeffrey has recently said
that while Newsmax did cover the President’s latest from Texas:
Fox did not cover the President of the United States. That just shows the power of
the Deep State – the force that can be brought to bear – the ability to extort and to
bribe and to pay off and to threaten – that’s raw naked force, make no mistake
about it.
I use Jeffrey’s analysis as a major credible source of understanding, particularly
from a Military perspective. Sure, he’s a chaplain but his focus is much more on
understanding gained from his military career. Listen to more from him for a
moment:
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The [Presidential] order targets China’s military, civilian, fusion, program that seeks
to obtain technology and information to boost Chinese modernisation efforts. [i.e.
what he calls], Fifth generational global unrestricted warfare declared by the Chinese
against us after the first Gulf War.
He goes on to highlight that in 2014 the Chinese stole 21m personal records, the
year later some 78m, and calls this China’s mass tool for global oppression,
China’s digital totalitarianism i.e. The Great Reset.
Like he says of himself, I see him analysing facts as they come to him and
concluding that they show evidence of the covert Fifth Generational World War
4 global war battlefield. He considers that what he does, as he says himself, is the
best way of connecting the dots.
I particularly like his get in there and do it approach to difficult issues:
I have NEVER said, “Sit back and watch The Plan!” We are The Plan. We are
God’s Plan. Neighbour up and become independent. Get away from big (Deep State)
government. Build your emotional and spiritual resilience. Be patient & kind.
While he specifically refuses to say this week with Trump’s apparent capitulation
that “we are winning”, he does confirm that there are signs of a “Final Option”
being implemented. He says that he hopes, but you can see that he has lost a lot
of confidence with the censorship events of the past week knocking Trump
around quite a bit.
In order to assess the veracity of Jeffrey’s take, please consider the following
points from his most recent podcast/vlog/video blog:
•The US DOJ & FBI have been and are currently purging evidence.
•In discussing apparent flips of support to Trump from some EU states,
he notes that behind the scenes negotiations have resulted in the shift of
their support to Trump … that all masks are now off [pun intended] and
that some of Europe is now solidifying behind Trump.
•He mentioned that the capitol breach resulted in 25 laptops with secret
Internet access getting removed from the building. All of them had Secret
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Internet access to the SUPRANET some remained open. His analysis is
that somebody wanted more direct evidence of treasonous acts from the
Left/Dems
These things all make perfect sense, although the information of “up to 25
laptops taken” is not what is more widely spoken of elsewhere where only 12
were mentioned. Proof of Jeffrey’s claims comes from multiple sources as well as
the application of logic. He speaks from an ex-operative in the US Military still
working for ‘us’ being Team America, and thus when seen in this light he is a vital
source of news and understanding for me.
He asks good questions, like “Why [would they say/do something] and talks of
matters being, “VERY confusing” and “Difficult to understand”. This is exactly
in keeping with my own take – you do not have the good guys vs the bad guys in
little easy-to-define camps. The fog of war, be it between China and the rest of
the world, or between the Deep State, NWO proponents and the Right Wing
Conservatives or indeed the ones on God’s side vs the enemy of His purposes,
ensure that we have to dig deep, engage brain and be careful not to make
definitive judgments.
As I said at the outset of this series, I will know if my assessment in regards to
Trump’s second term is right or wrong and how many of the conspiracy theorists
are right and to what extent they got it right, or wrong in due course. I trust that
you have enjoyed this journey with me into the world of divining truth in a sea of
deception!
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12. A Big Picture Look at
Conspiracy

In this post I explain how Conspiracy can be best viewed by
understanding the big picture – of how players ‘play the game’. I share the
big-picture Christian worldview first (i.e. the religious aspects), then I drill
down into big finances, big business and global politics. I use “big”
because this makes it clearer to see trends & patterns of how things work,
but the same principles apply at a low/personal level too.
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he Christian worldview is that God created. If so, then He created
time, and is thus outside of it. Having created all, He will thus know all,
and (unless logic fails somehow) will then own and control all.

My observations are that logic does indeed exist, as do absolutes and that His
Word is true – He did give power (“dominion”) to His creation and mankind did
then bequeath this power & authority to a deceiver (“the Fall”) which resulted in
serious confusion and trauma.
The Christian message of course is that Christ’s sacrifice on the cross a couple of
thousand years ago opened the door of restoration of relationship with His
Father (the Creator) to those who choose it.
Upon His successful sacrifice Jesus said, “It is finished!” and having won the
‘battle’ against evil on the cross, He now has “all power in Heaven and the earth”
and the Holy Spirit does what He wants whereever we give Him authority to do it
here on earth from time to time.
The concept of ‘A battle between Good vs Evil [via warfare]’ is therefore a
deception. There is now no battle for it is already won. It is all over and has been
for a couple of millennia. Knowing Him, we simply need to HEAR what He
wants for us, then DO it.
This then, is the Christian worldview – a big picture overview of the
religious/faith reality that standing for truth puts us on the winning side, in a
religious sense.
So a usurper of this biblical authority stands and fights [increasingly desperately
BTW] to retain the worship (literally) of the planet but through deception. This
fight is outworked in religion, finance, business and politics where the enemy of
truth seeks to gain adherence – by any means necessary.
This is the background; the core understanding by which Conspiracy must be
properly understood at a very big picture.
In a financial sense, use of interest-bearing currency (God utterly prohibits the
concept of renting money, called usury or interest) does a few really nasty things:
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a) It sticks a single finger salute up at the Creator. Just think what it means if the
Lord prohibits the charging of interest, yet the people willingly choose to use
national currencies that are all (well most of them anyway) based on Central
banking currencies that all settle with the BIS!
b) It empowers the elite through funding. Would you like to have interest on the
entire global debt? and
c) It enslaves – and globally too!
At the outset of His ministry Jesus consciously rejected this power and saw bigfinance as a temptation. It is interesting to me that the Holy Spirit led Him into
the desert immediately after He alighted on Him at His baptism and let Him be
challenged with issues of money and power. This is why I have shared previously
that understanding money is the second most important question in life. The first
being the identity and nature of the Master Himself.
Sitting naturally alongside the money-men is business. Big business used to be the
prerogative of the political rulers such as Royalty. Now big-business (particularly
of note more recently big-Tech) has overshadowed the power of Royalty. Once
again though we MUST understand that this is not a binary matter where you
have good guys vs the bad guys. Most good people do bad things and some bad
people do good things. The only absolute I know is (as I have previously
mentioned) is the issue of salvation, whether we know Him and go ‘up’ or
whether we go ‘down’!
Business is normally designed to make a profit. Sure social businesses and certain
Not-for-profits can conduct their business to assist others but making money is
more of a distraction than a core evil. The same as politics attracts those who
want power, thus people will do bad things to get it and to use that power over
others, business is not evil per se – not even big-business, Yes, it can do wrong or
evil things (and often does, like deceive or disarm the President’s Social Media
accounts for political purposes) but big-business is not necessarily a problem.
Addressing conspiratorial matters such as de-platforming a President and a whole
sector of society (essentially silencing a conservative voice) must be seen in the
context of a war that is multi-faceted but spiritually based in nature. This warfare
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is not a partisan fight (like the Left vs the Right); nor is it an ideological fight like
conservatism vs liberalism; nor communism vs capitalism. Nor is it a yin-yan like
balance of power whereby people try to work out their lives sometimes leaning
one way then the other but ultimately “this is the world whether you like it or
not”.
No, this is a question of whether or not, and to what extent do individuals turn
back to the Creator and listen up to what He says (the continuous, present-tense)
then do what He seeks of them, INDIVIDUALLY.
It is quite discerning in the middle of tensions that have been deliberately
inflamed, and technical changes where many of us are having to change our
platforms to see the US President stand to one side as noise is permitted to
occur. But then as one commentator on the inside of the Trump camp has
recently said, “Why interfere when the other side is hanging themselves?”
Touche.
This is also evident in a political sense, where the President knows that he has the
full backing of the real power within the USA (the Military) and that despite
outward appearances that things will eventually work out for the good of the
country; he’s on the winning side!
God is a bit like that and it is too His nature to sit back and let evil implode. The
spiritual war is already won. Wiser then to sit back and restrain evil until the time
is right, when the Holy Spirit will remove His restraining force and let the
deceiver loose, destroying his own in a futile effort to destroy those who sought
to take him down.
If my take on Conspiracy is right, then Donald J. Trump won his re-election in a
massive landslide victory and will most certainly be sworn in as President again in
due course. Think of this . . . his mastery at the political table in the last 4-5 years
is pretty-much unequalled; his long-term backers and top level supporters love
him and despise the alternative; they could have easily stepped in with Military
force many times in the last four years but haven’t.
It’s my take that the real reason that this fighter knows, as do many important
people around the globe, that his day will come and that nobody can legitimately
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call him a ‘#soreloser’ ever! Do you really think that Donald Trump will just roll
over and go away? Nah! He’s President for a reason and working for his country
as hard as ever. Watch as those who flip-flop as the political winds appear to
them, flip back to the real power-base. This is though unlikely to include
Facebook, YouTube & Twitter, IMHO!
But the real question is not whether Trump flipped California and how many of
the American people voted for the populist, nationalist leader or not . . . the real
question of this post is whether we as individuals understand how the Conspiracy
Denial is an utter deception based in evil, and how at the end of our time we will
face a real binary decision.
Oh sure we all know that there is no honour among thieves, and that Washington
DC is not known for its integrity – politicians fighting constantly for power like
those on the Titanic fighting to rearrange the deckchairs (for their best view of
events) but there is always a day of accountability. Always.
In the meantime, sure, let the fun continue.
I trust that in due course my words will be proven true.
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13. Logic & Experience Support US
Conspiracy
The USA is currently divided over their
recent Presidential Elections, with an
increasing number of the population
believing that election fraud occurred.
Others poo-poo the idea with Big-Tech,
the Legacy Media and the Left calling
calling it all Fake News and doubling
down on their venom for Trump. In this
post I show how I apply logic and my life
experience to strongly support the
Conspiratorial take.

C

onspiracy, defined as an attempt by people working together to deceive
others for their own benefit simply cannot be denied. It is the essence
of the human condition that first mankind conspired (voted) to go
against God in the Garden of Eden, then with human nature corruption has
proceeded to manifest itself in all manner of times, places & cultures since.
Globally, people naturally now seek to use others to get ahead. Yes, you too, as
well as me! Some of us choose though to live for others, and succeed some of
the time.
The Fall in the Garden of Eden was I believe, a sexual sin driven by a grab for
power. Eve was tempted by seeking to be like God. She elected to give her body
to the deceiver who was punished by being cast down to the earth losing his
natural beauty and he spent the rest of his life slithering on his belly. So says the
Good Book. The sexual aspect of this “eating of the tree” can be derived from
Adam & Eve’s reaction to cover their ‘privates’ when confronted by the Creator,
and the high incidence of various sexual immorality in basic ungodliness since.
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The nature of conspiracy changes from culture to culture and from generation to
generation. In the USA in the last few decades you can see the sexuality issues
arising with simple sexual immorality of “sleeping around” and “affairs”
morphing into child abuse, pedophilia and ritual murders becoming more and
more talked about.
Then the idolisation of the American Dream via the Democratic Republic that
the US Constitution establishes allows people to achieve financially but when
capitalism loses any natural societal restrictions it gets out of balance and
corruption increases.
This series highlights not only that Conspiracy is valid, but that we should be
careful not to apply binary thinking into any complex situation. I show here how
the US political environment is shaped, as best as I can, drilling in here into the
impending inauguration of the so-called “President-elect” Joe Biden and
explaining how logically this will never occur [legitimately], and that the
Conspiracy ‘nutters’ are much more likely to be right – President Trump will
indeed achieve his second term as President of the USA.
The two paradigms that are presented to us are:
a) Joe Biden is the President-elect; He won the election fair-and-square; all legal
challenges to the election have failed; his appointment was ratified by those in
power. The Democratic party and the MSM believe that Trump and his
supporters need to get over it and go away. Big Tech has supported this position
vehemently attacking conspiracy theorists, Q and Trump supporters and primarily
conservative community primarily through de-platforming them.
The second option is the Conspiracy:
b) Donald Trump won the 2020 Presidential election in a massive landslide (I
have recently heard, even flipping California). There was foreign interference in
the elections with China, Iran & the Vatican attempting to influence the result
away from Trump which was achieved by a myriad of ways – vote changing
technology, traditional ballot stuffing and all manner of other more traditional
fraud. Efforts at legal remedies and undertaking audits have been blocked and
stymied by way of bribery and corruption. There is NO WAY that the Military
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leaders will accept a known crook like Biden as their Commander in Chief and
their initial support of Trump will remain as The Plan is outworked. They’ve got
the power, the President has signed the papers, the boys are under way and it is
now, ‘all on’!
While there is usually a bit of truth in every side of a conflict, my money is firmly
on the latter version. There was serious large-scale fraud and yes, it was initiated
by one political party with the active support and participation from foreign [to
the US] actors.
In order to believe that Joe Biden won fair and square, you have to explain how
without even conducting a campaign, he won against one of the most popular
Presidents in US history (sure a man who is divisive but who is highly well
regarded by those whom he told he would “drain the swamp”) and who even
with the fraud is confirmed to have set records with his results. I don’t buy the
MSM version of this all for a minute.
Then one has to go through the thousands of affidavits, videos and documents
that the Trump campaign has collated of fraud, and explain how that occurred.
This copious evidence is stunning in its extent, proving to me even at first glance
that the truth is . . . there really was election fraud, and on a massive scale too!
I’ve already mentioned the application of logic. Logic tells me that if you haven’t
done anything wrong and you have nothing to hide, then you would be happy for
others to see or audit your work, but visa-versa. As I claimed about another
blogger who said that there was no fraud . . . he simply hasn’t done the research. I
have. Logic rules for me. A stolen election is fact.
Now, knowing that complex things like the politics of running a country are not a
binary matter, and knowing human nature, I then look at the President and his
achievements over the last 4 years. It strikes me that this is an extraordinary
talented man who is loved and appreciated by many, especially those close to him.
He is an astute, self-made man who has no need for money, yes he may have an
ego, but it appears to me that he genuinely loves his country and believes in it.
He seems to have understood the various relationships that his country has with
the other leaders out there and has dealt with the BS he inherited very quickly.
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Russia, North Korea, EU countries, his neighbours and the Middle East he
appears to have gone in quickly and decisively to cement deals that suited him
and his country. A real and astute leader, rather than your typical politician.
So when I hear information from sources that tell me that he offered to sort out
the corruption within the realm of his responsibility at the outset of his career
but that he chose to bide his time, and get behind his Generals and their ‘Plan’
then this makes logical sense to me. I have previously called the election a military
operation and this is how it seems to me that the President approached things.
1. He would have sat down with the top brass of the Military exactly as reported.
“What do you think we should do [about the corruption]?” he would have
asked. “Do you want me to go in and sort it all out now, or do you have a
better idea?” I know this is how things work in politics because the best
leaders always work with the ideas that those already there have. You bring
leadership and decision-making to the table but unless there is a good reason
why not, you are best to work with the people already there and deal with their
issues constructively rather than impose your own ideas unilaterally. You can,
but it is always better to work with the resources you have. When I
emmigrated to Samoa I took an idea from Bev Barlow a Kiwi ex-pat who
worked at Aggie Grey’s and (with her permission) rejigged it to present to the
PM, Tuila’epa. For years she had attempted to get an international “Samoa
Day” but had been rebuffed by the bureaucrats who couldn’t see how to make
it work. I presented it to the PM mixing the core idea with Social Media and
the Dateline change thing which gained the official nod. It’s not that the idea
was good, nor that I had an inside running with my developing relationship
with the head man (although they were both factors), the key was that I took
the ideas from the local community and [tried to at least] make it happen.
2. I am told that the Generals warned Trump that this early action would vacate
70% of the leadership as the bulk of them were on the take to some degree,
thus they determined to prepare for a future flushing out of the swamp.
Trump would have gone along with that and worked his own solutions into
their ideas. This will explain why only a few people have been shunted
sideways in his first term and why the whispers of impending mass arrests of
the likes of Biden, Pelosi, Roberts and others at the top have increased on the
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Interwebs! Logic tells me that if this is correct, and the elections were indeed
a Military operation designed to garner rock solid evidence of fraud then this
(what we have seen with the corrupted legal system passing the buck, and the
opposition, big-tech and the MSM lashing out) would be exactly the thing that
we would see. Trump would lay low after the critical evidence was
gathered . . . deals would be done . . . ducks all in a row and then, BOOM, the
job done. Swamp drained with rock solid proof and bad boys all flushed out
in the open. That’s the logical theory anyway!
3. Interesting pieces of information can be garnered from random sources – we
all have our own life experiences, so can observe things from our own angle
best. With a technical background I have been very interested in news and
reports of the Dominion counting machines and their software, as well as the
US government’s own ‘stolen’ (but probably sold) software. I’ve been looking
for any clue of false information or claims that don’t pass muster and to my
technical ears, it all stacks up – all of it. I’m not 100% about the Vatican’s
satellite thing actually storing data but the rest all makes perfect [technical]
sense to me. I’m also not so sure that the Washington DC violence was used
by opportunistic Special Forces, it seems to me to be a pretty well planned and
prepared for operation. They knew what they wanted and got it, although one
would have thought that nowadays a physical notebook means little when you
can usually get into anything online. That’s a sideshow though, the President
has a country to run; he’s just signed an order to activate his ‘boys’ and they’re
now being deployed where they are needed. His words are simply, “I warned
you, now shape up or ship out!”
So if the world is a crooked place and Trump is about to arrest 200,000 of the
bad guys, draining the swamp as he marches back into power for a second term,
what does this all mean? Is there a little old man sitting in a black robe and his
back turned to the camera stroking a fluffy white cat scheming evil while all his
henchmen jump in fear at his command and is this the extent of the conspiracy?
No. As I have said throughout this series . . . things are not always a binary issue.
In a recent interview with an informant, I noted this man’s reply about a very
high level US individual who was apparently badly corrupted, “No he’s not evil!”
was the reply. “But he does have a family and he’s very concerned that he could
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be exposed . . . “
That’s the true nature of sin. It takes us further, longer and costs far more than
we ever think when we engage in it. Who knows how many times he enjoyed a
night with a [probably] young Chinese Honey Pot or how long ago it was.
[UPDATE: In fact it could be a lot worse of a situation with enforced child abuse
& sacrifice a credible suggestion]. What it has done though, whatever it was, or
whenever it happened will likely have brought the career of a man at the top of
his industry into a very dangerous place. He’ll be lucky not to go to jail for it
while others will lose their lives under Military Tribunal for their Treason.
Oh there is a conspiracy all right. Sex, money, power and temptations all over the
place. Thank God you are not at the helm of a political cesspit like the President
of the USA is, and also thank God that you are not a part of his sorting the
system out. If you are then get out of the country fast, if you still can and export
yourself to New Zealand! You’ll love it here. Cindy is a really popular leader, but
not for the same reasons as the Trump is!
I joke of course. Thank you for swinging by again today.
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14. The Politics of [US]
Corruption/Conspiracy
This post is part of a series in which
I am sharing my understanding of
Conspiracy, analysing particularly the
huge currently developing story in
the Conspiracy world relating to
American politics. I do so with a high
degree of urgency and commitment,
explaining why and how it is my
belief that for many reasons,
President Trump will return to power
for his second four year term. I share
now the politics surrounding his reelection in what can only be called a
landslide.

T

here can be no more divisive political character in the last century of
American politics that the current US president, President Trump. And
why is this?

It’s accepted that his style is more direct than others; and that his background is
that of a direct no-nonsense businessman rather than the typical two-faced
politician. But the political issues seem to raise their head so violently whenever
he turns up – digitally or in person or even in conversation. It’s incredible what
has happened to him politically over the last four years – incredible.
Understanding the way that politics works helps us understand what is actually
happening as the political landscape in the USA, as it is currently being rocked to
its core.
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1. Power
The first aspect of politics important to understand is that politics is all about
power. The current PTB use democracy to ensure that they gain and retain
power. They do this legitimately by seeking first our worship of democracy then
our commitment of allegiance to that belief to the point of worship of them.
Voting is akin to a prayer16.
When we vote (particularly in the West where we are brainwashed into ‘believing
in’ democracy) we gift our God-given spiritual authority to those who benefit
from the [ungodly] democratic system. Their power is then legitimised spiritually
and rest assured that people who have power will use it – over others, and most
of the time not in perfect accord with God’s design either. And that’s the
LEGAL ways!
Ron McKenzie’s resources (in particular his [currently] free book Kingdom
Authority17 but also his blogging 18) are the best that I have found when it comes
to understanding the important topic of authority.
Then they attempt to gain and retain power through illegal means. Most call this
corruption.

2. Deception
The second thing to understand is that Christ chose NOT to exercise power
when He had the opportunity to take it, a) at the commencement of His
Ministry; b) throughout His earthy Ministry and c) at the end of it during His
times of intense trauma. Oh how many people would naturally wish that He had
blasted the ‘bad guys’ into the stratosphere when we all know that He could have!
The reason that Jesus chose NOT to exercise that power was that while He was
indeed tempted, He understood the deception inherent in the temptation. He
spoke truth directly back to the adversary’s temptation when it attempted to
16 http://www.dennis.nz/2020/10/faith-in-political-power/
17 https://www.amazon.com.au/Kingdom-Authority-Ron-McKenzieebook/dp/B00PO5P6YG
18 http://kingwatch.co.nz/
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deceive Him in the desert; He saw through the religious leaders’ trickery when
they attempted to trap Him at critical times during His Ministry and returned
their hot potatoes hotter; and just like His accusers and adjudicator did, He knew
exactly what the score was at His trial and crucifixion, but chose to go through
with it.
If deception then is the heart of political intrigue what is the motivation?

3. Pride
According to the Good Book, the driving force behind the evil of political
intrigue is pride – human pride.
To look good; to retain power; to save face and to control others are all massive
motivation for the political intrigue that we currently see in the USA.
One aspect of this pride is greed – seeking to use others for our own benefit,
which is essentially a form of theft. This is why the Lord condemns gambling,
the charging of interest and other anti-social conduct alongside of theft, lies and
murder. He is a just God and seeks for us to play on a level playing field too.
Please ask yourself, do you see mostly humility or is it big egos in politics?
I rest my case.
Now there are exceptions but mostly, for the seasoned political players, it is a
tough, brutal game that they learn to be skilled at in order to get to and/or to stay
at the top.

4. Pragmatism
I put it using a gentle descriptive word here, pragmatism, where we may simply
put the facts in a manner favourable to ourselves, but some would call it
corruption – “The Art of the Deal” is how the current US President put it in his
book.
Not specifically referring to Trump’s book here, this pragmatism is the concept
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of bending the rules; twisting reality somewhat to achieve something that gets us
personal benefit. Good and godly business is best if it is done in the open with a
win-win scenario but the game of politics tends to muddy the waters a bit!
This benefit is often a sexual service, or a financial benefit, but can often just be
increased power or prestige in the eyes of those we seek to impress.
Now the skill of those who understand politics is how to negotiate to get what
we seek, exchanging what we have for that which we want. People within a
Communist leadership in China may exchange millions of young women to gain
or obtain information or influence from those that they seek to dominate. It may
be seen as pragmatic (even normal) to exchange influence in business or politics
in return for funds slipped into a Vatican or Swiss bank account. In the case of
the Samoan Prime Minister I know it to be as simple as gaining the loyalty of a
woman who has a prime, important, cushy government job because she was
‘cooperative’ whenever he wanted it … (if you know what I mean).

A Practical Outworking in the USA
Let’s get into specifics of how this pragmatism is likely to have occurred in
American politics over the last few decades and describe the ‘Conspiracy’, as it is
described by those who gain their understanding of reality from the Mainstream
Media.
In 1963 the assassination of JFK set back the political aspirations of those out to
overturn the Deep State. The ‘bad guys’ essentially won on that day, with ‘rogue
elements’ of the FBI achieving political power. They were supported in their
political aspirations by the Money-Power of the day who have always been at war
with the ‘good guys’. I’m using definitive binary terminology here for simplicity,
but have previously warned about making binary statements 19/decisions.
Putting it crudely, from 1963 to 2016 the ‘bad guys’ ruled US politics. Big Money
worked in cahoots with Big Business and bought, bribed & bullied the Politicians
to doing their bidding. This is a little simplistic as things like this go up and down
and around in circles from time to time, but essentially this is the human
19 http://kingwatch.co.nz/
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condition and how things have always worked since the Fall.
What happened though with Donald Trump’s arrival on the political scene was
that the time and place had come for the ‘good guys’ to take a leap over the ‘bad
guys’ and he was encouraged to step forward into the breach to lead the country
ahead into the divisive turmoil. As a Christian I consider that God brought the
right man for the job in at the right time (we often use the scriptural phrase from
Esther “. . . for such a time as this? 20“) but it could be that we think the stars
came together, or whatever.
I hasten to add here that it is perfectly possible that the Lord can engineer events
and people without them being perfect leaders. Ask yourself if any of the great
political leaders recounted in Scripture were perfect like He was!
The ‘bad guys’ have fought him tooth and nail in every sector they could –
personal, financial, digital, spiritual and political – and the reason was that they
knew that he was coming after them. The way that politics works is that most
people bow to the greater force. This is the political reality of life. If you don’t
get this, just watch as several men fight over a woman and how the weaker losers
will submit to the top dog, or get beaten and then ‘eaten’. They say it’s a lot worse
with a woman scorned BTW!
Conspiracy then, especially in the US political environment can be seen in the
way that a master flushes out the traitors by toying with them and getting them to
show their true colours. I am certain that this is what he has done and is
continuing to do. Think of the many opportunities that President Trump has
created by waiting, quietly gathering evidence and (when the time is right)
pouncing.
There are different ways that the events can unfold . . . the future events are
totally flexible in many regards but this much I can see:
1.President-elect Joe Biden will never become US President – ever! He is
as close to this fantasy as he will ever get [UPDATE Post Inauguration:
His inauguration event was pre-recorded & fraudulent and the USA
20 https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Esther
%204%3A14&version=NIV
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actually has Military rule];
2.The President has remained and will continue to remain in power post
20 January 2021. How this will be affected is uncertain for me, but he will
remain as the planned operations occur;
3.President Trump is in full agreement with and has the backing of the
leaders of the US Military and has very likely been in close liaison with
them for the last four years;
4.The time-frame has already been set and events planned. There is no
hurry nor panic in their leadership;
5.Many tens of thousands of traitors will be arrested and many very high
profile personalities will face the music, some in public and others in
secret;
6.Serious financial changes will continue to occur globally as The Reset
and The Great Awakening will continue to fight. I cannot predict the
outcome but change and challenges there most certainly will be, as this
was the key issue over JFK’s assassination just as it is over the current
traumas;
7.Inter-country conflicts will increase in appearance as pretenders to
power puff themselves up on the global political stage but the real power
will rule. You can see this already as politicians across the globe are
becoming more aware of who is calling the shots. In this regard much
negotiation has been occurring and countries (like Italy and Germany)
learn that they are weak as the facts of their participation in corruption
come out in public.
8.Political careers and lives will be lost. Nancy Pelosi’s recent brain splurge
to Impeach President Trump is simply a necessity for her to show those
who are holding her to ransom that she is still behind the ‘bad guys’;
9.The many, many multiple charges of treason and Military tribunals with
un-corrupted leadership will arise and (like Donald Trump has been saying
for some years now, “The people will be shocked [at the extent of the
corruption] when it all comes out”;
10.Lastly on this list is the huge incidence of sexual and child molestation
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within the elite. Sex was involved in the original sin. Child sex, power
games and murder extend evil to the extreme. I predict that revelation of
the extent of these crimes and the ungodly conduct of those whom many
have idolised will shock the public so much that it will be actually
repressed – naturally. You don’t bring so much evil into the public view in
so short a time without a massive shock factor;
11.Political commentators too, even some who are ‘good guys’ will be
caught off guard and millions across the globe will take another step
backwards in trust of the system. I see this as a good thing;
12.A few who do analyse Conspiracy humbly and correctly will raise up
and say to the large unwashed masses, most of them simply small people
who are caught in their own dream-worlds created by vested interests
using the goggle-box to help them avoid thinking, “See, I told you so!”
13.Even fewer will turn their attention back to the Creator and thank Him,
or those who have the proverbial to speak it out, but a few will.

But What If Not?
Nobody gets it all right all of the time.
I have shared my analysis and believe that things are coming to a head in the next
week or so. This is why I have chosen this time to speak out about a sensitive
topic and put it all out there.
Not all of my sources for Conspiracy agree that I am on the money – not at all!
Indeed some are the total opposite saying that false hope is potentially
devastating for those who hold out any hope, in poor taste and indeed there are
more signs that Donald Trump is a spent force than my analysis in this series
portrays.
This though is the beauty of live blogging – just as easily as I can say, “See, I told
you so!” I can also say, “Well I was wrong on this or that, then get on with life
digging drains or writing books, or passing commentary as I consider
appropriate!”
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Why not take a risk yourself today too and do something for the benefit of your
family, your neighbour or mankind? See you again soon.
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15. Book Reviews: Pedophilia &
Empire: Satan, Sodomy, & the
Deep State
I’ve previously explained that sex was an
essential component of the original sin
and that a major part of evil is to apply a
focus on youth – child sexual abuse is
therefore high on the list of the elite and
when playing God with life, the younger
the better – prior to birth through abortion
and ‘designer-babies’ is at the extreme.
Pedophilia is a more accessible and
thrilling activity to the crooked elite. This
is of course written off in defence as
Conspiracy. It’s not. It is very real as the
books reviewed today explain.

P

edophilia & Empire: Satan, Sodomy, and the Deep State is a
series of (to date) five books totalling way more than 2,000 pages of
highly documented & referenced information. The publisher, Robert
David Steele says of it that it is:
” … a PhD-level reference work highly relevant to the campaign to take down the
Deep State and the Satanists, Pedophiles, & Secret Societies that Torture Children
and have cheated hundreds of generations of humanity of their inheritance.
I do like the way that every reference has a linked source and that the entire
resource is available not only for sale but free digitally. That’s incredibly cool, a lot
like what I do.
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Because there is so much information in this book series, I share here all book
contents21 – simply reading the Chapter headings will be sufficient for most
people to get the idea that [sadly] the serious abuse of children has been a longterm and widespread activity. You may click through to their website to read the
actual original Chapter content.
I find the author Joachim Hagopian 22 a passionate, hard working researcher and
writer, but somewhat gullible and deluded when it comes to ET things and the
history of the earth. He also speaks definitively as an expert but repeats much
material which is claimed to be marginal by some, at best. I’d use this as a
motivation and a resource for further research and validation rather than a
definitive statement of fact.
Also the primary funder & Manager, the ‘character’ Robert David Steele 23
demonstrates the same passion and belief, but I do not ascribe wisdom to them
both on all topics. The biblical take that the world was created some few
thousand years ago by a loving God (the Lord) is more in keeping with evidence
IMHO than questions24 raised by others put out there as fact 25. I’ve established to
my satisfaction that the ET/Alien kind of claims are unverifiable with the
currently known data.
The author says that he was a licensed Marriage Family Therapist in Los Angeles,
California for many years, working with many victims of pedophilia.
“I saw the horrific damage done. The self-blame, the guilt, anger, self-loathing,
distrust toward adults, and low self-esteem that caused clients to struggle with Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder and Depression, drug abuse, suicidal impulses, self-cutting
to relieve the psychic pain.
“The effects and trauma of child sexual abuse often last a lifetime. The decades
21 https://pedoempire.org/contents/
22 https://pedoempire.org/author-joachim-hagopian/
23 https://thesteelereport.com/
24 https://www.ancient-code.com/humans-the-result-of-artificial-ancientengineering/
25 https://pedoempire.org/chapter-34-deception-of-the-ages-how-humanity-washijacked-over-a-quarter-million-millennia-ago-and-ruled-by-extraterrestrial-slavemasters-ever-since/
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working in mental health provided me the sensitivity and experience necessary to take
on this monster of a topic, chronicling the extent of organized pedophilia around the
world.”
I totally concur.
In my next posts I will be sharing how evil works; is enabled and spread, but this
is the gory details of what the powerful elite have been up to in regards to
pedophilia. This is essentially what the elite call the “Conspiracy”, or “Conspiracy
Theories” regarding the Satanic practices of the “ruling elite”. Theory no longer.

Book Contents
Book 1: A Quarter Million Millenia of Human Enslavement, Child Rape and
Blood Sacrifice from Antiquity to the Modern Catholic Church
Preface by Joachim Hagopian
Foreword by Robert David Steele
Chapter 1: Introduction to Pedophilia – The Mental Disorder and the Child Sex
Abuse Crime
Chapter 2: Deception of the Ages: How Humanity has been Ruled by ET
Slavemasters for over Quarter Million Millennia [originally chapter 34]
Chapter 3: Tracing from Antiquity to Today the Ruling Elite’s Pedophile Bloodlust
for Children
Chapter 4: The Secret Military Order of the Templar Knights: Satan Worshipping
Pedophiles
Chapter 5: Crimes of the Millennium Committed by the Sovereign Military Order of
Malta
Chapter 6: The Jesuits as the Vatican’s Order of Assassins and Subversion
Chapter 7: Papal Sins of the Vatican – Satanic Pedophilia Abuse and Church Coverup
Index
Book 2 The United Kingdom – The World’s Pedophilia Epicenter
Preface by Joachim Hagopian
Foreword by Robert David Steele
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Chapter 1: The British Royal Family, Pedophilia and the End of a 1200-Year Parasitic
Monarchy [Orignally Chapter 33]
Chapter 2: Sir Jimmy Savile: British History’s Biggest Pedophile, Sexual Blackmail
Kingpin, VIP Pimp, BBC Pedophile Ringleader and the Massive Cover-up
[Originally Chapter 19]
Chapter 3: Savile: Occult Death Cult Practitioner of Satanic Ritual Abuse,
Necrophiliac & Best Friend of Britain’s Deadliest Serial Killers [Originally Chapter
20]
Chapter 4: The BBC, Sir Cliff Richard and Why Pedophilia Rules Britannia [is
included in electronic chapter that was too long and split in two for print.]
Chapter 5: BBC Pedo-Ring’s Deadly Silencing of Those Who Knew Too Much – The
Jill Dando Murder and a Dozen Suspicious BBC Deaths [Originally Chapter 21]
Chapter 6: Sir Jimmy Savile and Margaret Thatcher’s Pedo-Love Affair [Originally
Chapter 22]
Chapter 7: Tony Blair, his Pedo-Infested Ministers and how Zionism and Pedophilia
Reign Supreme [Originally Chapter 23]
Chapter 8: Heart of the Westminster VIP Scandal and Cover-up – Elm Guest House
and Dolphin Square [Originally Chapter 24]
Index
Book 3:The Rothschild Illuminati Bloodline and Ties to More British Scandals
Preface by Joachim Hagopian
Foreword by Robert David Steele
Chapter 1: The Rothschild Banking Dynasty: How Zionist Luciferian Overlords
Came to Rule the Earth (Originally Chapter 27)
Chapter 2: The 3rd Lord Victor Rothschild: Planet’s 20th Century Overlord to
Zionist World Dictatorship (Originally Chapter 28)
Chapter 3: Northern Ireland’s Kincora Scandal: British Intelligence Sexual Blackmail
Operation and Cover-up (Originally Chapter 29)
Chapter 4: North Wales Masonic Sex Abuse Epidemic: Elite Pushback – Lies of
Denial and Murder (Originally Chapter 30)
Chapter 5: Dunblane Massacre: Scottish Children’s Sacrificial Slaughter for Gun
Control and 100-Year Masonic VIP Pedophilia Cover-up (Originally Chapter 25)
Chapter 6: Raping Hollie Greig – Another Scottish VIP Pedo Cover-up at all Cost
(Originally Chapter 26)
Chapter 7: The Hampstead 2 Whistleblowing Kids Expose Satanic Cult’s MK Ritual
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Abuse-Child Porn Operation (Originally Chapter 31)
Chapter 8: England’s Asian Grooming Gang Epidemic: The Perfect Cover Hiding the
VIP Pedo-Network (Originally Chapter 32)
Index
Book 4: North America’s Shameful Pedophilia Scandals Exposed Like Never Before
Preface by Joachim Hagopian
Foreword by Robert David Steele
Chapter 1: America’s Military Pedophilia Scandals – Daycare Scares and “Satanic
Panic”
Chapter 2: Military-CIA Mind Control, Torture, Pedophilia and Satanic Sacrifice
Chapter 3: Anatomy of the Luciferian Elite’s Global Child Sex Trafficking Pedophile
Operations
Chapter 4: More US Military, CIA, Private Contractor and UN Perversions Driving
the Sex Trafficking Network
Chapter 5: The “Finders” Cult: A CIA Front Caught Red-Handed in 1987 Trafficking
Child Sex Slaves in Global Operation
Chapter 6: The Franklin Disgrace: US History’s Biggest Pedophilia Scandal and
Cover-up inside the Bush Senior White House
Chapter 7: The Jeffrey Epstein Scandal: Anatomy of the Zionist-Illuminati Sexual
Blackmail System
Chapter 8: Epstein-Maxwell Zionist Blackmail Operation: Lucifer’s NWO Control
Matrix Dissected
Chapter 9: Satan and Pedophilia Rule Hollywood
Chapter 10: Coach Sandusky – Anatomy of a Pedophile Groomer and Penn State U.
the Enabler
Chapter 11: The Olympic Umbrella: A Pedophile Haven and Cover for Worldwide
Pedo-Operations Child Athletes, Pedophile Coaches and the Exploited Power
Differential
Chapter 12: Intro to the World’s Pedophilia Epicenter: United Kingdom and its
Soccer Pedophilia Epidemic
Chapter 13: Pizzagate Turned Pedogate: Internet Sleuths Link Clintons and Podestas
to Washington Satanic Pedo-Ring that Mainstream Media Labels ‘Fake News’
Chapter 14: The NXIVM Scandal: The Sex Cult, Megalomania and Pedophilia
Protected by the Pedo-Cabal
Chapter 15: Canada & Pedophilia: Genocide against First Nations Women and Girls
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Deconstructed
Index
Book 5: Pedophilia Operations in Mainland Europe, Australia, Middle East and the
Rest of the Planet
10 Chapters 35-38, 40-42 Estimated Total pages: 230 PLUS Rest of World including
Australia; approximate Total pages: 500 Out by Spring 2121
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16. How Evil Works – US Election
Conspiracy
This post explains how evil works in regards to the 2020 US Presidential
Elections and the upcoming Inauguration of Joe Biden. I show how the
crooked government, Media, Big-Tech, Political & Religious leaders use
deception to retain power but when we read the tea leaves correctly, the
truth is that the Conspiracy is real. Enjoy.

Executive Order 13959 – another step of warfare. Hidden from many –
deception a tool of evil
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Background

T

he big-picture here is that what is presented as a tightly contested
Presidential Election in which Joe Biden won, and President Trump
is simply a #soreloser and has been causing mayhem since, was actually
a landslide victory for the Presiding President and massive election fraud (the
“Conspiracy”).
I detail this Conspiracy now paraphrasing a recent message from Simon Parkes 26:
The “unawake & unaware” do not know that President Trump secured some 75%
of the entire vote in the 2020 Presidential Elections, and this includes [incredibly]
the flipping of California. Who in their right mind [sic] would think that after the
investment of the last four years that this man would “go quietly”? He has not and
will never concede but instead he and the ‘white hats” will move to implement the plan
to arrest a massive number of crooked individuals, probably some time from Sunday
[17th January 2021] onwards but before the inauguration on the 20th [US
times/dates].
While not likely to get this far, any video of a fake & illegal inauguration of Joe
Biden will be CGI/analogue false reality, with perhaps Tom Hanks as compere. It
is possible that Biden may attempt to drive up to the Whitehouse but he will be
refused entry if he does. Any such events will be trickery and if presented on the
MSM will result in a takedown of the MSM within 12 hours. The authorities
“have enough [evidence of fraud]” to take down the MSM anyway already. Biden
will never get to inhabit the halls of power and with 21,431 loyal soldiers in
Washington DC there may be “ten days of darkness [more correctly described as 10
days of no communication]” but all is well in the Trump camp [with the good guys].
Simon continues with his predictions:
There could be 5-7 days of disruption, with the UK [Simon’s country of residence]
being cleaned up last. There is likely to be a prolonged period of [lesser] trauma
elsewhere. Mobile phone & TV services will be lost and a global lockdown as TV
defaults to one US channel which will display live court martials and testimonies
26 https://www.bitchute.com/video/Kwp0JVsGkjyD/
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beneficial to Trump’s position shown on a loop.
Whether this Conspiratorial view is realistic or just simply crazy will be proven
shortly. My take, like Simon’s, is that those who are “unawake and unaware”
(Simon’s phrase) will get serious egg on their face and that as events unfold those
who are more alert, analytical and informed will be rightly respected and leaned
on for wisdom moving forward. Indeed the reason for my timing of this series is
that it is my belief that the above summary is indeed reality. Things are in the
process of occurring and pretty much as outlined here, despite the deception
from the MSM.

Deception
And that is the clue as to what this is all about – deception.
The altering of reality into a dream-world that suits evil – just as what occurred
way back in the Garden of Eden – deception is evil and evil manifests through
deception. Adam and Eve fall into sin because they allowed their pride to believe
a lie and they then became slaves to a master with evil as the motivation.
Genuine truth-seekers seek to identify the hidden agenda behind any source of
information – be it in their personal lives or big-picture issues like geo-politics.
When I was in my early 20s I moved to Centrepoint Community in Albany which
was essentially a sex-commune run by Bert Potter. Eventually they put him away
for underage stuff, but when the temptation came to me for what I called
“adultery” I was ridiculed and encouraged to, “give myself permission” to try
different behaviour. As a young Christian I chose to remain sexually faithful and
of course had to leave that environment, with a huge personal cost resulting
through my inevitable divorce. My wife at the time chose to “stay & play”. The
point though was not that I was pure nor that I needed to be tested, but that I
needed to see how the temptation came to me through deception.
If I had mucked around with other women then I would have denied the faith
that He asked from me. Real godly obedience first required me to see where the
deception was. It took me time to see how that relatively ‘blind obedience’ (while
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costly) was actually a stand for truth. I dodged the bullet of deception.
Belief in a Conspiracy for conspiracy’s sake is just nutty, but when it stacks up, it
is vital that we stand by it when we see it. Understanding how deception is at the
heart of evil then is the essential first step.

Truth
It is rare that anyone will claim to want to worship deception. Everyone claims to
want to know the truth . . . everyone. With division widespread though, truth
divining is vital.
I aim to know and speak the truth like many, but I don’t agree with everybody
else, even though I can agree with much that many others talk about. I may agree
that a certain preacher or commentator speaks truth on a certain topic but may
disagree (even vehemently) on some other aspects of their take.
For example I have a lot of time for Henry Makow's 27 take on the Illuminati and
the Jews, but I cannot accept his essentially negative hope for the world, and his
blanket refusal to deal with the difficult subjects surrounding the Holocaust. He
speaks truth to a degree but does not hold the Truth in its fullness.
Likewise with others I have mentioned previously – David Bay 28 has taught me
the importance of looking for truth in the polar opposite direction to the official
story but I do not accept his eschatology nor theology. Ron McKenzie 29 has my
biggest vote when it comes to eschatology, his core understanding of scripture
and especially the heart of God, but to me fails the Truth when he uses the MSM
as his guide on geo-political issues. I absolutely love the logic and discipline of
the Catholic Church, especially in social justice issues but abhor the evil inherent
in a pyramidal power structure system and sexual immorality. Anthony Migchells
has my vote on the topic of usury and appears to have a hugely accurate take on
the way that the charging of interest enslaves humanity. Even the source 30 that I
have quoted above as the most accurate Conspiracy information doesn’t seem to
27 https://www.henrymakow.com/
28 http://www.cuttingedge.org/newsletters/index.html
29 http://www.kingwatch.co.nz/
30 https://www.simonparkes.org/blog
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understand that “going back onto the gold standard” doesn’t solve the financial
crisis in the slightest like Anthony31 does, but this most certainly does not mean
that in my eyes the man personally is worthy of worship!

Jesus & Dealing with Evil
Evil defined in my book is the failing to hear and obey the Rhema (Spoken Word)
of God. This is a matter of humility and choice – to hear requires us to humble
ourselves and to obey necessitates a conscious decision for obedience.
God has no need of fighting evil. For various reasons He prefers to let it
implode. He restrains it, then when ready simply removes that restraint.
Jesus said that He was the Way, the Life, and the Truth. In my analysis He alone is
worthy of that claim. So the way He dealt with Evil is worthy of critical analysis.
My take is that His primary role in Ministry was to show, practically who His
Father really was. He did this by example and taught, using His three years of
Ministry as a real-life example. He consciously confronted evil, but not with
force, nor with the political power systems of the day, but by using the
communication mechanisms of the day intelligently to expose it. At the outset of
His Ministry He took water and turned it into wine – a simple demonstration of
His divinity. He returned the evil of His adversaries and applied logic to destroy it
and He was fearless to speak the truth as He knew it, indeed even deliberately
p*ssing the adversity off and charging into their ‘head office’. He knew exactly
who He was and what He had come for and when the time had come, He set His
face towards His trial and crucifixion. He heard and obeyed, paying the ultimate
price.
It is my observations that Donald J. Trump is akin to the Master in terms of
political skill, and IQ, and basic street smarts but despite my conclusion that the
US Conspiracy theories that he is currently poised will bring the US, and a large
part of the world into a New World Order with a greater bent towards the US
than Chinese, he is still a “he” and not the “He”.
31 https://realcurrencies.wordpress.com/2021/01/11/too-early-to-entirely-write-off-atrump-counter-coup-yet/
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IMHO, it is still many, many years away (and most certainly outside of my
lifetime) before the predicted and sought after 10,000 years of peace and
tranquility reign. I see an awakening all right, as people are shocked, but returning
Trump to power shortly, even returning one major currency to the Gold Standard
and even the reelection of a resurrected JFK, Jnr in 2024 (if that even happens) is
not the big “Great Awakening”. It is simply a step towards that direction.
Simon Parkes continues [paraphrased] in his recent analysis:
Look around you. Look at the MSM. This is not a normal transition. “Bad
people” in power know the score – it is Trump or them! It is a fight to the [nonliteral] death. It is actually a straight fight for an existence of a way of life.
The Industrial/Military Complex has dissolved to simply the Industrial Complex
with the impending Military actions – luckily because otherwise there will be “no
America in 4 years”. They haven’t come this far to simply go away into a corner. The
impending actions can’t come soon enough but they are so well controlled that they do
not need to panic. Trust the President and look at the astonishing amount that has
been achieved – more than any President – and especially in the face of adversity.
They actually did the same thing in the 2016 election to get Hillary Clinton elected
but they totally underestimated the level of support for Trump and got beaten. The
support for Trump was even bigger than in 2016, and it totally swamped their
algorithms. That’s when Leonardo was used, and votes had to be trucked in. This
was allowed by Trump and they did exactly what they were expected to do – 75% to
80% of [the corrupt politicians/] government will be replaced. Both sides have
planned and what is playing out … what is actually happening is no surprise.
Apparently among Trump’s remarkable achievements, some 34 quin-trillion was
seized from Vatican bank. If this is digital funds it is worthless but not if it is
backed against physical assets or gold.
Simon also notes that Tax law is essentially illegal and comments that our efforts
to “flower & develop” are being “crushed by the system”. Umm, yes!
When it all comes out shortly, Simon encourages us to ask the question, “Why
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did we get tricked? Who got it right? Why? Of course, conspiracy will never been
ridiculed again!” I think that this is perhaps an oversimplification but it may have
some validity as the honest face up to their gullibility.
He calls it a “final battle” although I tend to doubt that, although many will be
undoubtedly called to account. He does IMHO correctly describe the MSM as
the spear-point of the battle. Indeed it is their only weapon with biological
weaponry having failed – COVID-19 having accidentally escaping inside China
during the struggle.
IMHO, Simon’s assessment that this is a battle between good and bad is only
partly correct but if evil exists then logically godliness also exists.
Another conspiracy commentator and political activist, Robert David Steele 32 calls
the focus on China’s geo-political ambitions a distraction and [IMHO rightly]
explains that it is the UK (actually the Money-Power based in the City of
London) who are the real enemy of the USA.
To me, the worries of the world are not mine, nor yours. It is though incumbent
of us to divine reality around us, to hear Him and to do what He asks us to do –
minute by minute; hour by hour; day by day.
Remember then that divining reality accurately avoids deception, and that
deception is at the heart of evil. People who deal with truth always work with the
application of logic onto facts.
I trust that this summary has helped you understand things as they really are!
Thank you again for swinging by today.

32 https://phibetaiota.net/2021/01/concluding-trump-triumph-looms/
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17. Wisdom Applied to the US
Election Conspiracy
This post is one of a series
relating to the 2020 US
Presidential Elections. I attempt
here to apply wisdom, which I
define as “knowing the heart and
mind of God in a particular
situation”. Enjoy.

I

t’s easy to learn about God.
You just read all about Him,
talk to Him, then ask Him to
explain things as you seek to know them. Strangely it seems, He does!
The guts of it for me is that He’s created and He’s good. We’re the ones who
have stuffed things up, not Him. Pretty simple really – even a child can get that!
To apply His wisdom into specific real life situations though can get a little tricky.
Like analysing the 2020 US Presidential Elections for example. What on earth is
going on ‘up there’ and how does He look at it all?
The answer to this requires a big-picture view of politics, something that I have
attempted to do in this series. My understanding is that from the Christian
worldview having created it, the Creator is not bound by matters within time. He
is outside of time. He knows the beginning from the end, and influences events
by truth, love and persuasion, not by deception, evil and force.
He, the Lord, claims an exclusive lien on the truth and as Creator legitimately
requires exclusivity of worship. This subservience naturally feels obnoxious to us,
a proud, fallen people but this is a deception. When we humble ourselves and
accept this as truth, it is instead an opportunity for ‘good’ to blossom. IMHO, as
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all will eventually give Him His due worship anyway, far better for us to ‘get with
it’ as early as possible.
This understanding then sets the scene.
Understanding God’s guidance for living is also relatively simple – perhaps not
easy. He sets out His guidance quite simply in scripture and this involves an
individual two step process: a) HEARING and then b) OBEDIENCE. This is
the essential message of Scripture, importantly the entire Old Testament from the
Garden of Eden to the coming of Christ, best paraphrased by the prophets as,
“Listen up people! How about we do what He wants”. The alternative, which is
the deception, is best described as, “Let’s give ourselves the permission to do
things our way!”
All democratic systems and processes then set mankind against God’s ways at the
outset by removing focus from Him to the focus on us – We The People. Sure,
we may vote believing that we are doing His will, but the very system of voting
runs contrary to His will. If godly conduct is required, then we should not be
looking to what others think and submitting to the majority, rather we should be
doing what He wants based on that personal relationship and obedience. This is
real faith, which pleases Him.
In the recent election, President Trump secured more votes both in numbers and
as a percentage of the US population than probably any other President ever. I
currently concur with estimates of 3 out of every 4 people (some 75%) which is
an incredible landslide. Regardless of the huge international ramifications of his
massively popular America First agenda, this is widely seen as a “nationalist,
populist” sentiment, arguably even to the point of a welcome revolution. The
Deep State are his opposition – the ‘evil’ elite are the target of his activities.
Many believe that the Lord is on Trump’s side and that good things are around
the corner for their country. This thinking is not biblical and does not apply
biblical wisdom, not the least because it was evil that actively engineered his rise,
most likely so that the populist could be in power as the biggest trauma strikes.
But there’s more . . .
First, politics primarily involves temporal matters. While we of course live in the
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world, wisdom requires an understanding of spiritual matters. As an American
populist political leader, Trump is naturally more focussed on the here and now,
and in the USA.
Secondly politics (as we talk about it today) is all about and deals with power.
There are those who compare “bottom up rising with a top down cleansing” but
while sounding ‘sexy’ or ‘cool’, both of these options use force. God’s way is
different whereby He achieves His purposes without using power. You can see
this in Jesus’ Ministry in that His achievements inverted the [political] power
structures of the day. It was by sacrifice that He achieved His Father’s objective.
Even though his geo-political views are fully mainstream, I’ve found that Ron
McKenzie’s writing33 on the spiritual dynamics surrounding the weaknesses of
democracy, power & authority to be the best I have seen. It is IMHO, strong and
sound.
Thirdly all politics based on democratic processes are totally flawed – in their
foundation. The fruit of the seed of man working with man cannot be godly no
matter if the decisions made indeed coincide with God’s plans. It’s not my point
of the destination, it is more the journey. If democracy is based upon the voting
of mankind then this process is fundamentally wrong. It is upside down and
failure is inevitable – eventually.
Fourthly no human being alive today can touch Christ in terms of completeness,
innocence or perfection. Human weaknesses can manifest in different ways, and
President Trump’s pathological desire to be accepted, liked and even loved equals
his incredible achievements as a talented and skilled leader. As the Lord brings
His people closer to the inevitable breakdown in human systems, remember that
nobody is perfect – nobody.
I believe that based on scripture and observations over my lifetime, that the Lord
is in total control of the world. This though does not mean that things will all be
perfect today or that it is His will to have trauma. Nor does it mean that He
‘makes’ us obedient so that He gets what He wants. We are NOT robots. But
giving us freewill to vote, or make political decisions does not mean that He
doesn’t know what is about to occur. Nothing is outside of His knowledge
33 https://getrad2.blogspot.com/
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forward or backward because as I said, as Creator of all (including time) He is
outside of time.
While there is a little cross-over, my work as a prophet is to speak things forward
(forth-telling) as I see them, not so much to be able to predict them (fore-telling).
This series speaks a lot from my analysis, projecting events of the future knowing
how to analyse information to divine and recognise truth rather than to predict
exactly when, who or what will happen in the future.
That said, it is clear to me that any inauguration of Joe Biden will be deception
and that mass arrests will be occurring in the USA as President Trump works
through what his Military mouthpiece Q calls “The Storm” in the very near
future.
This also means that the USA will suffer severely in the short term as the global
monetary system is altered (i.e. reset) and massive social challenges occur. The
elite who manipulate the global situation will of course control the likes of the
American people, as they will the Chinese people so that the planned global
conflicts destroy as many as possible. In a godly sense, it matters not who is the
top political dog at the time in any particular country or social group. Nor does it
matter how much money, gold or assets move in ownership; nor who lives or dies
from time to time. The only thing that truly matters is our personal relationship
with our Master.
As things unfold remember, that:
1.The Lord God knows all, for He is outside of time;
2.His way is NOT that of muscling us into submission using His power to
get what He wants;
3.The democratic process is NOT His ideal – a personal relationship with
us all is though, where we each hear Him and obey Him individually; and
4.He is seeking His rightful place in our lives (acknowledging His
worthiness as a ‘good’ Creator).
That’s applying wisdom into this developing political situation. I trust that it has
helped you understand and prepare.
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18. Hope From US Election
Conspiracy
In this post I explain where and why
there is hope following acceptance
that a Conspiracy (like the ones
surrounding the US Presidential
Election fraud) exists. By gaining a
sound objective grasp of reality we
avoid the pitfalls of deceivers, and
immediately lift ourselves out of the
despair and depression that is
inevitable surrounding our changed
beliefs. Change, of course, causes
Measuring reality. Positive thinking can puff us
up but manipulation can pull us down.
grief and dealing with grief puts us
into shock, depression, anger and
more. It’s an important message.

W

e are all born into a world where manipulation is natural. The two
pulls that we need to cope with when gaining maturity are the
extremes, a) where we puff ourselves beyond reality, and b) where
we put ourselves down unduly.
Norman Vincent Peale, an ‘insider’, taught generations the power of positive
thinking. This concept is so simple and profound that you wonder why he had to
even teach it. Think it, believe it and it will happen (in Christian circles we also
call it the “Prosperity Gospel”) is just one of the many offshoots. It has an
element of truth but arrogance takes it to an ungodly extreme.
US Politics in the 2020 US Election circus has shown one of the masters at work,
in Donald Trump taking an entire country by storm, making them feel good
about themselves. Positive Thinking is highly infectious indeed.
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But at the alternative extreme is the more insidious negativity that comes with
put-downs and the subsequent low self-esteem. Cathy O’Brien’s experiences as a
CIA, mind-controlled, sex-slave [Yes both, literally] and her ‘engagement stories’
showed me a couple of decades ago how corrupted the US political leaders had
become, or perhaps more truthfully, always were!
Seeing herself as a victim though, re-inforced the horrendous negative effects of
early child trauma designed to manipulate and control. Yes, indeed, she gained
tremendous gifts of rote memory from the personality splitting process but her
perceptions of reality were grossly distorted downwards – that is until another
man helped her to work through the challenges of coming out of evil and
engaging with the ‘real’ world intelligently. Her challenge in fighting evil and
eventually overcoming it is an incredible story. Her old world was very real to her,
at the time, but objectivity came only when she took her husband’s advice and
adjusted to the new reality that there is such a thing as objective reality and that it
can be found, no matter how messed up we may have become.
This then, is the conundrum that all seeking to know and deal with Truth face we can never do it ourselves due to our bias. Scripture puts it nicely when Paul
says, “We have all sinned and fallen short …” and the Good Book observes that,
“The heart is [forever] deceitful, [lit:] above all things”. We need a third party to
help us see reality and we need help to get out of this Catch 22 situation. As the
wisdom attributed to Einstein explains, the cause can never bring the solution,
“We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we created
them”.
The Christian message is that Jesus provided the solution by showing the heart of
the Father, thus giving us a reference point against which we can measure reality.
He goes further than simply acting as a ruler or measuring device. He reaches out
to us today, now, to all who humble themselves and reach out to Him.
The two things then when it comes to obtaining hope is to first see reality, then
to hang in there and hold onto the hand that does reach out to us. In religious
talk this is “turning to Jesus” who claims to be the Truth and then “accepting His
offer of Salvation”.
Hope, from a Christian worldview is assured, as long as Christ was who He said
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He was and is, by His Spirit, alive and guiding and helping us all individually in a
very real sense today. It has been my lifetime of learning that these two factors
are indeed true, and valid.
On the first score, the issue of divining reality, I have found that comparing any
situation with the absolutes of scripture (primarily that He does exist; is good and
is worthy of our obedience) helps me to see things clearly. I’ve mentioned earlier
of my early choice in life not to avail myself of sexual opportunity. I understood
clearly that this came back to an understanding that the temptation I was
encouraged to succumb to at the time was contrary to biblical instruction. Others
there applied situational ethics and gave themselves permission to ‘enjoy the
moment’ but as far as I am told, they later regretted their decision-making. They
did not refer to an external absolute.
One of the interesting observations I have noted over the years, one that also
indicates the special nature of the Good Book is that as we dive into it, we find
ourselves being challenged personally. We may start off judging the words, but
actually finding ourselves being judged BY them!
On the second score, nothing is gained by knowing the Truth if it is flat, dead, or
even passive. In my experience, all religions and belief systems are exactly that,
except for Christianity. When I was bead counting and chanting, “Hara Rama!”
and more, I gained something to make me feel different. I chose to act a certain
way and eat certain things but I was still me. When touched by Jesus at the age of
20 however (you can call this whatever you like but it was essentially something
done to me, not by me) this changed my religious life into a living relationship.
My hope was in the Person who had “zapped” me – not a belief system, nor a
system of religious conduct, no matter what others called me, such as,
“Christian”. I note that He was most certainly living & alive … and very real! I
cannot undo that experience.
Summarising then, hope in the face of any challenging life experience best comes
by knowing reality, knowing reality is best established by referencing the
observable challenges against a trusted absolute, then leaning on the Hand that
leads and helps us. The Christian worldview is that the Good Book is the best
source of the former and that Jesus Christ is the only source of the latter.
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In the US Election narrative we are asked by the elite to believe that Joe Biden is
the only legitimate candidate. This is an outright deception – my belief that I
have shown and stated liberally in this series.
As we know that deception is the way of evil, the psychological effect of
eventually finding that our belief that their power is more powerful than it
actually is, could be devastating. I will never forget the months of anger that I felt
when I first learned that the concept of [macro] evolution was countered by
hundreds (even thousands) of respected top scientists who all interpreted the
evidence into a short age, Creationist paradigm. This anger drove me into a
frenzy of research activity and a determination to never get fooled again. I am a
proud man and hate getting shown up as gullible, even though I was.
Groupthink encourages us to deny what we actually see and to go with the crowd
which is led by vested interests rather than applying objectivity. Much better
though to back ourselves, especially if we do the research!
Leading up to the 3 November 2020 US Presidential Elections we all saw
massive, even unprecedented, support for President Trump. Man can be easily
manipulated by trickery to believe a lie. Simply understand how we can be gaslighted to the point of belief. The term ‘gaslighting’ BTW comes from the movie
where a woman was led to believe that the lower light levels were her failure to
measure reality, when it was actually her husband tricking her and turning the
gaslight level down.
Evil aims to build up the mystique around the elite/Cabal in order to control.
When Twitter trashed President Trump’s primary mouthpiece to 89.7 million
people (OK, OK, I know, Twitter! . . . but I confess that listening to Trump’s
message was my only use of Twitter) we came to believe that, “We have no
control!” This is an outright lie, as events of the coming days will show us,
transition to Military power at Trump’s command and mass arrests occur, mostly
in the USA but also other places across the globe, and information adverse to the
deceivers comes out.
While there is always a natural stability to our personal belief systems and we
naturally resist change, it is my belief that even the most die-hard of the gullible
masses who lap up the MSM message that Joe Biden won, and that there was no
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election fraud, that perceived Conspiracies (like Q) are indeed likely to flip back
to widespread acceptance, and the population ‘gets with it’. Like the JFK & 9-11
realisations, they have largely woken up in regards to the existence of widespread
2020 Election Fraud and increasing understanding of the MSM disinformation
activities. The next phase will permit the awakening of understanding that
Donald Trump had a major part in the anti-Deep State actions of 2021, and then
an increased understanding of how the political leaders are actually subservient to
TPTB and that conflict (in this case the USA vs the CCP) is engineered by the
elite. Only then will the public recognise that the true conflict is not an “evil
Deep State” vs Trump for President, but that it is Good vs Evil and the
Conspiracy runs a lot deeper than they realise . . . deep into their/our individual
hearts.
One doesn’t have to have a Christian worldview in order to accept that the typical
human being has the capacity to deal with change, but that capacity to handle
change is inherently weak, and is developed as we mature.
Hope says that widespread social gas-lighting, Social Media manipulation &
groupthink such as has occurred more and more in recent times, is being and will
continue to be seen for what it is – evil. According to my information three out
of four voters in the USA actually put their vote to support the current President,
despite the serious efforts of opposition teams, countries and those seeking to
destroy the USA for their own purposes.
Hopefully the false fear of social ostracism will be seen for what it truly is, an
exaggeration of malevolence and that another step in the right direction can be
taken for truth.
Thank you for swinging by again today. Remember that at the moment ALL
political leaders gain their power only with the ‘nod’ of the Money Power, and
that from the Christian perspective the Lord is restraining evil until He lets it
eventually implode. No matter where we live, we are all in debt to some extent,
currently ‘living on borrowed time’, and therefore in a period of grace.
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19. Cultism, New Age, False
Prophets & Truth in US Election
Fraud
In this post I detail the essence of Cultism, describe how New Age
thinking and false prophets can be determined in regards to analysing
Conspiracies surrounding the 2020 US Presidential Elections. Most now
know that serious Election Fraud occurred and the people will be finding
out details of how widespread and deep this corruption is over the next
few months. In the process of divining truth from disinformation (both
deliberate and unintentional) I share my experiences failing in a minor
way but altering my opinions openly and as quickly as I could.

T

hat Joe Biden
is
a
US
President
without
power
is
becoming clearer by the
day to those who do not
rely on the MSM for
their understanding of
the
world.
While
alternative news sources
have shared a truckload
of
nonsense
and
conspiracies galore, even
the MSM has reported
that the Pentagon has
refused to co-operate
with the new face of

Older Samoan fales but a source of pride to the family who owns them. All
families in this village have fales almost the same. Samoan culture is
designed to empower the elite at the expense of the poor & independence of
thought that puts one family higher than the rest is often viciously
discouraged. Western culture though encourages us to extend our creativity.
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power. Saying effectively, “Get lost!” and “Don’t call us; we’ll call you” is a pretty
good indicator to me that there are currently two Presidents in the USA, and that
the Military supports Trump and TPTB and the MSM prefer Biden.
As it has been recognised seemingly forever 34, in all wars (and I’m using the term,
“war” deliberately as a literal statement here), truth is the first casualty.
The Fraud surrounding the 2020 US Presidential Elections starts in our minds as
a huge political scrap, then as we advance in our understanding it becomes a
much bigger issue – beyond the politics into the philosophical, then into the
spiritual. Identifying this deception requires wisdom. I present my analysis from
what I call the true Christian perspective – one where wisdom requires us to
understand that not only the US Constitution and the US Republic, but indeed
the very concept of democracy itself is an ungodly concept.
Taking the strict Christian perspective like this immediately sets us against the
system, and even more so when we consider that the charging of Interest is the
means by which we are enslaved – the Central Banks requiring the use of their
issued interest-bearing credit. It is my take that President Trump, despite his
(actually more like probably ‘because of his’) backers is being duped into riding
the National, Populist wave in order to lead the people down yet another rabbitwarren.
It is my belief that while Trump, his backers and his myriad of enthusiastic
supporters ‘believe in the importance of the US Constitution’, the Lord is actually
waiting for the people of the US to reject anything that comes between the
people and true worship of Himself, something that instead requires humility and
sacrifice, not anger and indignation – regardless of how righteous it may be.
This worship of an idol is nothing different to the same thing occurring across
the globe of course. We all have something that gets in our way. We must though
push through to find the truth if we ever want to gain any blessing over this.
Before I get into my own error, I’ll run through a list of Conspiracies relating to
the US Election Fraud, giving my take on a few recent developments:
34 https://quoteinvestigator.com/2020/04/11/casualty/
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Q Conspiracy
False criticism says that Q theories are just dumb/foolish because if we sit back
and “Trust the Plan”, then we will be overrun by the socialists. We have to instead
rise up and fight evil. Q is real. He is a known Military man very high up in the
Trump camp and his intention is and has always been to get the message out.
Religious adherence to Q’s posts requires an in depth knowledge of his coding.
This is arrogance in the extreme because nobody knows the future, even if they
are on the inside of the most powerful Military force in the world. Likewise
trashing35 an entire list of thousands of posts, many of which have already come
true fails logic. Having an inside source running on the Q operation too gives me
confidence that there is enormous credibility.

Simon Parkes
A “Global Consciousness Change” is available for those who believe/see.
Simon has a direct line to Q sources and IMHO has an excellent understanding
of global geo-politics and human nature. He speaks well in reporting his
communications with Q (and others) and gives the impression of humility and
integrity. He is also rightfully cautious about recommending others, like Robert
David Steele and Charlie Ward. His New Age teaching and terminology though,
counter the Christian world-view, that faith in Jesus gives us a direct relationship
with the Creator, period. The implication of Simon’s teaching is that different
levels of consciousness relate to our performance, and that by listening to him,
he can help you mature, grow and/or get to the ‘higher level’. I experienced this
in the occult world and I have found it to be a significant indicator of cult leaders.
I have also found that in general those with UFO experiences have credibility
issues and are happy to convince others with a lack of real evidence, although
they laugh at us ‘mere mortals’ because of their undeniable belief in their
experiences. His claim to be procreating with aliens must also be a rather difficult
situation for his wife, especially if/when he ever tells her that he loves her. I have
a lot of time for Simon’s integrity when relating messages from Q, and his take
on current affairs, but it stops there.
35 http://jimstone.is/
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Biden’s Inauguration Pre-Recorded
Charlie Ward advised his group of followers that he had seen a video of the
Biden
inauguration
ten
hours
before
the
event.
On this basis I changed my blog post which mentioned this from “I believe” to
“I know”. Because I wanted to validate this piece of information, I joined
Charlie’s personal Social Media group and saw others asking similar questions
like, “Where’s the proof, Charlie?” and “How did ‘they’ do this?”. I found the link
to the video that Charlie had seen and it appeared to be a video of the rehearsal
on the Monday before. [Update: Charlie has now admitted this error]. 36 I removed
this section of my blog post entirely immediately that I found the error. While
this does not mean that parts of the event weren’t pre-recorded, nor that a body
double was not used, the event did proceed in Washington DC with apparently
some 100 people present. Simon Parkes later noted that the colour of the
women’s shoes changed between the live and pre-recorded sections.

President Biden’s wings have been clipped
The Military have given President Biden the single finger salute, some of the
National Guard turning their back on his passing, the Pentagon refusing to allow
him to visit and forcing him to fly to DC in a civilian plane.
There is way too much different, weird and well prepared for President Trump to
simply depart a Presidency and disappear yonder! Something is up and everybody
in the know, knows it. He departed Washington DC in a Presidential Plane and
left a truckload of clues by way of Executive Orders [and is indeed still signing
them for the Military]; cryptic messages and by way of his words and actions that
it is possible to see what he was actually up to. Whether this is a return to a
Presidential role in the current state of affairs or whether it is President of a
country in a different format remains to be seen. The bottom line though is that
there will be major trauma in the US over the coming weeks/months. President
Biden as representative of the Deep State heads an administration depowered
and in deep, deep trouble.
The concept of a False Prophet is not simple because good people can get it
36 https://drcharlieward.com/latest-updates-with-nicholas-veniamin/
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wrong and bad people can sometimes get it right. It is a crooked, mixed-up world
isn’t it? But there is a widespread deception within Christendom that this world is
given to and governed by the evil one. This was true but is no longer so. IMHO
then, those who teach this are in error. They may still have a calling to be a
teacher, or a prophet but their responsibility increases when they go public with
their thoughts.
This substandard thinking (that the world is the evil one’s) essentially denies the
work of the cross and the power of the Holy Spirit. This belief is basically a
falsehood and depowers the Christian faith. Akin to the teaching of the Military
man Jeffrey Prather37 that we cannot just sit back and wait for others to outwork
Q’s plan, and constantly teaches that WE are God’s plan; it is us who must step
up to the mark and take action to defend ourselves, our family and our values
from both internal and external threats.
Divining truth is simple . . . we simply do the work. We ask the questions. When
someone (like Charlie Ward in the above example) makes an extraordinary claim
(as Charlie did), we should ask for evidence of that claim. I did and found that he
is more of an exhibitionist or a marketer than a genuine truthseeker. Add in his
endorsement of ‘the world was ruled by Aliens 38 thing’, and you can see his
lapping up of anything that tickles his ears, as opposed to digging deep and
divining truth for himself.
After a while, when we do dig deep, we get to see a good picture of who, what,
why things happen as they do, and with the help of the Holy Spirit, we can know
reality pretty well.
For the record, I have found that it is the time distance between learning a piece
of information and our response that determines our integrity. For me, nothing
was more important than updating my blogging the instant that I found error.
Charlie I believe, has still not undone his damage. When I researched this
information there were people still seeking a response for validation.
37 https://jeffreyprather.com/past-episodes/
38 https://pedoempire.org/chapter-34-deception-of-the-ages-how-humanity-washijacked-over-a-quarter-million-millennia-ago-and-ruled-by-extraterrestrial-slavemasters-ever-since
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Importantly, this principle also applies to our faith. When we dilly dally around
and make excuses about something important, we show to Him that we really
don’t care about Him, or what He has shown us.
Cult leadership tends toward the opposite approach to genuinely seeking truth.
Many cult leaders encourage people verbally to do their own thinking and truth
research but they subtly take their people under their wing, “helping them” to
reach that higher level of consciousness (or truths or whatever their teaching is).
This is the approach of Victor Hafichuk from Path of Truth. 39 You have your
own life to live but if you believe me and what I say, you will go to heaven . . .
I also experienced this at Centrepoint in the late 1970s where the leader Bert
Potter gave his people extraordinary freedoms – to come and go as they pleased,
but actually controlled them subtly underneath the surface. Parents with underage
girls found this out the hard way, as did happily married couples who came
together and eventually (like me) left apart.
Whether it is a cult-like following that Q, X22, Mike Adams, Simon Parkes,
Amazing Polly or Charlie Ward establish surrounding the Election Fraud, genuine
truthseekers MUST engage brain, and be on the lookout for deception.
Now, just checking in with you here . . . how much of this book (or series of
posts) have you just accepted or how much have you dived in and looked for
evidence?
Thank you for getting through this difficult post. If there is such a thing as right
and wrong, good and bad, true and false, then you CAN find it! Just humble
yourself, ask the right questions, and never give up!

39http://www.dennis.nz/2020/09/tslpi-30-the-truth-of-the-path-of-truth/
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20. The Danger of Advanced
Knowledge in Truthseeking

Simon Parkes altered his About page to downplay previously promoted aspects of his past in
2020/2021. No problem with this but a detailed analysis of ‘what’ gives clues as to ‘why’.

In this post I caution against the trap of accepting the New Age concept
of “advanced knowledge” and/or accepting that there are levels of human
progression. The Christian worldview is that we have a living relationship
with Jesus Christ or we don’t. Period.

T

he concept of different levels of attainment (especially in a spiritual
sense) is a trap. Mankind naturally always seeks to gain enlightenment,
regardless of whether this is genuine through God and truth & love
(and up) or whether it is through evil and deception (and down). The desire to
better ourselves is universal.
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Whether we like it or not, we all exercise faith. If we’ve got a problem with
organised religion then we usually (nowadays) go for denial that there is a Creator
by leaning on the Evolution Deception, or if we accept that there was a Creator
but not one that outworks through a mainstream institutionalised religion, then
we’ll put our faith into ourselves. Self-worship, where we trust our own
judgement without reference to an external absolute, is idolatry.
Our money, time and belief is put where we put our faith.

The Christian Worldview
According to the Christian message, the temptation is to put that faith in self,
whereas we are asked to trust Him and put our faith in Him. Where the Western
world has slipped up is to fall for deception, and I’ll detail three important topics
here before getting into one example, the New Age teaching of a US Election
Fraud Conspiracy geek, Simon Parkes, someone I deeply respect in some critical
points, BTW.
1. Identity (Faith)
I consider the identity of the Creator to be the biggest attraction of
deception and the primary indicator of where our faith is really put. If
someone tells me that they are a Christian the hair goes up on the back of
my neck and I go into fight or flight mode. I’ve lived long enough to know
that real believers have no need to tell me this and that they generally are a
believer enough to no longer submit to or go to a church! The point for
me is that Truth doesn’t need me to speak His wisdom to you. I do this,
but He can and does talk to everyone no matter whether I speak truth or
whether the organised church is alive or dead or even exists. Actually, most
‘moves of God’ I see occurred in times of religious oppression from
antiquity to today.
2. Money
I’ve found that the second most important thing in life is a true
understanding of money. Money is simply a record of a half completed
transaction. It is not an asset, nor a commodity in and of itself. Money
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represents debts that we owe, or debts to us. Ultimately money is backed
by trust (i.e. faith) in something – credit of the Central banking cabal; or
gold, or the credit of the people, or the land or something. Our idolatry of
money is enabled through deception in which our pride permits this. We
may accept Christ’s words that “looking at a woman lustfully” breaks the
law that says “do not commit adultery” but we seek to gain ‘coin’, cash,
that is created from an interest-bearing source despite usury being totally
condemned and a banned practice in scripture. Even Jesus made it crystal
clear, “Do not lend at interest!”40
3. Democracy (Power)
Worship of democracy too, is a huge deception. Democracy gives power
to the people, the polar opposite to that which He seeks. This is essentially
idolatry, but it is through deception that the idolatry gains a foothold. In
watching the fraud within the 2020 Presidential Election and the
challenging [for genuine truthseekers] aftermath I am constantly struck by
the huge respect for the US Constitution in the States. I noted with
interest that the US soldiers swore their allegiance to the Constitution for
the United States. Is not a document that even starts with the phrase “We
the people” not all about self-rule? This truth is hidden in plain sight.
The Christian message/worldview puts a relationship with Christ as the line in
the sand. There is no middle ground and as I have explained previously, our faith
is a binary matter. It’s the only binary matter I know. You’re with Him or you’re
not. Pretty simple really! It is possible to know Him but still participate in the
democratic process, or seek and use interest-bearing money despite the curse that
comes from using an accursed system. So what is this idea that we can gain
deeper levels of consciousness, or understanding?

40 https://bible.knowing-jesus.com/Luke/6/35
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The Simon Parkes Example
I’m going to use the underlying belief system and the changes I’ve observed in
Simon Parkes’ websites as an example of how this is an error and a temptation. It
can also be used to control others, although I hasten to add that this control is
usually not known or accepted by those who are deceived themselves.
Simon’s personal website (www.simonparkes.org) started with Weebly technology
in early 201541 then moved across to a Wix 42 website and updated naturally over
the last few years. Wix uses Google’s services, so he should expect this to go
down if he remains actively agin the system as he currently is/does. It has
developed as he has developed his online persona. The latest changes over the
202043/202144 year changeover being the focus of my attention here.
His New Age website (www.connectingconsciousness.org 45) is a website using
different technology first uploaded to German servers on 17 January 2021 46.

41 https://web.archive.org/web/20150106091600/http://www.simonparkes.org:80/
42 https://builtwith.com/simonparkes.org
43
https://web.archive.org/web/20201031123609/https://www.simonparkes.org/about
44
https://web.archive.org/web/20201129192019/https://www.simonparkes.org/about
45 https://www.connectingconsciousness.org/en/welcome
46 https://www.connectingconsciousness.org/layout/
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He likely drew his original logo in crayon himself (this is his style) and its digital
version is used on the website. The changes from hand drawn to digital are:
1.Colours are different – much harsher & vibrant 2D ‘infinity’ shape and
the black background in the digital rendition;
2.FULL CAPS non-serif changing to Camel Case serif;
3.A soft natural heart changing to a clip-art look; and
4.A computer image of the globe with a blue and white focus above the
heart.
Personally I like the hand drawn 3D rendition much more but that’s just a
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personal thing. A note also that he and his wife Rebecca own the copyright 47 on
this logo.
Simon’s Connecting Consciousness website gives away its primary purpose in a
round about way but up-front:
Connecting Consciousness (CC) is a grass roots organization where people join who
recognize, that the development on this planet is not always aligned with the
benefit of mankind, that global events are also embedded into other
contexts than they are generally presented, and that the forces
acting behind the visible level often have more dimensions than are
superficially apparent.
In CC we share spiritual values, the desire to see this planet with all it’s beings and
beyond in freedom, peace and health by taking an active role, connected by a
unifying consciousness and the effort to raise awakening and awareness,
ensure as much light as possible as well as a high frequency. All this at any stage
* undogmatic
* spiritually nourishing
* mentally inspiring
* emotionally supportive
Membership to Connecting Consciousness is FREE of charge.
There are two [but competing] primary marketing messages here:
1.Mankind is developing, there is more than meets the eye; things are not
good (and/or can be better); deception exists; and
2.He (or we) don’t have the answers, or at least all of them.
In other materials I have seen, the concept of hidden (or special) knowledge is
also talked about – alien knowledge or experiences; levels of
development/awareness of thought, and so on.
The trap is that indeed, all the above is (or may be) true, but there is a BUT.
47 https://www.connectingconsciousness.org/en/organisation
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Logically there is indeed a source of dogmatism and it is the Truth. If you don’t
like that concept, you’ll be using circular or failed logic somehow. Jesus claimed to
be the Truth, not just to speak it. He claimed to have an exclusive lien on the
truth and because I assess that He did indeed demonstrate perfection, that claim
is validated for me.
Here we come down to the wire and where the rubber hits the road . . . if Jesus
claims to be the Truth and that, “None come to the Father but by Me” – an
extraordinarily divisive claim – then being “undogmatic” and “connecting our
consciousness” fails the Truth test.
This is the “BUT” that Simon fails. Picking and choosing the parts of His
message that one does (or adding to it with ‘advanced’ knowledge) puts us in the
position of claiming to know more or be wiser than Him. If one does show
perfection equal or more than Him, fair enough but I’ve yet to find any source of
Truth more valid. Even if ET can zap around the universe at will, the fact that
they have crashed their UFOs at all counts them out for me as divine.
I note that the people that Simon connects with use Jesus’ name freely, but yet
His absolutes are rejected – preferring acceptance of many varied faiths. No, they
are NOT all the same worshiping the same God. The Jesus I know, love and
serve rejected the others’ claims to reality outright, as do I.

Website Changes
So let’s dive into the changes that Simon has made on his website recently and
put them into this context – that Simon seeks widespread acceptance, and may I
suggest over and above Truth.
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Analysing www.SimonParkes.org/about/ changes 2020/2021 (red=deleted;
green=added; blue=changed) is revealing.
Analysis of Simon Parkes About Changes PDF48
The first paragraph mentioning his alien encounters in extraordinary detail:
Simon Parkes is a life long experiencer of aliens, shadow people, elementals and ufo’s,
these include Mantid (Mantis) beings, Draconis Reptilian, Feline, small and tall
Grey creatures, Crystalline beings and other creatures that can’t be identified. Simon
was an elected Politician and served a full term of office.
There is more on video also where he is proud to talk about his encounters in
much gory detail, including fathering and personal stuff. He also makes it clear
that he “came out” with this all before he was elected to a public office. 49
May I respectfully suggest that this subject is rather distracting to his image and
that he has found resistance from many of the people to his “Alien stuff ’ with his
popularity in Election Fraud news-telling? I’m fine with this as long as he
maintains his integrity in reporting current affairs, as he has done really well
48 http://www.dennis.nz/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/Analysis-of-Simon-ParkesAbout-Changes.pdf
49 www.dennis.nz/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/Simon-Parkes-Exposed.mp4
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IMHO, but it gives you a clue as to where Simon is really at when it comes to
perception.
Simon’s Grandfather was also a prominent Freemason and was Britain’s appointed
diplomat to the United Nations in the late 1950’s and early 1960’s .
This becomes:
In 1936 he was one of – The Wise Men of Twelve – or called The Jury of twelve
– who voted on the question regarding King Edward VIII and if the King should be
removed regarding Special Branches uncovering of a Nazi plot to infiltrate the King.
( had nothing to do with wanting to marry a divorcee).
Over a secure teleprinter link he was asked in code . should the King go. or should he
stay?
Grandfather voted .GO.
Again this is none of my business but Simon appears to clarify a matter and to
present himself in a certain way in public. Good on him I say but we should
always take this into account.
During this period and before and after Simon had ufo experiences him self.
Simons mother died in suspicious circumstances in 1979 when she asked to be
released from the work.
There after Simon received £2,000 which was pushed through his door in an
envelope – with a note ” Don’t Look back Dick Whittington” and with this Simon
re-located to London.
This is all added.
In 2010 Simon went public with his experiences, and predictably was verbally
attacked and ridiculed by the main stream media.
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In 2013 Simon was invited to a tour of a space radar base in North Yorkshire,
with a group of 20 serving and retired military.
Simon was the only civilian in the group – at the end of which he was given a
commemorative medal/coin – a limited edition of only 500 world wide celebrating
50 years of the USAF being based in North Yorkshire. It is number 86.
No one else in the group were given one.
This visit was a game changer – suddenly the British media stopped hounding
him……
There are quite a few changes here, but the take-home for me is that he has
obviously had a rough ride with this UFO/Alien thing. You can feel the passion
there as he struggles to reword things to get them as he wants them to be seen.
All the following has been removed and replaced with a couple of simple
sentences talking about Connecting Consciousness:
Simon has assisted a growing number of people who have come forward from
Illuminati families/bloodlines – where they have suffered torture and trauma, many
from MILAB situations. Simon is able to re-integrate any alternate personalities
that the individual may have, remove any Jinn/demonic possession and “de-activate”
any suicide programmes placed in the person.
On a lighter note Simon also does Soul readings, where in most cases is able to
identify the individuals soul/star family background. A reasonable fee is charged for
these services – Simon is offering a nearly unique service and places the highest value
on client confidentiality – having helped people from many countries and from widely
differing backgrounds, from college students to employees of the Rothschild’s. Simon
understands the critical nature of his de-programming/healing/soul reading work
and the support that his clients need.
If you would like to help me to continue the work that I do, then please donate via
PayPal. All donations are greatly appreciated and considered as donations.
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I’ve also gone through and analysed all Simon’s blog posts and videos. This is
what I see:
1.Simon has a large degree of integrity IMHO. His reporting of current
affairs as told to him by Q appears to me to be accurate and fair. Q has his
Military background, sources and approach who wish the world to hear
about and back the real President (Trump) and many conservatives,
conspiracy people and those wanting to see the USA go up, not down in
various ways hang off Q’s and QAnons’ words. “Hopium” I believe is the
word used!
2.I have yet to see any evidence that shows me belief in ET is more than
belief. I can certainly accept that advanced technology exists and that this
can even include anti-gravity, even time-warping. I will be looking closely
when or if any military reports of UFO sightings are released but I don’t
hold my breath! [UPDATE: At the point of publication a brief mention
has indeed been made, once!] One thing I have always noted is that those
who claim to have experienced alien encounters and who have some
semblance of credibility certainly believe what they say. I can certainly see
how Simon does not want this aspect of his life to upset his plans for
global consciousness change.
3.Simon is held up by his friends Charlie Ward and Robert David Steele as
a knight in shining armour – a good guy; a whitehat. I can’t see that. I can
see a guy in the UK who has developed a brand and put it around his
personal New Age experiences and is bringing together people of likemind under his CC brand. At the moment he is reporting Q’s words
accurately and appears to be ‘on a roll’ but no matter how many thousands
or even millions of people Simon gets to join up; nor how many of Q’s
predictions come to pass, unless he repents of this focus on “undogmatic”
widespread acceptance, it will end in disaster for him.
This book, US Election Fraud UNMASKED!! explains that worship has to go
back to the Creator before He can bless His people. Neither Donald Trump (for
all his good points) nor Simon Parkes (and all his) can pass this on to Him.
According to the Good Book, it has to come directly from individuals to Him.
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Thank you for swinging by. Make sure that you do the right thing and do not
trust in any idol yourself. In future posts I will expand on the legal situation in
regards to the US. It’s not a simple binary situation, but there are people out there
making it easier for us.
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21. We The People vs Deception &
the 1871 Theft
Theft of “the USA” by the Deep
State occurred in 1871, not just in
2020. In this post I share my take
on the Sovereign Citizen
movement (which depending on
how far Donald Trump takes his
intended reform could become a
central issue), by using a recent
post from long-time Sovereign
Citizen teacher, guru and
advocate Anna von Reitz.
Obviously I concur with her core
teaching, however I bring the
ownership issue out from under
the “We The People vs the
Crooks” paradigm into the faith
world. Yes, the people have been
swindled all right but the Good
Book teaches that the world was created by the Lord and it is His to do
with it as He pleases. I then quote from a top US General, and a religious
blogger David Bay about Trump’s leadership.

I

’m now concluding a series commenced prior to Joe Biden’s inauguration
in January 2020 in which I have attempted to put the 2020 US Presidential
Election Fraud into proper context.

A Conspiracy to defraud has grown post election, into a serious revelation, even
revolution. It is one in which President Trump appears to have consciously
stepped aside from an emphatic landslide win at the polls, apparently to show the
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American public the extent of pervasive corruption. The theatrics of the
Democratic parties sham inauguration of Joe Biden (there were around 100x
people there and the Whitehouse events were and are continuing to be filmed in
studios in California!); the Twitter, Facebook and Google censorship; the
obviously deliberate disinformation campaign waged by the Mainstream Media
and the obvious corruption right through the American legal system to the
Supreme Court was a real spectacle all right!
Central to the deep divers’ claims is that the United States was corporatised a long
time ago and that the people have been defrauded of their freedom at birth. I’ve
blogged about this previously 50 and I first studied these issues when I lived in
Samoa, c. 2012. To me, they stack up 51. The essence of the fraud is that the
country was converted into a corporation and that the Money Power have since
operated under Maritime Law52 (Admiralty Law, the law of the sea) and this has
huge ramifications in terms of which legal system the leaders, and the people
operate under.
The Conspiracy is a little messy when it comes to countries outside of the USA,
but basically the bad guys engineer critical birth documents to enrich themselves
at the expense of the people. You can see the evidence of this by the
CAPITALISATION of personal names and resistance to changes in due process
in the legal processes of most Western countries.
The essence of this claim is that way back in 1871, the USA ‘Federation’ was
tricked into accepting rule by the USA ‘Incorporation’. “Rule” of course relating
to power and money.
The significance of this is that the Incorporation became bankrupted (tactical
bankruptcies have been used as a debt transfer device from the outset of evil)
under Donald Trump’s watch and the moves that Trump made to prepare for a
return to a true Democratic Republic tie in with this all.
Anna writes of this situation frequently, and quoting her from a recent post . . .
50 http://www.dennis.nz/2020/08/personal-spiritual-sovereignty/
51 https://marthapeveto.org/2013/04/08/killing-your-strawman-the-path-to-freedom/
52 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Admiralty_law
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At that time, 1877, the Bank of Scotland was running the Big Con on the
Americans, by impersonating our unincorporated Federation, The United States of
America, as “The United States of America —-Incorporated”.53
I’ve also previously shared my thoughts on the Sovereignty movement 54 relating
specifically to Chris James.
James Grundvig puts it this way:
On Wednesday, January 20, 2021, at 12 noon: Checkmate. The United States of
America service corporation (“USA Inc.”), owned by the British Crown, will cease
to exist. President Donald J. Trump, No. 45, will be the “last” president of USA
Inc.
19 January 2021 ~ James O. Grundvig
Then the day later he explains the significance:
How The ‘Trump Card” Destroyed the Old Guard
The most subtle, unnoticed flip of the card turned the course of American history at
the perfect hour of time: 11:59 am, January 20, 2021. Make a note of it.
Without fanfare, the royal flush thrown down on the table dissolved the foreign entity
of the United States service corporation (“USA Ltd,”) while Joe Biden was sworn
in as executive of the defunct company55 at the same time56.
So having identified that there is indeed validity to these researchers’ comments, I
share now my analysis of an early post by Anna before applying this all back to
President Trump’s current position, his past actions, and the likely future. Her
writing style is different to mine. Quite a bit of it is tongue-in-cheek humour and
assumes a lot of prior understanding but try to get used to it.
53 http://annavonreitz.com/guidetoreality.pdf
54 http://www.dennis.nz/2020/08/personal-spiritual-sovereignty/
55 https://www.americanmediaperiscope.net/post/scenario-a-america-restored1871-2021
56 https://www.americanmediaperiscope.net/post/how-the-trump-card-destroyedthe-old-guard
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Once More. Slowly – Anna Von Reitz57
Okay, pop quiz:
Who defines, describes, limits, and charters all forms of corporations worldwide?
This includes all the statutory and commercial trusts, S Corps, C Corps, B Corps,
PC’s, LLCs, Ltds, Cooperatives, Foundations, Cities, Municipalities, States, Tribes,
Non-Profits, Nations, Provinces, Commonwealths, Monarchies, Territories and the
Offices associated with all of
them?
The Roman Curia.
This is where all this “stuff ” comes from. All the labels and boxes and business
structures and political units and subunits are dreamed up by Roman Curia, and
this is the way it has been for close to 3,000 years they admit, and 4,100 years in
fact.
Anna teaches that the essence of the legal structures all across the Western world
is Roman. I concur.
Now that you have those flying factoids in your consciousness, consider that under
Roman Civil Law, the Creator of something, whether a widget or a bad idea, is
responsible for it.
And this too is a biblical concept. As divine Creator, He determines the rules that
we are operating under. He said, [whatever]. His word is law.
So the Curia is the creator and stands responsible for oversight of all these airy-fairy
creations of theirs, but then, they own them, too—- under Roman Civil Law and it’s
codification, Municipal Law—- which applies to non-clerical citizens of the Holy
Roman Empire, and Canon Law which applies to the lawyers and priests.
This entire system which gives order and “hierarchy” to the world comes from Ancient
Rome and later, the Roman Catholic Church.
Starting about the year 1,000 according to their double adjusted calendars, we have
seen a gradual and ever-increasing number of these trademarked and patented
“business structures” proliferating.
57 http://annavonreitz.com/oncemoreslowly.pdf
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There are now dozens of such business structures to choose from, all created and
promoted by the Roman Curia and their priests and lawyers.
Where is the Headquarters of the Roman Curia as the Government of the Holy
Roman Empire? The City of Rome. What form of government does the City of
Rome have? A Municipal Corporation backed by a Municipal Trust.
Agreed. Some of this applies to her North American countries but the essence of
this is IMHO, 100% true.
So when the City of Rome forms franchises of itself to extend the reach of the Holy
Roman Empire to other countries what form do those franchises take?
They are all run as Municipal Corporations backed by Municipal Trusts.
And how do you think the Municipality of Washington, DC, is set up?
It is a Municipal Corporation franchise of the City of Rome backed by a Municipal
Trust.
It calls itself an independent international city state, but how independent can it be
when it is a franchise operation in the Municipal Government System?
Chalk up another one of the gross deceits allowable under Roman Civil Law.
And this plays important part in understanding the things that President Trump
has done. He is a stickler for the law, being a businessman more than a politician.
More on this in a minute.
Almost from the first these con artists have promoted the Municipality of
Washington, DC, as first “our Federal Capitol” and later, simply as the “capitol of
“the” United States” which is again a form of deceit. They knew people would
assume that they were talking about The United States, but they weren’t.
I love it when deception is revealed. It shows the hand of the crooks when outed.
As usual, they were talking in coded language only they understood.
Now, given the foregoing do you see why the Municipality of Washington, DC, is
and has always been, a foreign city state on our shores? Operated by a foreign
government?
It’s not our Capitol. It’s their Capitol. They built it. They put in all the funky idols
and shrines and gee-gaws.
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And like Rome, their Municipal Government is a plenary oligarchy. See Article 1,
Section 8, Clause 17. They took Congress members that we elected and converted
them into their government, too.
It wasn’t a takeover. It was a co-option.
So here is where the fraud initially occurred and Anna has explained the essence
of President Trump’s actions.
Inevitably, the members of our puny provincial Federal Congresses were seduced by
the wealth and power available to them when they acted as members of the Municipal
United States Congress.
One cannot argue that power and wealth is seductive.
During the Civil War these men were operating the Municipal Government “as” the
government of “the” United States, and most people had forgotten or never knew
that the actual name of our country at the national level is The United States. In
international jurisdiction, the name of this country is: United States of America.
Are you confused yet? Two names for the same country. One domestic name and one
nondomestic name.
This difference is subtle but important.
Using the seduction of money and plenary power and this simple similar names
deceit, they passed themselves off as the government of this country and never fired a
shot. They are still trying to do this today.
This was all fraud and usurpation, of course, and even under their own Roman
Civil Law they took the risk of being discovered and blown back to where the fraud
started.
And that is exactly what has happened.
I concur. Anna has it right, and this is where Trump’s actions speak louder than
words.
The Brits, who were running a similar Federal organization, “the” United States of
America, as the Territorial Government, saw their chance to pull the same thing, and
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pass their organization off as the government of our country operating in
international jurisdiction. So they substituted “the” United States of America for
The United States of America, and skated right on.
This did not go unnoticed by the other world governments, so the Holy See and the
British Monarchs had to pretend that our lawful government “disappeared” in the
aftermath of the Civil War, and they were simply acting in a caretaking capacity on
an “Emergency basis” until
our return.
The two foreign Federal Subcontractors quickly reorganized their operations to
function as commercial corporations, and settled in to suck us dry.
And that is what has gone on the last 160 years.
But now the Great Fraud has been discovered and the long-lost Americans have come
home and opened their State Assemblies. The actual unincorporated Federation of
States doing business as The United States of America has roared back to life.
President Trump and his backers seek to return the power to “We The People”.
Whether he has achieved this or not remains to be seen but it does appear to me
to be completed. I also suspect that the rest of the British Empire will fold in due
course, probably with an equal fight, but where the USA goes, the world mostly
follows.
And both sets of our erstwhile Federal Subcontractors are caught with their pants
down and their hands in our cookie jar, trying to scrape out the last crumbs —-while
pointing fingers at each other.
The Municipal Government of Washington, DC, operating as a Municipal
Corporation and backed by a Municipal Trust funded by taxing our labor and our
land, is exposed as a corrupt, criminal, venal organization.
Upon our objection to their fraud they collapsed their Municipal Corporation like a
traveling show and had their Trustees (HSBC) and Secondaries (JP Morgan)
transfer our purloined “trust” money to China. That, and being allowed to counterfeit
USD, is how China became so
rich all of a sudden, and that is why Joe Biden says it’s to “our“ advantage for China
to prosper.
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China’s wealth explained! Another country was also involved as a creditor of the
USA, though.
If it doesn’t, their “investment” of our money in China will be lost.
But he isn’t speaking about us, the American States and People. He is talking about
them, the traitorous Municipal citizens of the United States—- his cronies. You see,
he’s speaking to a different audience, and he is not acting as “our” President. He is
acting as their President.
This is exactly like FDR during his First Inaugural Address. He wasn’t talking to
us or about us. He was talking to and about the Federal Civil Servants, the
Municipal citizens of the United States.
Anna’s explanation here makes perfect sense of hitherto strange goings on.
The Municipal United States Government has got a lot of “splaining” to do, to us
and to the international community, because they have been caught red-handed in the
epicenter of the biggest Breach of Trust and International Fraud Scheme in human
history.
So does the Queen and Westminster have a lot of explaining to do.
The British Territorial Subcontractors are doing their own shimmy-shuffle dance. It’s
their job to protect us and they have preyed upon us instead, worked hand-in-glove
with the Papist Usurpers to rob us blind for six generations—- and now?
Well, Trump had sense enough to collapse the Municipal Corporation the Papists
chartered for the Territorial Government, but went right back through the revolving
door, and is now proposing that the British Territorial U.S. Military should start all
over from scratch and fight
another whole war of independence at our expense and we, meanwhile, should accept
another Cuckoo Bird Substitution of their British-run “Republic” in the place of
our American Federal Republic.
I don’t fully understand Anna here, sorry, but I do respect her analysis.
Oh, right, fool the stupid Americans again, and put the British Government right
back into position to act “as” our Federal Republic — and rob us silly again.
Meanwhile the rest of the world is standing aghast and seeing what their purported
governments organized as commercial governmental services providers are doing “to”
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them instead of “for” them.
And they are getting the message— the HRE [Holy Roman Empire] and Britain
are the source of all this rot.
In New Zealand the issue of sovereignty and the role of the crown is muddied by
the Treaty, but from what I see from the legal angle without as yet major research
I believe that the situation is the same, here.
(Before some genius says, but, but, the Holy Roman Empire shut down business in
the 1840’s….. no it didn’t. It took a temporary powder, reorganized, and kept right
on chugging.
Why do you think the Cardinals have “HRE” attached to their honorifics?)
Together our purported Allies have betrayed, used, abused, and defrauded the
American States and People —- and they are still trying to pretend that they
“represent” us and are still claiming to have a right to access our credit and are still
trying to work their name games and
substitution schemes on us, even years after our own American Government woke up
and called them on the carpet for what they’ve done to us and the rest of the world.
It’s not going to work this time. Too many people know what has gone on here.
And this is an important point that you cannot ‘unlearn’ something.
Joe Biden has no contract. The Holy Roman Empire is utterly disgraced. The
Municipal Corporations are forfeit.
The Brits have one Ace and his name is Donald Trump, but they are not going to
pull another round of Cuckoo Bird with us and take over our Federal Republic the
same way they substituted their State of State organizations for ours. And we are
not going to accept any
Second Declaration of Independence and fight another war for what we have already
won.
This fighting spirit is the pure human nature at work.
It is time for the entire world to wake up and look at what has gone on here and who
is responsible for it.
These are the actions of crime syndicates, not governments. This isn’t political. This
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isn’t about race or religion. This is plain old garden variety fraud and crime pursued
for the sake of unjust enrichment.
We, the actual American Government, condemn all these criminal and predatory
fraud schemes which have been carried out against the American States and People in
Gross Breach of Trust and Criminal Breach of Commercial Contract.
We call upon the Pope to surrender all Municipal and Territorial Corporations
formed via the abuse of our delegated powers to us, for our administration under our
Public Law, and upon the Queen and Westminster to straighten up and fulfill their
contract with no further attempts at guile.
We also call for the return of our gold transported offshore by the U.S. Navy for
“safekeeping”, the return of all American Legacy Trusts, and the return of all
American Land which has been subjected under the real estate entitlement system and
the False Presumption of British
Custodial interest.
I believe that the gold has been returned to the US now, and indeed much more
by way of cash and artifacts.
Let the entire world know and hear what has gone on here, and may all countries
draw together in righteous indignation that these commercial corporations have been
allowed to function “as” governments under color of law, and in joint and universal
condemnation of the
Holy Roman Empire’s fraud and enslavement rackets, and the British Government’s
guile, dishonesty, treachery, and theft of American property assets in Breach of
Trust.
If we let this kind of thing go on anywhere in the world and fail to recognize it and
stomp it out as the crime that it is, every country is imperiled and every national
government is at risk.
So long as we, the people of this world, tolerate the ancient evils of deceit and
enslavement promoted by the Holy Roman Empire’s use of the Roman Civil Law,
the only peace will be established by criminal oppression and there will be no safety for
anyone at all.
We must all deal with it and deal with it now. We cannot possibly succeed and save
our planet with ravening wolves running wild and unchallenged in our midst. The
Holy Roman Empire
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and Britain must be dealt with by all of us. And all these run amok commercial
corporations must also be addressed and subjected to the Public Law in each country,
and not allowed to operate as interlocking Trust directorates, monopolies, or agencies
of government.
I’ve only grasped the basics of the fraud to date, but from what I’ve seen so far
Anna von Reich’s writing is sound.
I now turn to another commentator, this time a religious [Evangelical Christian]
writer who worked for Uncle Sam as an information analyst and who came to see
the reality that governments routinely lie to their people.

David Bay: “Has Donald Trump Always Been A Democrat?58
Answer: Trump has always thought globally, and has answered to an authority well
above “America”!
Despite Donald Trump’s emphasis on America during his 4-year term as President,
I had always remembered his time in New York City during the 1980-1990’s, when
he hobnobbed with Liberal Elite Democrats, and never seemed to be bothered by their
Liberal, Anti-American globalism.
Trump also did business on the global stage during this time period.
As I watched Trump’s presidential years unfold, I kept hearing the back of my mind
reminding me that it was quite possible that he was “Thinking Globally, But Acting
Locally”.
This phrase means that an adherent to the global New World Order was to
constantly be aware of his support of the new order on a global scale, but act locally
in such a way as to further the global goal.
I do believe Trump thought globally but acted to support local issues. He truly “made
58 https://www.cuttingedge.org
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America great again”! But, his tepid, incompetent defense of election integrity has
convinced me that the Illuminati had told him firmly and boldly, that they would only
allow him one term, after which he must stand down.
This take is confirmed by Patrick Byrne’s writing 59 explaining the dysfunction
within the Trump legal defence teams, but there is another way to read this
apparent incompetence – a deliberate gameplan. We will see in due course as
events unfold.
Those of you who have read Cutting Edge over the years know that I have firmly
believed that no person ever reaches the White House without having proven their
loyalty to the New World Order.
Oh boy oh boy do I ever agree with David on this one . . . and too Anthony
Migchels60!
This incompetent defense of the 2020 Election proves that Donald Trump was no
exception. If the year, 2021, was the year the Illuminati had determined, some time
ago, to carry out the “Great Global Reset”, then Trump had to lose this election,
plainly and simply.
I’m not so sure on this take from David, perhaps, but probably not.
However, I want to take this opportunity to state unequivocally that America has not
had a true Two-Party System since the days of President Franklin Roosevelt (19331945).
They call it now the “Uniparty”!
Conventional Wisdom holds that the United States has two very different political
parties that are constantly battling each other for the hearts and minds of the voters.
And, Democrats and Republicans really do battle don’t they? The newspapers daily
spew forth reports of constant political battling, some of it reaching really high
59 https://www.deepcapture.com/
60 https://realcurrencies.wordpress.com/2021/01/11/too-early-to-entirely-write-off-atrump-counter-coup-yet/
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pitches of volume and intensity. “Mud-slinging” has become a national pastime, it
seems, in most elections . Conventional Wisdom states that the fundamental goals
and viewpoints of the two parties are as different as night and day.
Republicans favor the wealth accumulation so necessary to a Capitalist Economy,
believing that, as private business prospers and grows, so do jobs and the wages paid
for those jobs. Republicans are said to favor limited government, which intrudes into
the lives of individuals and of companies only to prevent worst case scenarios of
fraud, crime, and to ensure the smooth regulation of interstate commerce. The
viewpoint of Republicans is best summed up by the statement in 1929 by the chief
operating officer of General Motors, when he told a Senate subcommittee: “What is
best for General Motors is what is best for America”.
The Democrat Party, on the other hand, favors government initiative, and believes
that it is wrong for an individual to have more income than another. Therefore, they
have devised all sorts of plans to take income by the force of government laws from
those who make the money, so they can give to others. Thus, we have Income Taxes,
Capital Gains Tax, the Great Society Welfare state, and the biggest of them all,
Social Security. Illuminist and New World Order writers call this type of plan, the
Redistribution of Income.
This country has really had only a one-party system for most the 20th Century, and
that this one-party system has been masquerading as a two-party system, Republican
versus Democrat. This massive, and most clever deception, has been worked out to
achieve two major goals:
1. To make it seem to people that we are really free and that our vote does
count;
2. To actually move the entire country gradually into the socialist, globalist,
government and Fascist economy called the New World Order.
To understand this strange concept, you need to be familiar with the Hegelian
Doctrine, also known as the Dialectic Process. Briefly, this doctrine states the occult
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belief that all of nature is either positive or negative. Hegel postulated that when a
Thesis force comes into existence, an opposite system called Antithesis is soon aroused
into existence. Since these systems are opposite, they will not see eye-to-eye, so they will
begin to battle one another. If this battling does not result in the destruction of one
side or the other, soon the constant battling will result in a different system that is
neither Thesis nor Antithesis, but is a brand new system altogether, Synthesis.
If there is one aspect of David’s take that I totally consistently support and
consider vital to our understanding of reality and taking the conspiratorial viewpoint, it is this.
In the Dialectic Process, the Thesis system is seen as the Status Quo system, while the
Antithesis system is seen as the active agent attempting to change the Status Quo.
The Thesis system is the static defender while the Antithesis system is the active agent
for change. Thus, the Republican Party was to be the static defender of the Capitalist
small-government foundation upon which this country was founded, while the
Democrat Party was to be the active attacker of this Capitalist system, urging the
exact opposite system.
When Illuminist leaders of Europe and America considered the challenges of
changing this country thoroughly so we could accept the system and religion of
Antichrist, they were temporarily stymied by our system of elections. With
Americans going to the polls every two years, a leader that would be courageous
enough to make the tough, unpopular decisions needed to move the country into the
New World Order could very well be voted out in the next election. Then, his
successor might take action that would cancel out the decision of the previous leader
and the impetus toward the global system would be lost.
This sets the scene accurately and IMHO astutely. David now dives into the
answer, which can be seen by anyone with only a cursory glance to have occurred.
The validity of any conspiracy theory can be tested by observation. It is shown to
have occurred by matching observations of reality with the theory. Given the
absence of any other reasonable answer, the conspiracy is confirmed.
How could this tremendous liability be overcome? The answer was unparalleled and
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very slick deception. On July 29, 1921, a plan of deception was put into action that
would overcome the problem with democracy and its elections. An institution was
established called the Council on Foreign Relations [CFR]. Supposedly, this new
organization was designed to be kind of a post-graduate training school for selected
leaders who aspired to government “service”. In reality, the CFR thoroughly trained
these bright and energetic leaders in the ultimate goals of the New World Order.
Then, these leaders were trained as to how they might work in their lives, in their
chosen professions, to aid the United States move her people into the New World
Order.
Before they left the training of the CFR, these young leaders assumed labels that they
would wear for the rest of their lives, and by which they would be known by the
voting public. Some of them would be known as Liberals, and some Conservatives.
Some would be known as Democrat and some as Republican. Some would be known
as Liberal Democrat or Liberal Republican, and some as Conservative Democrat or
Conservative Republican. While they would agree to strongly fight each other on
many issues, they would cooperate whenever the issue was critical to the success of the
New World Order Plan.
When people “graduated” from this training school, they were familiar enough with
the overall plan that they would be able to determine what actions they needed to take
in their respective professions to enable the Plan to move forward. Further, these
people formed a very tight “club” that constantly communicated with each other on
various issues.
By the advent of World War II, the CFR endeavored to have both candidates in
most races be CFR. Thus, it did not matter who got elected; the Plan would go
forward. Haven’t you noticed that it does not matter for whom you vote? Haven’t you
heard it said that there is not a “dime’s worth of difference” between Democrat and
Republican parties? Thomas Jefferson warned us that such a pattern is proof of a
conspiracy!
Democrats have been given the role of the active agent constantly agitating against the
Status Quo system, while the Republicans have been assigned the passive role of
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defenders of the Status Quo. The Democrats are supposed to win the battle most of
the time, constantly battling in a “controlled conflict” to gradually move American
government and the values and attitudes of the people, into the globalist, socialist
system of Antichrist.
The Democrats must win the majority of the battles. When Democrats control one or
both houses of Congress, the final decisions on a particular matter come from their
top leadership, and the matter is usually public; however, when the Republicans
control, the Democrat agenda still prevails, but the fact that the top Republican
leadership was acting in the best interests of the Democrats is very much hidden from
view.
And that all matches our observations. Transpose Democrat and Republican for
the labels in your/own country.
One of the greatest shocks I received in studying hard-core Satanism was this
realization that the Republican Part has been assigned the role of Thesis [Positive
Force and Passive Defender of the Status Quo], while the Democrat Party has been
assigned the role of Antithesis [Negative Force and Active Attacker of Status
Quo]. America and her citizens have been consistently moved toward the ideal of
larger government, a government cooperating with the global government of the
United Nations, and of a people very in tune with the occultism of the coming New
World Order.
In the aftermath of this Election 2020, do not waste any time, effort, or emotional
energy agonizing over the obvious voter fraud and manipulation by the Democrats.
Do not waste any heart-felt agony when you see Republicans passively caving in to the
energetic and very public vote-grabbing by the Democrats. You see, it is all a scripted
act, and a most obvious visible proof of the existence of the invisible single party
system really running this country … Nothing is as it appears on the surface;
especially politics!61
You betcha!
61 https://www.cuttingedge.org/newsletters/index.html
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General Michael Flynn
I conclude with the words of a [retired] US General who I am led to believe will
have a global role teaching and sharing the essence of the new USA’s legal and
financial structure, once the US Military secures the safety of the country:
The battle we are engaged in cannot be fought with only human weapons: it requires
the intervention of God because in a war against the forces of Evil, only the Lord
can obtain the victory. And as American citizens, we must refuse to go to the funeral
of our own independence.
We the people are proud to proclaim that the United States of America is “One
Nation under God” – in this public profession of faith in God, we recognize his
Lordship over our country, and we proudly stand beneath the banner of Christ and
our flag in which millions have sacrificed their very lives for. In scripture through the
strength and commitment of Matthew, he said, “Whoever is not with Me is against
Me”.
We do not want a world governed by tyrants whom no one has elected and who want
to have power in order to destroy us. We understand what their plan is: to eliminate
dissent, subdue any criticism, and outlaw those who do not submit unconditionally to
the dictatorship of the “New World Order.“ And if they do not succeed through the
hammering persuasion of the mainstream media, they do not hesitate to resort to
deception, betrayal, perjury, and censorship. Let’s not forget that by
the crimes they have committed, they have violated our laws; they have betrayed our
Nation and their oath to serve our Country, their oath to preserve, protect, and
defend the Constitution.
What prosperity for our Nation, what peace for our people, what success for our
endeavors can we hope for, when those who govern us show that they are unworthy of
the authority they hold, of the role that has been given them as our representatives?
And what blessing can these United States expect to receive from God, when those
who govern us are his declared enemies?
Our protest, our denunciation of electoral fraud, is not only motivated by
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the fact that we are supporting Donald J. Trump as a candidate: it is above all a
battle for justice and truth, which goes far beyond membership in a party or
voting for a candidate. If today we do not obtain justice from our elected officials; if
the United States of America does not know how to choose between defending the
Law and legitimizing a coup against its citizens, our Nation will abdicate its duties
toward Americans and its international role. A betrayal will take place and History
will ask for an account of it from all of us and from our Institutions and our
leaders. Pray now that when the light shines in the coming days, it reveals the truth
along with a new era of American patriotism62
Some people speak eloquently don’t they?
In my next post, I conclude this series and book, wrapping up by giving my
commentary on a myriad of quotes from others, many of whom I deeply respect.

62 https://uncoverdc.com/2020/12/10/on-the-occasion-of-the-jericho-march/
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22. We’re in a War
In the previous post in this series General Flynn explained that we are in a
War. One of the most important steps in winning a war is to recognise that
we are actually in a war. Identifying the enemy (knowing whether someone
or some thing is a friend or foe) is also critical. In an information war this
requires us to divine truth, but they say that the first casualty in war is the
truth. In this post I go through a few more random sources showing
divergent thinking before the last post/chapter winding up where I
reinforce the important conclusions from this series. Thank you for staying
with me on this journey.

T

here are essentially two
different stories regarding the
US Presidential Elections in
2020 – a) The official version as issued
by the Mainstream Media that Joe Biden
won the election fair and square and the
other that b) President Trump won by a
landslide but the Deep State stole the
election and Big-Tech and the MSM
have helped covered it all up.
In the latter version, everything that we
currently see in the MSM is like a movie Washington DC’s eight foot razor-topped fencing, an
(Congress and the Whitehouse are area covering the claimed tunnels being cleaned out as
we speak; Biden & Pelosi at Castle Rock Studios
physically closed) and “whitehats” in the
(note the gap in the rear wall set) and Nancy Pelosi’s
Military and “the Alliance” are currently
‘official swearing in’ indicate movie-style events – just
moving behind the scenes, arresting and
some of the clues as predicted by military & Trump
even executing Traitors. Those who are
insider, Q.
‘aware’ and ‘in the know’ are getting
ready for a big reveal when Trump ushers in a new financial system, re-establishes
the Constitutional Democratic Republic and re-sites the Capitol out of
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Washington DC, (my guess is probably in Texas).
Timing of the big reveal is currently a matter of contention, some claiming that
this will occur sooner rather than later; others vociferously claiming that these
people are totally deluded and that it is the aim of the “evil communist” enemy to
disillusion us all through inaction until their power takeover is complete. While
acknowledging the risk of the latter group, seeing too many clues to think
otherwise, I lean towards the former and suspect that there are covert operations
underway and that meaningful change is underway. I suspect that this period will
be seen as a massively important moment with bigger influence on global affairs
than what World War 2 had.
From the Christian perspective, while there has been a cosmic war between Truth
and deception since the Fall, this Election Fraud manifests in the exact same
manner as the spiritual war – it is a war where truth is set against deception. Both
sides claim the upper ground, i.e. the MSM calling claims by Conservatives
“baseless” vs the Conspiracy Theorists (a phrase introduced by the authorities of
the day63 in regards to the public’s concerns over the removal of a popular
president, JFK by way of assassination) who claim that there was Election Fraud.
You can see the authorities of the day concerns over the public perception here:
CIA memo: Concerning Criticism of the Warren Report
In most cases the critics have speculated as to the existence of some kind of
conspiracy, and often they have implied that the Commission itself was involved.
Presumably as a result of the increasing challenge to the Warren Commission’s
report, a public opinion poll recently indicated that 46% of the American public did
not think that Oswald acted alone, while more than half of those polled thought that
the Commission had left some questions unresolved.
It is my assessment that the MSM and Deep State players are in utter panic and
major meltdown as increasing numbers of them know that their days of delusion
are up.
In Q4, 2020 White House insider Peter Navarro wrote three reports (the Navarro
63 http://www.dennis.nz/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/CIA-memo-ConcerningCriticism-of-the-Warren-Report.pdf
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Reports64) which documented the events of 3 November 2020 and his work has
helped the public wake up to reality and along with other thought leaders (like
Mike Lindell’s Absolute Proof65) and vast tracts of the Internet’s underbelly of
Conspiracy, has pretty much convinced the bulk of the American public that
there indeed was a gross travesty of justice. The fraud was essentially found out
in realtime as Trump’s margin of victory was so large that it “broke the
fraudsters’ algorithms” showing the world what was really going on. The proof is
coming out daily as courts are now digesting real cases and finding in Trump’s
favour, two out of three BTW, although you won’t hear this in the MSM!
We have the hard evidence! Trump decisively won. This was a digital Pearl Harbour
and we know how they did it. A valid vote was tweaked & twisted and the evidence
is overwhelming.
There is very good reason to believe that those working with Trump knew long in
advance of the impending fraud and that the US Military (called by the
Conspiracy Theorists “whitehats”) used the elections as an effective Military sting
operation in order to entrap the “blackhats”. The outworking of what Q calls
“The Plan” is currently in progress as the bad boys have been and are being
arrested and dealt with appropriately. I’m in two minds at the moment whether
Donald Trump is so organised to have pre-planned it all in as much detail as his
most vociferous supporters say, or whether he simply bumbled his way through a
sea of traitors, incompetents and bureaucratic mediocrity around him. It was
probably a mixture of both, perhaps leaning more in direction of the former.
Charlie Ward66 is the ultimate in ‘hopium’ supply. He states emphatically that
Trump has though brought the country into military rule but that the Military has
the Constitutional responsibility to return to control lawful civilian government
once order is restored. FEMA has care of the country day to day while Trump
stepped aside. The Biden & Pelosi sideshow is a total sham pantomime permitted
to continue only in the short term but is likely to dissolve quickly once the
whitehat “Alliance” is ready to return the country to civil rule.
64 http://www.dennis.nz/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/The-Navarro-Report-Vol-I-IIIII-Feb.-2-2021.pdf
65 https://michaeljlindell.com/
66 https://drcharlieward.com/
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Military took control on midday 20 January 2021. An official announcement of
this plus the arrest of 355 from Congress, 109 Senators (including Joe Biden)
makes a total of 464 arrested on the 24th & 25th of January 2021.
He is of the opinion that the fact that the MSM failed to report this to the
American people means that the news agencies have all committed High Treason
and this is the start of collapse of the MSM that will end with the government
taking ownership of them all under the 2018 Act.
Heavy stuff indeed!
Trusting the Military though is not a binary situation as they too have division
within their midst, especially the higher you get in their leadership!
James Grundvig also summarises it all well:
Under the “white hats” in the U.S. Military, they recruited Trump to become
president with a half-century Plan developed by the “200 Generals” after the JFK
assassination to save the Republic of America. On Christmas Eve 2016, U.S.
Military special forces removed the 13 black families of the Cabal under their
palaces in Venice, during their Satanic rituals. From there, President Trump and his
“200 Generals” of military planners executed the final phase of the Plan to remove
the Federal Reserve, clean out the corrupt U.S. agencies, and break the yoke of the
British admiralty law system, which includes the BAR Association. Change is
coming. It is going to be seismic. At noon tomorrow [20 January 2021] in
Washington, DC, the U.S. service corporation will die on the vine. Joe Biden will not
be legally inaugurated or sworn into a living entity, which will automatically dissolve
at that time. Thus, he will not become president of the United States. What will
happen instead—Scenario A: The U.S. Military will take control, including both
houses of Congress, providing a “continuity of government” with replacements, who
will be sworn in temporarily, for senators and representatives that might be removed.
From there, they will run a cleanup operation against the remnants and proxies of
the Cabal, and then either inaugurate Donald J. Trump for a second term on March
4 as the 19 th President of the newly restored Republic of the United States, or call
for new elections to be controlled and monitored by the military. Most importantly
though Trump brought the FED into the care of the Treasury, a massive clue that
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there will be some major currency/monetary changes. He did say that he will be back
“in some form” and that he has “prepared for” better times ahead. 67
Personally I tend to doubt that things will be as good as many of his supporters
hope for. They call this concept of Trump’s return and good thing, “hopium”,
and I tend to agree because as I have explained in this series, human nature
remains the same, regardless of the time or place or culture. Henry Makow has an
essentially negative slant on life [self-confessed BTW] and says to a commenter:
Nothing fundamental will change.68
Note here that Jews can ping other Jews without being labelled anti-Semitic
BTW!
Jim Stone too gets his teeth viciously into those who expect a Trump return:
People can’t come to grips with the fact that everything really is lost. So they post crap
about “what is going to happen” and general blah said blah or my lawyer said blah
or Sidney released blah or whatever blah blah blah – none of it has merit. FACT:
The communists seized the country. The coup is complete. And it was well planned,
where Obama rigged the military to make sure they went along with it. It is OVER.
Trump is not secretly being president behind the scenes, no one is waiting for anyone to
prove how bad they are before they get arrested and the military is not running the
country.
People need to come to grips with this, because hopeful stories are paralyzing them
like a frogs under a bright light, preventing them from jumping to action. Sitting still
like it is business as usual right now is exactly what the communists want, while they
pile more and more and MORE troops into DC to eliminate all danger for them
while they shred the country. That is what the military is there for – to support the
coup and at the bottom the coup has been enforced by kids that got brainwashed by
communists primarily in school. Everyone just sat back and let the kids get their
brains washed, and now we have the consequences. Communist soldiers that are
America’s own kids, enforcing the death of the country. It really meant something.
The schools really were important. And got ignored. No one believed this day would
67 https://www.americanmediaperiscope.net/
68 https://www.henrymakow.com/2021/01/Donald-Drumpf-Illuminati-Jew.html
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come.69
Like Henry Makow, Jim is another essentially negative personality. Jim supports
strong physical violence and self-preparation with weaponry. With his knowledge
and experience at the hands of those out to ‘get him’, I can perfectly understand
this, but I do think that there is something afoot that Henry and Jim are
missing . . . something big too!
Dave from the X22 Report is one of these people Jim talks about above and he is
right behind the Conspiracy:
The Deep State/MSM overlooked the Space Force. They believe it is not important,
it is not a threat. This is exactly what the Patriots wanted. The Space Force is the
command center for cyber warfare. The Patriots have it all, they already have the
evidence, they are now building public opinion. Trump will make his move when the
time is right and it’s almost time.70
And was there foreign interference as Trump repeatedly warned? For sure:
i. There is clear and definitive evidence that foreign interference, as defined in the
above Executive Order, occurred prior to, and during, the General Election on
November 3, 2020.
b. In addition, Section 1 (b)(ii) states “if any foreign interference involved activities
targeting the infrastructure of, or pertaining to, a political organization, campaign, or
candidate, the extent to which such activities materially affected the security or
integrity of that infrastructure, including by unauthorized access to, disclosure or
threatened disclosure of, or alteration or falsification of, information or data.”
i. There is also clear and definitive evidence that foreign interference and unauthorized
access to information and data, as defined in the Executive Order above, occurred
prior to, and during, the General Election on November 3, 2020.71
John Michael Chambers details the Cabal’s intentions, noting that Trump’s
69 http://jimstone.is/
70 https://realx22report.podbean.com/
71 https://www.deepcapture.com/2021/01/how-djt-lost-the-white-house-chapter-2was-there-foreign-interference-in-this-election-you-make-the-call/
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depowering of the elite’s financial grip on the USA brought an end to this
longterm planning. It’s pretty scary:
The Plan’s end goals:
• Thin the herd
• Control the masses (masks, social distancing, Covid vaccines–going well)
• Obliterate business competition at every level
• Erase human and individual rights (new Congressional bills aim to do this)
• Consolidate power
• Cull resisters (2nd half 2021)
• Enact a global surveillance state (Hello Skynet!)
• Erect consumer/digital/data gatekeepers (more than halfway there)
• Enrich global elites
• Empower global Super State
The goals of their Plan would have been fringe and conspiratorial, even sacrilege just
two years ago.
But not anymore.
The Cabal would have pulled off the hat trick if President Trump hadn’t emerged to
disrupt The Plan and its implementation.
With the threat of the freedom movement awakening the masses, Millennials and
Zoomers are exposing the corruption in banking from the Reddit forum “Wall Street
Bets,” while tearing off the façade of the establishment cartel. The old guard system
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is about to collapse. But before we get there, before we push through the final furlong,
before we emerge from the bottleneck that COVID hoax squeezed us through, we
will be brought to the brink.
At the edge of the precipice we will peer into the void. It will be a stark warning…
to never return to the hellish world the Cabal had planned for the destruction of
humanity.72
In March of 2020 though there was great news for the USA:
We just restructured the Federal Reserve System. Basically the Federal Reserve will
buy out the U.S. debt to the tune of over 2 trillion per month; making the U.S. debtfree by around the 2020 election. Then the Federal Reserve will possibly file for
bankruptcy and be gone, along with their privately owned IRS. Possibly no more
income tax. No more credit as a debt based monetary system. This will be replaced
with perhaps as a first step, a revalued currency back by gold as a series of steps
towards a new Quantum Financial System.
I note that according to my research the QFS is an “ET [extra-terrestrial]
powered system” so it doesn’t get my vote as likely to happen totally as explained
above and while a gold-backed system is more stable than the current currency it
is still ‘not quite there’. Anthony Migchells actually calls it “The Devil’s Favourite
Money“73!
This incredible journey of truth-seeking though is a challenge for those seeking
to know and understand reality. Listen to the pain of a follower of one
commentator here with another flip flop in his direction:
First you said there is a plan….then you said there’s not a plan….then you said fear
not there is a plan again….now you say there is not a plan after all! Wtf man! Just
open up and admit you’re F.O.S. [i.e. F.O. Full Of …] It’s a good thing you don’t
care if you lose listeners cause you have very little credibility at this point. Now to
save face you’re gonna pivot the focus of your show. Smh. After listening to you for a
while, I’m convinced you are a member of the DS or your “sources” are. You did a
72 https://www.americanmediaperiscope.net/post/scenario-d-destruction-of-america
73 https://realcurrencies.wordpress.com/2020/08/05/gold-over-2000-silver-breaksout-the-devils-favorite-money-will-soon-be-forced-on-us/
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good job though…[hand clapping] … of parroting the wild conspiracy stuff, cleverly
intertwined with some scripture which really set the hook in your listeners. Bravo. You
misled a lot of folks while the tyrants secured a grasp so strong that, short of
revolution, will never be relinquished. Let this be a lesson folks, they will always
tickle our ears with what we want to hear…to keep us looking and hoping in one
direction while the crime occurs in the other…then as if on cue, they pivot the
conversation to placate us in some other new way while the cycle is repeated…to
achieve some other well thought out sinister agenda…always smoke and mirrors and
we let it happen continually.74
It takes time to process change, especially when our worldviews are challenged.
The grief process is a cyclic thing, not a lineal matter. We are not machines that
simply switch over to a new mindset when we find we’ve been lied to. It also
takes us longer to process the stages of grief as we age and the more we burrow
down and defend our faulty assumptions. Tell any Englishman who fought in
WW2 that their children and grandchildren will be happily living with and playing
with the children of the ‘Huns’ or ‘Nips’ that they fought against and you’ll see
their anguish manifested. Or to find out that those leaders they cherished actually
lied, or took advantage of them, especially when they lost their cobbers and
mates in that war. It hurts.
I shared a draft script of this book to a couple of friends recently and asked them
to prepare for coming disruptions. I started by explaining that the MSM has an
agenda.
So I was then asked, “Does this mean that EVERYTHING we’ve been told is
BS?”
No, but it does require us to divine truth ourselves.
“But Trump lost! It’s been proven. The claims are baseless!” the reply.
My response was to ask from where they got that information, “The MSM?”
Silence, as the penny dropped.
74 https://www.brighteon.com/af24acc5-d58f-4aba-bcce-97eb0f38ad5e
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So, on what basis was it my assessment then that the MSM lies, and that there
actually was Election Fraud?
“I am a professional truth seeker and I have researched from dozens of sources
full time for many months. It is my professional conclusion that Election Fraud
occurred in November 2020 and my 36th book is in writing online and now in
print.”
Silence again, and my friends will respond, doing their own due diligence as it
suits them over the coming weeks and months.
I gave more advice though because it is not enough for someone who cares to
simply tell it like it is. We should be able and willing to prepare for the future
intelligently. My advice to all follows:
1. Prepare for upcoming trauma including vastly increased societal tension;
2. Double your food stocks (i.e. if you shop weekly have 2x weeks supply on
hand, or more);
3. Diversify investments, for example converting bank balances into precious
metals, land or social capital;
4. Increase your cash on hand so that you have up to 2 months supply
available;
5. Expect communications & power breakdowns & other interruptions;
6. Become aware of geo-political reality and the fact that we are currently
right in the middle of WW4 – an information war – WW3 having been the
War on Terror;
7. Be observant and alert but do NOT worry, nor panic.
My longterm advice also applies:
1. Get out of debt and stay out of it. The Good Book teaches us to “neither
a debtor nor a lender be”.
2. Avoid usury and usurious practices. The charging and receiving of interest
on money is prohibited in scripture. It brings enslavement and this is a
curse. This also applies to monetary systems which also incur interest, as
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do all Legal Tender currencies.
It’s interesting to me to note that all the above advice does not require us to have
an overt war either to contain wisdom and benefit to self. Even if nothing ‘bad’
ever happens on our watch we still gain by doing the above.
In 2015, a military insider Juan O Savin predicted that Trump will take the
Presidency if he can preside over the bankruptcy of America. Experienced in
negotiation, regardless of his backers or motivation, President Trump did both
of these things. Juan encourages us to “KEEP THE FAITH” but like the writers
above, also explains that things will need to get worse before they get better.
He expects that the world will need to face a “Cuban Missile type of crisis”
before the masses awake to reality and encourages is to “hold the line” for those
coming out of the shock by being awake. I concur and suggest that the best way
to do this awakening is to come close to the Creator, listening and obeying what
He asks of us.
Jeffrey Prather75 is a Military insider, information analyst and teacher. He is
emphatic in his consistent preaching that we are in the middle of an information
war and in his own style gives succinct and pertinent advice:
Unrestricted Warfare Campaigns
A secret told, isn’t;
All security is breachable;
No communications are secure;
All codes are hackable;
Concealment is not cover;
All cover is temporary;
Use a one time pad one time;
Looking is not seeing;
Hearing is not listening;
Moving is not action;
Knowledge is not wisdom;
Perseverance beats trust;
Power is not force;
75 https://jeffreyprather.com/video-streams/#videoreplays
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Hope is not a plan;
Plans are useless;
Planning is invaluable;
Training is essential;
The most committed wins;
Freedom is never given – it is fought for won and taken – So take it.
– Jeffrey Prather
This series of posts and book is my best efforts to do exactly these.
Thanks for reading.
In the words of a real character of the Conspiracy Scene, Mike King, his take
summarises that while the knowledge of who is winning this war is not yet ours
to know, there is a war underway, indeed:
Let us not speculate as to timetables, nor as to which side is winning, and nor as to
how the “movie” will end. Let’s accept the fact that it is not meant for us to know —
just yet.
But here is what we do recognize — from the evidence presented to us by our own eyes
— as hard data points which cannot be explained away:
• The Oval Office images of the Imposter-in-Chief at work are NOT from
the Oval Office.
• D.C. is still swarming with National Guardsmen — many of them now
deputized as Marshals.
• The mouthpieces of Marxism continue to talk and act as if they are afraid
of Trump / Q Anon.
• Drunken Nancy suddenly has the smoother appearance and shape of a
younger woman.
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• The Imposter-in-Chief has yet to meet with a single foreign leader, minister
or ambassador.
• Biden did not address the recent “virtual” Davos annual World Economic
Forum (Putin & Xi did).
• Biden has not left DC (except, supposedly, for a weekend in his nearby
home-state of Delaware)
• [And I, Dennis, would add much more, including the recent Election Fraud]
Conclusions? Predictions? Timetables? We honestly cannot imagine how either the Qbelievers or the Q-skeptics can tell for certain which side is running this
particular scam or winning the game in general. All that we can say for certain is
that the epic covert war between the “White Hats” of Military Intel and
“The Blacks Hats” of the Deep State is still raging. The pictures prove it —
and that is why the Judenpresse Armada continues to fire away at Trump, Marjorie
Greene, Mike Flynn, Q et al.76
Touché! That’s sound logic, isn’t it?

“… the epic covert war … is still raging.”
I leave the final words of this post to a US ex-spy, Robert David Steele 77:
It looks like we are in the middle of an ‘Insurrection Act’ military government and
the fake Biden Government and the fake Congress – all of whom were subject to
being arrested and some of whom were subjected to being shot by a firing squad for
treason. They’re all dancing this fake dance while the military is running military
tribunals and making discrete arrests (and doing some other things).
I cannot overstate (for the reassurance of the American public) that the National
Security Agency under Admiral Rogers broke with the Deep State, reported to
76 https://www.realhistorychan.com/anyt-2082021-q-lives.html
77 http://robertdavidsteele.com/patriot-update-trent-loos-interviews/
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President Trump and during the four years that President Trump was Commander
in Chief was weaponised against the bad guys.
So I think we’re about to see the truth.78
Let this be so!

78 https://www.bitchute.com/video/iV8Cw1zwFOSB/
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23. Epilogue – The Truth
Exposing the truth surrounding the US Election Fraud opens the door to
understanding more than just
geo-politics; it creates the
opportunity for what they call
the Great Awakening, and from a
Christian perspective this
increases the possibility of our
worship reverting to the Creator.
This requires a spiritual
sensitivity as well as awareness.
In this post I recap the primary
message of this series, that
Election Fraud not only
occurred but that this is
K.I.S.S. Keep It Simple Stupid! Complexity
‘situation normal’ in a fallen
can always be undone and brought back to
world. The solution is only to be
simple concepts. Natural items contain
found by addressing that fallen
extraordinary complexities as we dive deep, but
nature constructively.
the big picture is always simple for those able to

J

see and understand. Here I am teaching the two
fundamental was of structuring a business –
top down (like Royalty with subjects ‘Own &
Control’) or bottom up (like Google’s ‘Brand
& Influence’) models.

esus claimed to not only speak
the Truth but that He was the
Truth. No one comes to the
Father but by Him. Logically these
are extraordinary and divisive claims akin to those of a madman or He is indeed
the Truth.
My take is that indeed His life did demonstrate perfection and that He does live
today. We mere mortals struggle with the lies, deception and temptations all
around and within us and need to lean on Him for a good grasp of reality. This
series and book is designed to help achieve that goal.
If the Christian message is that He came and offers us reconciliation with the
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Father, then our humility is required to reconnect with the Creator. On the other
hand it is pride that will then cause all manner of immoral, self-destructive, antisocial and ungodly conduct.
The Election Fraud perpetrated on the American people hit at the heart of
Democracy. I watch as the American people rise up, some 80% supporting a
President who on 3 November 2020 again tapped into the patriotism of the
American kind.
God will not be mocked however. He is outside of time for He created it, and it
is my belief that He will tolerate ups and downs of the people struggling among
themselves. He will wait until the current revolution has its day before the
promised implosion of Daniel and Revelation occurs. Whether this be only
months, years, decades or centuries away matters little in His timing.
I am in two minds over the current ‘Great Awakening’ – I love it when I hear that
crooks are getting their come-uppance, yet the massive support from American
Patriots for things I know to still fall short of His guidelines (such as Patriotism,
Democracy, and Usurious monetary systems) deeply concern me.
As a Christian prophet speaking forth the Truth, it is no good for me to settle for
the second best, when I watch worship going into a man-made document like the
US Constitution, or to an ultra-intelligent and popular President. When our
worship of an ungodly practice such as Democracy remains, He is effectively
sidelined, no matter how many leaders go to church, or claim that they are
standing for their people by fighting deception in the name of God in the game
of politics.
I conclude then with my take, that the identity of Christ is the primary question
of importance in life, followed by a true understanding of money, which of
course represents power.
When Jesus asked of His followers who they thought He was, Simon Peter
responded with wisdom IMHO, by stating that He was the Messiah.
Understanding and acting on the belief that money is a primarily a measurement
system of our labours and not a commodity, puts the power into the Messiah’s
hands when we humble ourselves and obey Him. This immediately puts the
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authority and power back into the Creator’s hands, right where it should be.
Nirvana!
The most amazing thing is that no matter what political and financial system is in
play around us, be it the Alliance’s Nesara or the Deep State’s NWO, when we
individually consciously bypass all human focus, we gain the freedom that we all
seek while we live in the world.

A, B, C, DS, E & EF!
Adrenochrome, Blackmail [long-term & systemic], Corruption, the Deep State
and Evil most certainly exist all right . . . Election Fraud also occurred in the 2020
US Elections too, but so too does the Solution.
I encourage you to make sure that at the end of your time on earth that you too
hear those incredible words, “Well done good and faithful servant!” and that you
(like I do) fear the alternative, “Get away from Me, for I never knew you!”
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His online 'handle' is victusinambitus:

VICTUS = [Lat] life or living
IN = in, on, around
AMBITUS = the circle, the
circumference, the edge
This is a way of living, of maximising every
opportunity. “Sometimes when you live on the edge you fall off, but you never
miss a thing in the process and thus have no regrets. After all,” as he says, “You
can always get back up and on!”
Dennis spent the first decade of his adult life in and around the Coromandel
region of New Zealand; raised his children on Auckland's North Shore and
emigrated to Samoa shortly following the September 2009 Tsunami.
His investigative blogging landed him in trouble with the Samoan Prime Minister
(when he wrote the book “Corruption in Samoa” and named the PM's mistress)
who had him secretly declared a “Prohibited Immigrant”.
In 2016 he re-established himself in New Zealand following a total loss in Samoa
and now conducts his writing and investigative work from a custom-built housetruck under the brand Writing the Wrong®.
He has a special interest in the Samoan culture viewed from a Christian
perspective and alternative currencies, particularly commercial barter exchanges,
which have formed a large part of his exposés.
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In December 2018 he reconnected with a friend Ron Cooke, a King Country
historian and spent the year of 2019 helping Cookie rebuild his life following his
eviction from The Memory Bank.
He established the King Country Education Trust (KCET) with and for his 'mate'
in Q4, 2018 and seeks to make the world a better place through facilitating
education in the fields of IT and history. He established Club Wairua in
Matapuna, Taumarunui and in 2019 relocated the Tiny House Workshop there.
He blogs at his personal website: www.dennis.nz.
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